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Ray Cronise's big

dreams give new mean
ing to the word "Flyer."
Let the Lightwave
laser battles begin!
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Shedding Light on Lasers
by Dave Jerrard

More tutorials online! Go to
www. newtekniqttes. com/bonus
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Halloween's "Xena: Warrior

Princess" episode called "Mortal
Beloved." There is a chance that
the Driads will soon return.

LightWave Mailing List
Contest winners.
ShortTakes is now online!

Check out the array of news
features by going to
www. newtekniques. com
and selecting "Bonus."

in the online bonus area. Go

by Kevin Kutchaver, one of the

Productions. The evil LightWave
3D Driads are from last

49

Four great LightWave 3D

Surf Report is back! Find it

This issue's cover was designed
three founders of Flat Earth

Renders
images, including two

See more reviews online,

64
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Relativity, Particle Storm

Flying High: Amiga Reborn! What Does It Mean? .... 30

by Joe Tracy

Wave FIX: Storm of the Century

4

NewTekniques has been

to www.newtekniques.com

I

John Gross umeils one ofh<$
secrf t0 ^ce^s

and select "Bonus" to get
there.

The new features in Particle Storm 2.0 promise to bring Lightwave
animation to the next level of excellence. This totally redesigned plug-in

offers Enveloping, Layout integration, and a new hierarchical tree-control

interface. Particle Fields allow your particles to (low like water, and creat
ing gaseous and viscous effects is now a breeze*^article Fields also
allow more realistic Flocking and Swarming behavior, as particles can

avoid colliding with each other, and inter-particle collisions are now possi
ble for more realistic effects. New Particle Types make particles larger and

smaller based on distance, and can turn simple particles into Strands, for
realistically moving hair and string effects. The Sticky Particles feature fs
great for spray painting particles onto objects; Mimic sets a motion path
for particles to follow, and the nev/ Assemble and Disassemble features
create shapes out of particles or turn polygons into particles for super
explosions! The enhanced Collision Detection allows your particles to

"see" ahead of themselves and avoid colliding with a Lightwave object,
and Spawner can make a particle emit more particles based on collision,
age, and speed.

Also included are the same great features that made Particle Storm
1.0 so popular: Wind. Gravity, Flocking & Swarming. Force Fields, and
enhancements to the Death Wish and Particle Shader add even more pos
sibilities. Req. LW 5.5+. Special Inspire version to be released in July.

• i je created using Thor, Fractalixer, Pi

Ocean. LumeSubmerge and LumeMi

Formerly available only as a plug-in for Softimage. LumeTools is now
shipping for Lightwave! Create moving water with one polygon, wet sur

faces, partially submerged objects with discoloration and diffraction, true
layered fog, textured landscapes and stains, glares off of surfaces or from
one light, easy edging effects like fuzz and bark, and much more! Lume
Tools handles sophisticated effects with ease, without adding geometry or
render time to your animation. Even create surfaces with the real proper

Image created using TreeDruU

ties of glass and metal! Req. LW 5.5+ or Inspire 3D, v

LumeGlare.

Create 3D trees quickly and'easily right In Layout! TreeDruld is a
Object Replacement plug-in that generates realistic trees and bushes.
Envelope all the parameters, includingtielght, leaf density, wind, gravi
and sun, for realistic growth ana" movement. Set your polygon count to

maximize your resources. The real-time preview window lets you view the
tree 360 degrees around while you make the changes to the parameters.
Choose a leaf shape and texture,..as well as bark textures, or create your,
own! TreeDruid even comes wltti dozens of trees for you to choose fr<

Req. LW 5.0+ or Inspire 3D.

fhor is anew plug-in for liightWave and Inspire that generates threedimensional lightning. The reaRune preview window instantly updates as
changes are made to the parameters. Envelope EVERY parameter for real

istic lightning, Tesla colls, and moral Set a starting and ending point for

the bolt to travel between, even on the same object, with hierarched
points in-between for easy movement. Req. LW 5.0+ or.lnspire 3D.
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is in its readers.
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What is most important to you when dealing with a company?

LISA KRAMER, PAMELA POTTS

For me, it is customer service. The way a company treats its
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customers says a lot about the
offers. With that in mind, the
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quality of what it

NewTekniques team recently decided to

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR
PRODUCTION

further invest in readers with some new free services!

MARIA KRISTINAADAMEK

Bonus Content Online

■aspire 3D and Hum!

By the time you read this, a reader-only section will

The NewTekniques Web site also features free areas

be established on the NewTekniques Web site that

that give detailed information on Aura and Inspire

will bring back some past columns (Surf Report. Ask

3D. To get to these sections, go to the NewTbkniques

NewTek] along with expanded areas (tutorials,

Web site

reviews, ShoitTakes), and a couple of new surprises.

"Features" from the top menu bar.

E.Sandpoitite Avenue.
Suite 600, Santa Ana, CA 92707. USA

(www.newtekniques.com) and select

email: jtracy@advanstar.com

Tel: |714) 513-8400, Fax: (714(513-8612

The site will be password protected, but as a reader,
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you'll be able to easily access it.
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I see my job as NewTekniques Editor-in-Chief as
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ment, but gees along with our goal of investing in

me to address. You can reach me directly at

The frustration of always having more content

(714)

the reader as a thank you for your loyalty.

You'll be able to find this new bonus area at

IfifsM
Also new to the NewTekniques Web site is

InfoTek. This fast and easy-to-use online system will
retrieve

You

can

also

email

me

at

If you ever have any subscription problems, you

www.newtekntques, com/bonus.

allow you to quickly

513-8683.

]tracy@advanstar.com.

information on

NewTek-related products or services. The system is
also searchable so that you can quickly search by

product name, category, etc. You can find the

InfoTek area at www.newtekniques.com/infotek.
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Learn to Drive Five-KtaPft
All New Video Tape Training Series for Lightwave 3D
The Lightwave 3D 5.5 Essentials Series
Learn 3D animation the easy wayl Discover animation, modeling, surfacir
lighting attributes, camera techniques, spline patching, inverse kinematics end
more! This powerful training series will cut your learning curve and enable you
to master one of the most popular 3D animation program available today!

Quicksfart'55

Lighting & Camera Effects

Layout Views, Creating Keyframes,

Animating Lights, Shading Techniques,

Preview Animations, Image Rendering,

Shadow Mapping, Lens Flares, Lighting

Primitive Objects & Modeling Tools

Tricks, Camera Motion Tips, Depth of

Modeling Essentials

Field, Rack Focus & Image Projection

Text Objects, Modification Tools,

Po werModeling

Surface Attributes, Polygonal

Bevels & Drills, Cutting Tools, Boolean

Modeling, ryletaforrn & Metanuri

Techniques, Hierarchical Modeling,

Animation Essentials

Multiple Clone & Extrusion, Spline

Object & Camera Motion, Cyclical

Patching & Meta-Nurbs Modeling

Animation, Moiion Graphs. Object

Kinematics & Contortions

Morphlng & Displacement Mopping

Forward Klnemation, Inverse

Surfacing Essentials

Kinematics, Displacement Effectors,

Texture, Bump & Reflection Maps,
Procedural Textures, Raytracing,
Projection Maps & Cel Shader

I

Deformation Plug-Ins, Animating Bones,
Muscle Flexing, Replacement
Animation

. ■■-

Each Tape only $49.95 - Call Now For Special Package Discounts - 30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Photoshop Essentials

Photoshop Creative

Organic Modeling & |

Digital artist & Instructor Katrin

Compositing

Animation
Give your projects life-like '

Elsmann reveals amazing time saving
tips & techniques for color correction,

levels & curves, layers, keyboard
shortcuts, hidden commands end

Discover layering techniques for
depth and dimension, channel &

qualities with techniques used

layer masks for seamless image

by top professionals. Modeling
tips, Puppet Master, Morph

blends, create special effects for
amazing multi-dimensional digital

much morel

Gtzmo, Inverse Kinematic

morel

imagery.

Plug-In Power 1

Steamer
Discover all you need to

Learn about three incredible Plug-Ins

about the amazing new

for Lightwave 3D. Advanced

volumetric lighting engine for

modeling capabilities with Mactoform

Lightwave 5.5. Create

particle animation with Particle Storm

lightbeams, dust doucs, smoke

& advanced image processing with

trails and more!

WaveFilter.

The Creative Magic of Ron Thornton
Learn award winning techniques for modelfrTg, surfacing, Image compositing and

Special effects. Follow along using Ron Thornton's own creations, with the Digital

FX Collection CD Rom, filled with all of.the models, scenes & Image sequences
used in his tapesl

• Spacecraft Model Design

• Spacecraft Surfacing Techniques

• Digital Cinematography

• Cinematic Visual Effects
• Digital FX Collection CD Rom

24 Hour Order Hot Line!

1039

On-Une Order Catalog

http://www.desktopimages.com/desktop/
Circle #204

Desktop Images P.O. Box 10908 Burbank, CA 91505, 818-W-8980 fax 818-841-8023 email - scles@desktopimages.com
add $4.95 S&H for first tape plus $1.50 each additional tape. CA residents odd sales tax. For PAL add S5.00 per tape
mastering the toots of tomorrow

NEW LIGHTWAVE PRODUCTS
Scene File Management Utility

Particle Storm 2.0
Relativity
TutorVision 3D CD
Motion Designer

NEW AMIGA PRODUCTS

LIGHTWAVE PRODUCTS

Scene File Management
Utility (SMU)

Particle Storm 2.0
Particle Storm 2.0 by

Dynamic Realities offers
new and enhanced lea-

3D version 5.x. It includes more than six hours of
video tutorials in SOD x EDO resolution that play back on

objects, images, Particle Storm, Puppet Master, and Morph Gizmo files.

layout integration, and a

the same computer monitor lightWave is running on.
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surface

viewer,

explorer a lighi explor
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^

teaches you character animation with LightWave

lures, including enveloping,

SMU, which runs on Windows 95, also includes copy functions, an image

■■

TuiorVision 30 CD Volume 1 is a two-CD set tlat

3D that allows you to copy or zip a complete scene with all used

^^_c

C

TutorVision )D (D

JMU. by Daniel Wilhelm, is a scene file management utility lor LightVVave

You also can copy or load files from a network directory with UNC names.

£-'.

I-NET 225

■

■

-■

er, and a sequence

'

■■
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The cost for SMU is

$49. The version in
release is 1.1. You can

1

service

at

www.newtekniqu es.com/infotek.

new hierarchical tree-control

interlace. Particle fields allow particles to How like water.:
more realistic flocking and swarming klia.ior, as particles can avoed

Ihe CO also contains over six (ull-lengtfi text laterals

that cover more advanced topics, six product revie.vs,
and an interview with Stephen Bailey from Will vinlon

colliding with each other. Inler-particle collisions are also possible.

Studios. There's also a Product Showcase. Animators

Particle fypes make particles larger aod smaller based on distance and

Showcase, and Objects & Textures section.

can turn simple particles into strands for realistically moving hair. Sticky

lulorVision 3D CO Volume I runs on Pentium,

Particles, lets you spray paint particles onto objects. Mimic sets a motion

PowerMac, and DEC Alpha systems and costs $49.95.

path for particles, and Ihe new Assemble and Disassemble features cre

For more information, visit ihe ttewhkiqms tefoTefc

ate shapes out of particles or turn polygons into particles lor super
explosions.
Particle Storm 2.0 is available lor Intel, Alpha, Macintosh, Sun. and SGI
platforms. For more information, visit the .'is.-JsviquesMtid service at

service at wmnewteknipes.com/infolek.
Circle #104 on the Reader Service
card or enter it at
www.newtekniques.com/infotek

;.v,v;. n e;\ te kn i \\ lies, co iii/mhtE \

Circle #101 on the Reader Servicecard or
enter it at www.newtekniques.com/infotek

AMIGA

I-NET 225

I-Net 225 is a professional, SAHA-II compliant, TCP/IP networking
software package lor the Amiga. TCP/IP is an iulernalionally accept

ed network protocol, which exists on virtually all computer plat
forms, ft is gives different systems a common means by which to
exchange data, finally, the Amiga can communicate with everyone
else (i.e. Mac, PC, SGI, Windows3.1/95,'NUun, etc.).
l-'.Et 225 comes with a full host of clients anil servers allowing
the Amiga to connect with remote hosts, and also host other sys
tem; or the network. Ihe oew easy-to-use Gill Installation utility
Quick Prels makes installation a breeze.

l-'lel 225 costs Si ■19 95. For more information, visit the
kwJskniims Infolek service at www.newteknii]yes.com/infotek.

Circle #102 on the Reader Service card or
enter it at www.newtekniques.com/infotek

Relativity

Relativity, by Prem Subrahmanyam, relates tfie motion channels of any
item in lightWave 3D (camera, hones, objects, lights) to those of
any other item at any poiot in time, using powerful mathematical for

mulas. It also allows you to contract and extend time by relating it to an
object's position.
From complex targeting and snaking, to cycling relationships between
objects, Relativity brings complex mathematical equations to life in
lightWave. for those who are not experts in math, Relativity provides

"Professors" that help guide you through the process.
Called "the revolutionary expressions plug-in for LigMWave 30,"
Relativity retails at about $200 and is available for Intel and Alpha plat
forms (with PowerMac available by July). For more information, visit the
to/jk?Mlnlolek service at www.newtekniqiies.com/infotek.

Motion Designer

Motion Designer, distributed by DStorm of Japan, is
a rletiiE.nalir.il lightWave 3D plug-in thai allows
animations to be created using physical simula

tions. Animation data is created by specifying parameters
such as weight, spring, resistance, and viscosity for each
surface of an object and by simulating wind, gravity, and
Key motions created in Ughfe 3D and motions by
IK-HONE can be used as abject motions during simulation.

Motion Designer is highly effective for creating realistic
animations ol soft objects, such as cloth.

Motion Designer is available lor Intel and Alpha lor
$495. For mare information, visit the Newleiniqiies
Infolek service at www.newtekniques.csm/infotek.
Circle #105 on the Reader Service

Circle #106 on the Reader Service card

Circle #103 on the Reader Service card

or enter it at www.newtekniques.com/infotek

card or enter it at

or enter it at www.newtekniques.com/infotek

www.newtekniques.com/infotek
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Been a while since you upgraded?

Just look lit all the keen ne w features in ImageFX 3. Of
The all-new ImageFX 3.0 is here and it's everything you need! Showcasing the fastest image editing interface
available, fantastic Toaster/Flyer support, multiple image editing windows, actual multiple image layers, large

effects previews, hundreds of special effects and image processing functions and other things you never dreamed of
or believed possible!

ImageFX is an Amiga owner's dream and also just happens to be the
highest-rated image editing and special effects package on the market
today! ImageFX lets you scan, paint, convert image formats, image
process, create wild special effects and so much more!

Call 1-800-IMAGE-69 (or 804-282-1157) to upgrade or ask for a
new ImageFX at your local dealer or mail order firm.

Aladdin 4D and ImagaFX are traOemarks ol Nova Design. Inc.. 1910 Byrd Ave. SjiIb SW, Richmond. VA 23230

Circle #205

Sales/1 n forma lion' (804) 262-5868. Fa,- {BOA) 282-3768. Web: hltp7/www.™vaUes^n cor

Roy Cronise

SPAQAQ
Nevflbkniques: Most people know you only as a third-party Flyer
product developer, yet your life is much more, including work you
do for NASA.

Cronise: Space development is my passion and there has been no
better place to be working than as a research scientist at NASA dur
ing the last 14 years. My current activity is research or. Aerogel- This

is a lightweight, transparent solid that is over 97 percent air.
Because of the open pore structure of Aerogel, it is a great insulator

providing up to R30 value per inch of material. Our team was award
ed a major NASA research grant last year to study the effect of
microgravity, or weightlessness, on the processing cf Aerogel. We
are also working on advanced carbon Aerogel for both cryogenic
and high temperature application for :he Reusable Launch vehicle

efforts like the X-33 and X-34. It's funny, because this entire effort
was started after Tim Jenison (NewTek's CEO) had asked me

whether I could make Aerogel structures to be used in lightweight
model airplanes for time-aloft contests. The more 1 thought about it,
the more it became obvious that this was a perfect material for
space research and applications.

NewTbkaiques: A few years ago there was an article in Video
Toaster User about the Video Toaster Flyer system being used on
NASA's "Vomit Comet" to test it in weightlessness. What can you
tell us about it?

kip. Jason Linhati of NewTek.

Ray Cmnise. and Laurent Sibille
uf NASA float in NASA's KC-135

Bnttum: NASA's KC-135

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Ray Cronise is known as a third-parly Video Toaster Flyer development guru because n! his high-profile com

provides up to 30 seconds ol

pany, ProWave. Bui his passions p well beyond the Flyer and iolo space wheie he hopes to one day be a part ol

weightlessness per maneuvei

the development that will send people to outer space on a regular basis. While his job as a NASA research scien

with 40 to 60 manuevers

tist is a dream came true, it is actually bis Flyer-based video productions company, KRC Productions, that brings in

pet flight

the family income. Cronise turned bis initial S5.000 investment in the Toaster into a six -figure income with his cor
porate productions. We appreciate Cionise breaking away ffom tiis busy schedule as a NASA research scientist
owner of PiuWave, video producer, and father o! two, for an interview with Newleiniques.
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This is not a photograph. It's your competitive edge.

Illuminate your world with unsurpassed realism

Create renderings of unsurpassed

realism with Lightscape, the first software to combine radiosity and ray tracing with physically-based

lighting. As the world's best tenderer, Lightscape 3 forWindows*95 and NT greatly enhances your
current 3D modeling and animation packages by adding subtle but important lighting effects, such as
soft shadows and color bleeding, ro any 3D project. With Lightscape's ability to accurately calculate
both direct and indirect light, there is no need to "fake" the lighting to achieve great results. Whether
creating 3D graphics for real-time display or pre-rendered animations, Lightscape's revolutionary
approach to lighting allows you to achieve a level of realism never before possible.

Now this powerful tool is an even greater value at just $495. And there's no risk with our unconditional
60-day money-back guarantee. Plus, you'll receive free technical phone support for the first 90 days, and
unlimited free fax, e-mail and Web support. Take advantage of this special offer and acquire your
com pen live edge today.

Lightscape
from discreet logic

NOW ONLY $495! Purchase Lightscape 3 Today.

TO ORDER OR FDR MORE INFO CALL 1-800-859-9643
ay^i Cndas Copyright C t W Advanced

i ,\pP!i

www.lightscape.com
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"The world's most physically accurate
3D renderer. If quality is a factor,

then Lightscape is a must have
for 3D rendering."
Mark Snoswell
Design Graphics

MASTERS
liminary version of the Flyer—we

actually bring more to the table

face to record and play—the dri

by not being there. It allows us to

ves didn't miss a beat. !t is also

attack the problems from a clean

interesting to note that VTASC is

slate v/ithout as much influence

perfect for scientific applications

from corporate politics that are

because it does not introduce the

present at any company. What is

blocky artifacts typically seen in

most exciting is the team of third-

MPEG or M-JPEG. This is impor

party guys like Aussie and Jeff

tant when a few pixels may con

White who can build software

tain the very information a scien

applications that all work togeth

tist is looking for in an image.

er. Tim Jenison likes to call this

NawTbkmques, Prior to develop

"Coopertition."

ing for the Flyer what did you do

NewTekniques: Even though the

and how were you first intro

Flyer is used in conjunction with

duced to the Video Toaster?

some prime time network TV

Cronise: I was asked by NASA to
be a science host on a TV show
called "Today in Space" that aired
on

the NASA

Select

channel.

After a two-week, one-show-aday schedule, I thought that video
would be a great side hobby, until

I saw the cost to get started One

shows, there are some who say
that it isn't broadcast quality

because it is composite-based
while most professional tape
decks are component-based.
Based on your knowledge and
experience, how would you
answer such critics?

of the editors at the studio sug

Cronise: Anyone who has seen a

gested that I call the 800 number

composite D2 deck or 1-inch tape

for the Toaster "Revolution" tape

knows it is a bit disingenuous to

and from that point on,

I was

say that you can't achieve quality

hooked. 1 must have watched that

video using a composite signal.

tape for a year before purchasing

Just hook up a live camera com

a used Toaster 2000 system and a

posite feed to a monitor and look

ProWave is developing a drag-and-drop audio timeline for the Flyer

couple of Hi-8 decks from Art

at the image. I think most people

called Eclipse (top picture), which interacts with its new audio wave

Polin,

just equate composite to VHS and

form editing program, WaveEditor (middle and bottom pictures).

10

for a company like NewTek. We

had only a command line inter

Cronise: I was a Toaster user at

for experiments. Once the data is

the time and had gotten some

collected, scientists usually digi

LightWave

Jason

tize it for analysis, so why not do

help

from

an

award-winning Flyer

wedding videographer. After see

don't think about the bigger pic

ing some of the work he had done

ture.

at the time, I was sure that this

Cam SP and component were so

was the system for me.

Unfortunately,

since Beta-

prevalent in the analog profes
sional market when the Flyer hit

Lindhait, then in NewTek's tech

it all at once and then downlink it

Newikkniques: With the Flyer

the street, people just didn't give

support. We were talking about

later when time permits?

expertise that you and PioWave

composite signals a fair consider

my NASA "day job" and some of

The test we performed was really

programmers Bill Evans, Rob

ation. People just automatically

the video challenges that would

about hard drives; could they per

Wood, and Lee Stanford possess,

assume that because VHS is a

face

station;

form in such an environment?

have any of you ever considered

bad editing choice, and it is com

launching and storing videotapes

During these flights we go from

working for NewTek's Flyer

posite, then any system that uses

are not cheap. For example, on

twice Earth's gravity (2 Gs) to 0 G

development team?

composite can't have good quali

the last space lab mission that I

and back every one and a half

worked, USMP-4, we carried over

minutes, and perform as many as

Cronise: Sure. I think most Video

flaw in logic called the "fallacy of

100 tapes for a two-week mission

60 maneuvers in one two-hour

Toaster users at some time have

confirming the antecedent" (e.g.,

and that cuts down on stowage

flight. Though it was a very pre

thought it would be cool to work

all dogs have four legs, therefore if

us

on

a

space
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ty. This is the most fundamental

image (.rested with Inspire 3D

Unleash Your Creatiye
Power With Inspire 3D
are expected to

NewTek designed Inspire 3D based on its experience

create dynamic print ads, multimedia productions,

package falls short of what you want to deliver. It's time to

with Lightwave, the choice of Hollywood animation
studios such as Dreamworks and Digital Domain. We have
worked hand-in-hand with graphic artists to develop

take the 3D plunge, but you've only found under-powered

powerful, creative tools for more than a decade.

As a graphics professional, you

and stunning visuals for the web. Faking it in a 2D

toys that fall short of getting the job done right.

Best of all, you'll find Inspire 3D works well with
Finally, you have a choice. NewTek, the company that

Adobe

Photoshop1,

Quark

XPress®,

Macromedia

took Hollywood by storm with LightWave 3D5, has just

FreeHand", and Macromedia Director®, as well as dozens

released Inspire 3DTV. It's a powerful, yet easy to learn 3D
program designed specifically for the needs of

of other programs that professionals use every day. As your
imagination and creative needs grow, you'll find

that Inspire 3D has the power to make all

the professional graphic artist. It comes with

your artistic creations come to life.

an interactive tutorial that gets you up
and running in no time. Before you
know it, you'll be creating stunning

graphics that satisfy even the most

Call NewTek today at

I n s p

1-800-862-7837

demanding clients.

for more information

Visit us at Siggraph, Booth #1027

http://www.newtek.com

Outside the USA call 1-210-370-8000 • FAX: 1-210-370-8002
Anonymous FTP site ftp newtek.com

Windows NT or 95 * Power Macintosh

Ail trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of
their respective owners ©NewTek 1998
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NewTek

Audio can be integrated

into

WaveEditor as well.

pression ratio of the current HQ5,

NewTekniques: There seems to be
a constant fear in the Amiga com

of wisdom or tips do you have for
Flyer owners?

seems the real responsibility is
with Gateway and other manu
facturers

to

continue,

and

advance, the Amiga and its OS.
NewTek has stated that it will

continue to support current Flyer
owners, and based on its track
record with the Toaster, I'm confi
dent they will do just that, As far
as the hardware is concerned,

Huntsville Payload Operations Control Center (POCCI during a recent 14-day

they have only scratched the sur

microgravity space lab mission for NASA.

face of what the Flyer can do.

Cronise: As you may know, all the
programmers

at

ProWave

are

similarly

do you respond to these people?

Flyer a guarantee. At this point it

ProWave and what will it do?

for

NewTbkoiques: Finally, what words

makes an update for the Amiga

big product we can expect from

per second

and future development of it. How

ing announced recently, I think it

Nswrnmiquem What is the next

10.5MB

completely abandon the platform

Cronise: With the aggressive pric

it has four legs it must be a dog).

you would need to use at least

compressed Dl component.

munity that NewTek is going to

Ray Cronise, sen/ing as assistant mission scientist, and Laurent Sibiile in the

uncompressed). So at the same com

Cronise: With the Flyer, I never have
to worry about an A/B roll edit. I can
change the length of my dissolves m
just two hotkeys (thanks to Co-pilot),
and I never suffer generation loss—
every tape is a master. When my
clients have changes, I don't have to
cringe at the thought of re-editing

the

project—just

a

few

crouton

drags and it's finished. Thinking

back to the cost of the first two 9GB
drives at S4,000 each, I remember
how great

of

a

deal

that

was,

because the Flyer opened up my

video

production

whole

new level of productions;

business

to

a

The one feature of the Flyer that is

S800 to $2,500 event jobs became

clip in a project window. Now you

often overlooked is that all the

38,000 to $20,000 corporate videos.

can copy, cut, and paste nonde-

compression chips are software-

Now with the new low cost of the

structively.

When you hit the

programmable. By only changing

Flyer and 9GB drives at $500, I'm

"save" button, you get a choice of

the code downloaded to the chips,

just amazed that anyone with a

writing a new clip, with all of the

you can continually improve the

Toaster

changes you made, or saving a

video quality. We have seen this

about a Flyer. With all of the hype

project;

the

resulting

clip

or

would even

twice

already as the standard setting

about

"weekend warriors," and as such

sequence of clips is incorporated

was increased to HQ5 and devel

multimedia presentations, there is

it's hard to say exactly when we

back in the location of the original

opment is well under way for

still one fact that holds true: If you

will get something released. These

clip. We have also been working

HQ6. This is unique to the Flyer—

keep your message short enough, a

guys all have tight schedules, but

on

with all other NLE boards on the

traditional sales videotape

still manage to pull off some amaz

timeline

market, you have to buy new

only guaranteed means of getting a

ing things. We have been working

WaveEditor

called

hardware each year to keep up

customer to hear and see everything

on WaveEditor for two years. We

Eclipse. While it is not designed

with the drives. It seems much

you want them to. The Video Toaster

are trying to follow in the success

to edit video (the Flyer interface is

more economical to add a soft

Flyer system was the first complete

of ProMix and RenderFX by making

much better at that), you can edit

ware patch and a few faster, and

video postproduction system in a

oui programs run entirely from the

your audio in a timeline format.

usually cheaper, drives. Even at

box and today it is still the most

Flyer user interface. WaveEditor

Even better, we have allowed all

the Flyer's 5MB per second, that

affordable way to do video. NewTek

uses the same "project motif" of the

of our ProMix tools to work from

is really only 2:1 compression,

definitely delivered the "desktop

a new drag-and-drop audio
editor

as

plug-in

the

first

interactive

think

CD-ROMs

and

is the

Flyer. When you highlight an audio

this interface, allowing you to pre

because

clip in your project and launch

view your edits real-time before

about 10.5MB per second as com

ago...in its sales tape. I'm grateful to

WaveEditor,

you get a standard

executing the changes. We hope

pared to Dl, which is 21MB per

all who have worked so hard to

waveform representation of that

that tools like OZware's Co-pilot

second (RGB is 31MB per second

make this a reality.
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uncompressed

D2

is

revolution" it promised me years

.\J

LIGHT-ROM 6 is an all new 4 CD-ROM collection of Lightwave
objects and scene files for any computer platform supported by
Lightwave 3D.

The first CD-ROM features a wide range of Lightwave scene files
ranging from Anatomy to Vehicles. The second CD-ROM includes
Dean Scott's incredible ABomb scene file that includes 560 megs
of image map sequences. A collection of Lightwave PuppetMaster

scene files by Michael Beats is also included, The third CDROM, "Tileable Textures," contains an assortment of seamless
textures for Lightwave 3D. Also included is an impressive

demonstration of World Construction Set version 3. The fourth
CD-ROM, "DeskTop Video Collection" is included as a bonus.

This CD-ROM features over 500 Backdrops suitable for
^shipping

desktop video at 752 x 480 resolution.

LIGHT-ROM Gold -S3995
LIGHT-ROM 4 -83995
3,000 Jpeg Textures - S2995
LIGHT-ROM 5 (3 CD's)-S4995
LIGHT-ROM 6 (4 CD's)-3499S
Multimedia Backdrops (free with bundle)
3D Studio Meshkit objects (free with bundle)
(free CD-ROMs while quantities last)

,

tifrS

ti for ony

Bundle sale ends September 25th.

ORDERS ONLY 1*800 • 265*4041
VOICE /FAX -502-363-2986 -Shipping is $4.95 for U.S. & Canada - $6.95 International / C.O.D. $4.50 Extra

LIGHT-ROM Bundle Shipping is $7.95 for U.S. & Canada - $10.95 International

GRAPHIC D ETAIL
GRAPHIC DETAIL INC. ♦ 4556 SOUTH 3RD ST. ♦ LOUISVILLE, KY 40214 ♦ USA
"LIGHT-ROM" is a trademark ol Graphic Detail Inc. All other trademarks are the properties ol their respective companies.
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the effects in the highest ratetttyndimed show
on television, Kena: Warrior Princess." ,'Top: Xena is about to be ~

bird in "Prometheus."
Bottom; This famous opening credit scene
finally being made into an episode!

wenty-something ani

mators were hooked
by video games. Star
Wars

inevitably

inspired

the 30-something~ generation.
As

for

the

40-sornething

founding fathers of Rat Earth
Productions, they sharpened

their

FX

Lucas'

teeth

space

on

George

epics.

Doug

Beswick sculpted the heads of
the Cantina Band in Star Wars
and he actually performed in

the band. Kevin Kutchaver ani
mated light sabers in Return of
the

Jedi.

Meanwhile,

Kevin

O'Neill worked on Ewoks: The
Battle for Endor.

14
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"All three of us came from the
old school, before this cuttingedge

digital

Kutchaver

technology,"

said.

"We've

been

around since the dawn of time,
doing this since the earth was

flat." Is it any wonder that Ray
Harryhausen was theii Yoda?

Like the seven-headed Hydra in
Jason and the Argonauts, 1±te spirit
of Ray Hanyhausen rises up again
and

again

at

Flat

Earth.

Hanyhausen, one of the masters of

stop-motion effects, .created many
memorable scenes in movies like

The Golden Voyage of Sinbed and
The Valley of Gwangi.

Take a look

at the jaw-dropping sequence of
Jason sword fighting with seven

skeletons

in

Jason

and

the

Argonauts, and you'll recognize the
lineage of Flat Earth's visual effects
work in "Hercules: The Legendary
Journeys"

and

"Xena:

Warrior

Princess."
Indeed, in the second season of
"Hercules," the Flat Earth trio,

with the help of Everett Bunell,
created their own skeleton fight
scene.

Instead

of

employing

painstaking and time-consuming
stop-motion

techniques,

Flat

Studio's Action Pack of rotating TV
programs.

In 1993, O'Neill was serving as

MCA TV ordered additional
episodes and the initial season

was launched.
"After the first movie, Kevin

Earth constructed and rendered-

visual effects supervisor for the

the scene in LightWave 3D. In

Sam Raimi and Rob Tapert produc

Kutchaver decided to come over

'fact, Flat Earth has employed

tion of the first Hercules movie.

from 'Babylon 5' and join us. He

LightWave for all its 3D work

"They filmed it in New Zealand

did all the 2D comp work on his

since opening in 1995.

and I went down to supervise the

Mac computers at home using

effects shots.1' O'Neill said. "Before

After Effects," O'Neill said.

I went, I called Doug and we hired

Actually, Kutchaver wasn't the

O'Neill, Beswick, and Kutchaver

Joe Conti and Don Waller to do the

only one toiling at home. The

had crossed paths working for var

3D stuff.

group was organized back then as
a true virtual studio with no phys

ious visual effects houses in the

"Universal was hoping one of

and 90s. "Hercules" was the

the shows in the Action Pack

ical headquarters—everyone was

ject that brought them together

would be a hit. To everybody's

working out of spare rooms or

and forged Rat Earth. "Hercules"

surprise, Heic was the one. Kevin

was originally a series of television

Sorbo just thought it would be a

movies

great vacation," O'Neill said.

produced for Universal

June/July 1993
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garages.
allowed

The
the

arrangement

team

to

remain

episodes calling for up to 90-"
During the last two episodes of

efficient and cost-effective. It was

the

a

"Hercules," a character was intro

practical

solution

made

by

initial

official

season

of

veteran effects artists who had

duced that would double Flat

witnessed the vagaries of the

Earths workload and spawn a

business.

frenzy of Xenites. When Xena, the

During the premiere season of

Warrior Princess and Gabrielle,

"Hercules," O'Neill. Beswick, and

the Amazon Queen, were spun off

Kutchaver decided to form Flat

into a series of their own, Flat

Earth. One of their first purchases

Earth

was a DEC Alpha machine for

render farm and expand to

rendering. "We always bought

animators.

what

we

could

afford,"

said

had

to

acquire

its

first

Even with the extra workload,

Kutchaver. explaining Flat Earth's

Flat Earth remained a virtual stu

lean financial creed. "That was

dio. It actually extended the net

my father's philosophy"

dragon far an episode of "Hercules.

"Hercules" and "Xena" are shot in

mine.' I've worked at ILM. We're

New Zealand, 8,300 miles from

trying to keep out of that situa

Los Angeles. Pennsylvania seems

tion where PAs are constantly

like a Chakram's throw away.

looking over your shoulder."

seasons,

Except for the puppet work

work by teaming with animators

O'Neill flew down to New Zealand

done by Weta, a New Zealand

For

the

first

few

In the beginning, we averaged

in Pennsylvania (John Ortman

every six to eight weeks to over

visual effects facility, Flat Earth

about 30 shots per episode of

"decided to get married and not

see

handles all the "Hercules" and

Hercules," O'Neill said. "In the

come to California," O'Neill said),

effects scenes. Now both produc

"Xena" effects. At the end of the

second season, we averaged 45 to

Chicago, and Northern California.

tions are in a

season, that can be a big load.

50 shots per show—with some

But

O'Neill said

considering

that

both

When Kevin O'Neill, Dong Beswick. end Kevin Kuifbaror, the toindare of Hat Earth Productions,
were asked what inspired them as children; the rssptsse, in three-part harmony., was Ray
Hanytianwn.
Reviewing the trio's childhoods ii like reading about triplet: separated at birth. All of them
spent their teenage yean trying to emulate the affects they saw in Karrftimen merits like First Msn
in ths Hsu. Bewick actually created his own version if tiH Itfi ¥tfa§t tfSshad. Kutcnant
tuned with boyhood friend PetB Koran oti such rainklasiics liki Sbke, a story about giant bfaid

rooid.D'NeiH's epic Heath w the Jacks loo); him slant a year fe complete. He shared the garage
with his dad. They rigged a pulley system; by day,

O'Neill worked on his set and by night they hoistBy the time Beswick was 17, he was

employed by Art Clotay, fl>B creator ol "GuBtby."

clayaatisn techniques: Both O'Neill and
Kvtchirst went to college on tilt East Coast but
found their way to Us Angeles soon thereafter.
Kutchavar's pal, Koran, had started his own
Kevin O'Neill, Hay Harryhausen, Kevin

visual affects company in Hollywood called Visual

Kutchaver, and Doug Beswick

Concepts Engineering (VCE). At one tine or
another, O'Neill and Kutchaver worked at VCE.

The partners reel for the first time in 19B7 when Beswick was doing the effects work on SesHejiiics.
When O'Neill was approached by Taped to produce the visual effects for "Hercules." he thought
it was a perfect chance to work with bis rlanytiaosen kindred spirits, "torn called me and said!
want to hire yeo for nine episodes," Beswick recounted. "He convinced me to learn computer graph
ics. Don Wilier taught me UghtWava basics."

fartier this year, tha three realized a childhood dream whan Ehsy mot Hanytiausen.
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the shooting of the visual

"mature period,"

"There's no new

Recently, Flat Earth was prepar

ground to break." So for next sea

ing

son,

Pictures will

sweeps. Each one had about 150

hire a coordinator to be on the set

shots. Because the production in

Renaissance

two

programs

for

May

to make sure all the technical

New Zealand was behind sched

aspects of the effects shots are

ule, the artists at Flat Earth only

covered.

had a week to complete both

The shot count per episode is

episodes.

"We have a gentle

now up to an average of between

man's

60 to 75 for both "Xena'

Tapert and Renaissance Pictures

and

agreement

with

Rob

"Hercules." On special occasions,

to do the best that we can within

the count can easily top 100.

the

For

time

available.

And

we

example, on "Bitter Suite," a Xena

always like to give a little extra,"

episode with singing animals,

O'Neill said.

Flat Earth used LightWave to lip

"We prefer the beginning of

sync the mouths of the animatron-

the

ic lion, eagle, and bull. The virtual

"because we have more time to

solution

work on the shots."

saved

Renaissance's

the

day.

original request

season,"

Kutchaver

said,

was to use live animals. Just

Other Worlds

removing the drool is an anima

As Flat Earth became recognized

tor's idea of a digital nightmare.

for its work on "Hercules" and

Not all the work is glamorous
3D effects shots.

Indeed, every

"Xena," it started to be hired for
other projects. "We did a lot of 3D

time Hercules slugs a scoundrel

work on the film Mortal Kombat:

into orbit or Xena whoops out a

Annihilation," O'Neill said. "We

battle cry and somersaults into

created the lower set of arms for

the fray, the wires attached to the

Motaro, the four-armed woman.

airborne

We also did an 80-shot sequence

miscreant or heroine

have to be removed.
"We like to give people respon
sibility," Kutchaver said. "We say,

of compositing

various

cloud

plates."

About the same time, Flat

'Here is your shot.' People do bet

Earth was working on the short

ter when they can say, 'This is

lived ABC TV series. ■'Timecop."

Advanced Texture Mapping Software
for Professional 3D Applications

UView 2.0 is the next generation of applications created

by CineGraphics that brings high end functionality to
the masses. Working together with game development and

animation companies, CineGraphics has improved on an
already powerful 3D texture mapping package. Download
a free trial version of UView 2.0 at www.cinegraphics.com

"It surpases both Light Wave and 3DS Maxfor

mapping and game level geometry"
Image Courtesy of Ion Storm

-Paul Davies
Senior Animator, Red Orb Entertainment

Multiple Channels
Have up to 8 layers of texEure mapping

information such as transparency, specularity,
reflection, bump, diffuse and color information on

a single surface.

"Without UView Daikatana would not

look as good as it does."

Multiple Object File Formats
UView 2.0 comes with Lightwave 3D,

Altas|Wavefront and 3D Studio object file format
support. However, other file formats may be

added through UView's plugin architecture.
Polygon Seam Cracking

When performing cylindrical or spherical
mapping, UView 2.0 automatically detects
polygon edges that fall within the texture's seem

and separates them.
Vertex Coloring and Mapping
UView 2.0 allows users to assign vertex cojofior
use in real-time 3D applications. With UVfew's

new vertex mapping tool, images can/fee used
map color information to vertices aufomatk

For more information /

please contact us at: %V/J
619.677.3908 tel

619.677.3910 fax

http://www.dnegraphics.net
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Lead Artist, Ion Storm M

A LightWave 3D special effects shot from
Blade, a new film based on the comic
book vampire killer. It is being released
into theaters this September.

of activity as artists are buzzing
from one office to another dis
cussing

Blade.

their

current

project,

This New Line Cinema

film is based on the comic book
vampire killer and stars Wesley
Snipes as Blade.
The program never generated the

With the extra workload, Flat

even asked to bid on it. "We got a

chemistry or the ratings, so the

Eaith increased its staff to about

call from Digital Muse, who had

sequence, the steel-hearted Blade

network severed the space-time

30 artists and finally, last year,

been contacted to do it. That was

is eviscerating a room full of vam

continuum. The show was axed

decided to rent studio space in

the first we had heard about it,"

pires. As these bloodsuckers cross

after five episodes. "That's the

Burbank. O'Neill had maintained

O'Neill said.

the river Styx, they burn to ashes.

difference between network and

a trailer on the nearby Universal

asked Universal, they said they

Flat Earth's job was to realistical

syndicated

Studios lot since the beginning of

thought we were too busy doing

ly create this lethal internal infer

said. "We know with a syndicated

"Hercules," but,

their TV shows."

no, layer by crispy layer, in a span

program that there's a stronger

place to meet off the lot to discuss

commitment to producing a sea

other projects," Burrell said.

programs,"

O'Neill

son's worth of shows. Because of

"We wanted a

Ironically, when it came time to

a

pyrotechnic

opening

of about 30 flaming frames per

living on Earth

digital death.

In October, 1997, Flat Earth had

They started with building a

that, we like working on syndicat

create the

Hercules and Xena

just completed a real 3D project,

skeleton and then adding mus

ed

attraction at the Universal Studios

with the glasses, for a company in

cles,

Japan that sets up haunted hous

LightWave 3D model was animat

es in shopping malls. Flat Earth

ed to match the movements of the

had created virtual monsters that

real person in the scene. The next

would

third

step was to resolve the critical

dimension and scare the living

metaphysical question: How does

daylights out of you.

a vampire burn? The answer, it

series

like

'Xena'

and

'Hercules.'"

Child Rearing

theme park. Flat Earth was not

in the Digital Age

Imagine living in a home where Barney is banned. Daddy has a five-foot dragon head, and
Halloween is a major holiday. Lucky Jennifer. 5. and Allison. 15 months, live this dream. Their par

ents are villain creator, Kathy Zielinski. and morster maker, Kevin Kutchaver.
"Our house looks like a f unhouse," said Zielinski, supervising animator at Disney and DreamWorks
who specializes in rogues and knaves.
Jennifer, whose favorite film is Gremlins 2 (Daddy worked on it), fights with her father over action
figures. "I have to remind her that her Woody from Toy Slory is the one with the head that she

jump

out

of

Since that time,

the

the studio

space at Flat Earth has almost
doubled,

though

some

things

skin,

and

clothing-

The

seems, is that an incendiary inci
sion by Blade's blade Ignites a
smoldering fire that radiates from

remain the same. Beyond the req

the

uisite action figures and models

clothes and immolating the body.

Graegus, Ares' war dog. "She suffocates them with Crazy Foam in the bathtub," Kutchaver said.

embellishments

"Did he just get eaten?" asked Jennifer. Zielinski explains thai it's not real and that someone made
it up like Daddy does, and she sends her off to watch Dad at the computer Kutchaver takes a more
philosophical position. "Most of the time I tell her that some people just aren't careful."

and

Once all the burning layers are
rendered, the final shot is compos

And how does a 5-year-oid cope 'with watching a dinosaur consume a lawyer in Jurassic Park?

desks

the

that

Mom actually creates these characters.

the

incinerating

shelves, there are no architectural

Disney figures. Jennifer just thinks her mother knows how to draw. She still doesn't understand that

inhabit

wound,

chewed," Kutchaver said. Jennifer loves Akidna, the Mother of all Monsters from "Hercules," and

When Jennifer first went to preschool, Mom would decorate her lunch bag with hand-drawn

The walls are

ited from an overlapping series of

covered with storyboards, movie

searing strata. For example, in one

posters, and a sign that reads

scene. Snipes sends Traci Lords

"Effects 25c." Even as they grow,

on a one-way trip to kingdom

the

come.

company

has

maintained

To achieve the broiling

Spartan surroundings. "We are a

effect, Kutchaver started with a

bunch of tables and guys who can

background

do stuff," Kutchaver said.

action scene, a green screen shot

plate

of

the

live

Do they worry about the violence the kids see at home on TV programs, the movies, and video

The one corner that belies that

of Lords' stand-in writhing from

games? "No. If I want violence out of my house, I turn off the evening news. But I do draw the line,"

image belongs to Paul Herndon;

the death blow, and the 3D model

said Kutchaver. "I was watching Tales from the Crypt - Demon Night' when Jennifer came in. The

an old-fashioned graphics artist

(with the background plate front

shrieks from my TV were more intriguing than the screams from her cartoons. I just grabbed the

who still uses a pen and ink. The

projection-mapped to it) match-

remote."

walls

moved to the stand-in, As the cre

He added, "I grew up watching horror movies. They were no worse than 'Grimm's fairy Tales'
and look at me." Enough said.
So Jennifer and Allison are learning to love Gremlins, creepy crawlies. and beheaded dragons;
and parents Kathy and Kevin think its perfectly normal.
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are

papered

with

his

energetic drawings of nether and

mation

otherworldly beings.

frame, a skin pass is added; after

progresses

frame

by

Blade — Making the Cut

bones are revealed,

then bone

Right now, Flat Earth is a hotbed

bits,

and

that, skin embers and ashes. The

bone

embers,

more

on
LU

00

When it comes to all-in-one professional
video editing, it's the hands-down winner.

The Emmy winning Video Toaster™ from

editing powerhouse that revolutionized video

NewTek is the desktop video production
system that puts everything you need for

editing. There are no bulky, multi-machine
systems. No plodding off-line studio. No
botched up editing. Nothing but you, the
Flyer and the fastest means of getting from
rough to finish without losing a bit of quality.

professional, broadcast quality video right
within reach.
It delivers "must-have" features like 4-input
video switching, character generation in 100

Postscript™ fonts and over 300 effects, not to
mention 2D and 3D graphics tools. But it's
also packed with extras. Like the ability to
insert video clips into LightWave 3D anima
tions. CD quality audio. The ability to overlay
animated video transitions across the screen
in real-time. Easy drag and drop control. And
the most reasonable price tag in the business
on a system comparable to those costing
$50,000 or more.

But to really make the Video Toaster hum, we
created the Flyer...the tapeless, nonlinear

Which is why, from prime time broadcast to
local news programming, corporate films to

event videography, Video Toaster Flyer is in
the picture.
To see why, call: I-800-847-6III. Outside the

U.S., call: 1-210-370-8000. Or check out our
web site at: www.nevrtek.com.
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Another LightWave 3D effects shot from New Line
Cinema's Blade.

ashes. A glow pass is mixed in along with

three elements of ash clouds. And ior good
measure in this shot, the vampire's skull
bounces off the floor before it vaporizes.
"Blade is a great job for an artist with
arrested adolescence." Kutchaver said. "We

1998 HANDS-ON TRAINING
Taught by Bob Anderson

get to blow people up."
The movie took its toll, though. "In film,

they always massage the shot to death,"
Burrell said. "On TV, you don't have the time
to keep changing the shot. They use every

LIGHTWAVE 3D 5.6 TOUR
TOPEKA, KS - July 18-25 - Academic Discount Week
MINNEAPOLIS, MN-August l-io
BOSTON, MA - August 25 - September 3
TOPEKA, KS-September 19-26
LOS ANGELES/HOLLYWOOD, CA- October 8-18
ATLANTA, GA - November 7-20
Workshops available in all cities:

Lightwave 3D Essentials (3 days)
Advanced LightWave 3D Techniques (3 days)

thing—there's no waste."
"With film, everyone who is part of the pro

ject has their say," Burrell said- At first,
Blade's director, Stephen Norrington, was cri
tiquing every frame of the shots. "Since his

background is in effects work, he was very
knowledgeable about what could be done."
Burrell said. Flat Earth thought Norrington
was satisfied with how the wcrk was pro

gressing when Kutchaver got a call from him
saying "that after the screening, they would
have copious notes,"

"A shot is never finished until a week
before the movie's opening date." Kutchaver

Workshops available in select cities:
Organic Modeling & Character Animation Essentials (2 days)

added. "That's how long it takes to make the

Intermediate Organic Modeling & Character Animation [2 days)
Advanced Lighting & Camera Techniques (2 days)

see that the opening date is moved back."

Anatomy For Animators: The Art of Proportion (1 day)

prints to send to the theaters. We cringe if we

Advanced Surfacing Techniques (2 days)

"People here want to make movies," Beswick

VIDEO TOASTER & FLYER

at the Washbimi University/ NewTek Technology Center
in Topeka, KS
FLYER IN PRODUCTION ESSENTIALS - July 10-12
FLYER IN PRODUCTION ESSENTIALS - December 11-13
HOW TO CB THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VIDEO TOASTER - August 17-21

THE COMPLETE VIDEO TOASTER - October 2-4

For curriculum, costs, testimonials from post students and logistics, see

www,wa$hburn.edu/ce/toaster.html

Washburn University/Division of Continuing Education

1700 SW College • Topeka, KS 66621
(785) 231-1010, ext. 1399 • FAX (785) 357-0871
E-mail: zzdpce@washburn.edu
Circle #211

staled when talking about the trio's origins

and future.
"We've ended our training in post produc
tion technology," O'Neill added.

"We're anxious to get a camera and tell a
story," Kutchaver said. "We want to make the
kind of films we used to enjoy watching."
Flat Earth has lined up a three-picture deal
to produce some low-budget films that are
visual effects-heavy. In fact, they created two
trailers for the Cannes Film Festival this year.

If they can generate enough international
interest, Kutchaver might be directing his first

film by the time you read this.
"We

know what we

Teknioues June/July 1998
www.n&Mekmques com

bring

to

a

said. "It's the bang that will get people into
the theaters."

Dick De Jong and Molly Dinkins are freelance
writers from Austin, TX.
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can

film—cost-effective visual effects," O'Neill
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Scripting for Modeler
Digging deeper into LScript

RADIAL POINT SELECTIONS

tn create a Modeler LScript

This month we'll dig a bit deeper into the use of the Lightwave 3D LScript

that allows you tc select

system for creating Lightwave Modeler plug-ins. Last issue, I left you with

points radially.

a few lines of script code that performed an action that was very difficult
and time-consuming to accomplish using only the Modeler interface. This month,
we will construct a new Modeler LScript that not only will allow us to examine more

LScript constructs and features, but also will provide functionality that would be
extremely difficult—if not impossible—to accomplish manually.

.

--lpt-i

TT^CmhTX

addresses such a need.

We will

the smaller of our two selection

construct a script that allows us

spheres, while the outer radius

to select points radially. The script

encompasses

will use two imaginary spheres—

executed, our script will select all

one contained within

points that lie within this bound

another,

ary defined by the difference of

point—and will select points that

the two spheres.

between

the

"skin"

of

both

spheres.

demonstrate radial selection.

Radial, Dude!
Several

methods

of

selecting

object points are provided
Modeler.
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by

When

with both sharing the same center

lie within the space that exists

Figure 1: The mesh data used to

the larger.

Geometry 101
Roughly 2,500 years ago, a math

Figure 1 shows the mesh data,

ematician from Samos was the

a series of two-point polygons, I

first Co provide a mathematical

will use to demonstrate the func

proof to a theorem that had been

tionality of the radial selection

in use for more than 1,000 years

process.

before him. This mathematician,

These

polygons

have

been adjusted deliberately to lie

named

mostly within the X-Y plane so the

proved the now-famous distance

effect of the selection can be seen

calculation

more plainly.

known

Pythagoras,

as

formula

the

formally
commonly

Pythagorean

However, there may be

Figure 2 illustrates the inner

times when you have a special

and outer radii for the selection

embark upon a detailed examina

need, and our script this month

area. The inner radius represents

tion of the theory, nor is one nec-

Theorem. I haven't the space to

...the new
state-of-the-art
way to gather
information on
NewTek related
products and
services.

www.newtekniques.com/infotek
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Hi

in favor of the identical sum we saved from
our call to pointcount() {line 3).

Repetitious Learning
Lines 11 through 19 of Listing 1 wrap some of
our processing code inside of an iterative con
trol, commonly known as a "for loop." Along
side decision controls (such as

"if"

and

"select"), loops are among the workhorses of
any programming language.
The for loop on line 11 sports three sec
tions. Each section is separated from the oth
ers by a semicolon (;). The first section is exe

cuted once, at the beginning of the looping
process. Notice that we place code into this
section that initializes variables we will use in
our loop:
for(x= l,y = 0:...
<Gfld:

10cm

[points

| Polygons

Multiple initializations can be performed,

1 volume

each separated by a comma (,). The x variable

Figure 2: The radii of the inner and outer "imaginary" selection spheres

is used to count the number of times we have
gone through the loop. The y variable will be

essary to our purposes. Given two points in 3D

directly in the script wherever we need them.

used as an index into an array we will con

space, it is enough to know that the distance

Well, placing them into a variable keeps us

struct within the loop.

between them can be determined using this

from having to change the value in more than

Section two of the for loop is the expression

mathematical theorem. So handy is this math

one place in the script should we decide that

that LScript will evaluate at the beginning of

ematical function that LScript includes it

one or both of the radii are not quite what we

each complete pass through the loop code.

within its vmag() function (short for vector

wanted. (This can be accomplished more effi

...;x <- count;...

magnitude). We will be relying heavily upon

ciently with "preprocessor macros," but that is

While this expression evaluates to a logical

this

a topic for discussion at a later date.) More

"true." the loop will continue to execute. In

importantly, it provides us with a means of

our expression, we ensure that the loop exe

altering the values as the script executes. The

cutes once per point (i.e., while x is less than,

usefulness of this practice will become clearer

or equal to, count).

function

for

this

issue's

scripting

exercise.

On With the (ode
Listing 1 is the Radial Select LScript.

We

when we add a requester interface to the

The last section of the for loop :s code to be

begin the script by counting the number of

script (in the next installment of this column).

executed at the end of each pass through the

points visible in Modeler's active foreground

Now that we have established parameters

loop. In our case, we use the post-increment

layer. This takes place in line 3 using LScripfs

within which to function, we switch Modeler

pointcountQ function. To ensure that the script

into its mesh-editing mode by calling LScript's

...;x++)

user is not trying to outsmart us. we check, on

editbegin() function (line 9). Recall from the

If we neglect to perform this final opera

operator to add one to the x loop counter.

line 4, to make sure that there are indeed

last column that we are required to invoke this

tion, then our loop will go on and on without

points with which we can work. If none was

mode before we can access and/or edit any

end, like a bunny banging a drum. This con

found, we simply return without a whimper.

existing mesh data—for instance, converting

dition is known as an infinite loop, and should

However, a more robust script probably would

points into polygons. While we will not actual

one occur in your script, your only recourse

chide the user for napping when he should be

ly change any existing mesh data in our Radial

would be to forcibly terminate Modeler. Not a

working.

Select script, we must be in this mesh-editing

good situation, especially if you forget to save

In lines 5 and 6 of Listing 1, we establish

mode in order to access information about the

your work.

the inner and outer radii to be used in our

mesh data contained in the active foreground

selection process. We place these values into

layer. Note also that editbeginf) returns the

variables, called inner and outer. You might

number of points found in the currently active

Inside our for loop, we examine each point.

wonder why we don't just use the literal values

foreground layer; we ignore this return value

Line 13 uses LScript's pointinfo() to get the
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MagicTime

is the tltST business focum that brings together

tWO critical industry segments - COFpOFOf6 and

entertainment - into one powerful
visual COmpuTifig conference and exposition.
No other event immerses you so deeply into the DCC market. Its technology and its
leading visionaries, innovators and trailblazers. And no other event offers such a

uniquely effective results-oriented reseller program.
DCC's reseller program will help you:
• Build new business models

• Identify customers
• Work more effectively with OEMs
• Expand your channel in the market

Contact

us today for more
information!
■

Visit
www.dccexpo.com

• increase profits
• Learn productive sales techniques

• Develop profitable business solutions
• Fine-tune your business

• Identify trends in the channel
At DCC. you'll get trained, educated and motivated to fully exploit the unprecedent
ed growth opportunities in Digital Content Creation. Resellers can attend focused
seminars and exclusive functions, and meet privately with the key movers and shak
ers in DCC—all in one convenient location. Plus, the exhibit hall will host more
than 100 vendors featuring the latest tools for cutting-edge digital creativity.

LA's DCC Expo. If you're in the entertainment or corporate reseller market, it's the
single event for capturing an entire market.

Call 800-331-5706 or
1-218-723-9477
outside the US • (8a-5p CST, M-F)

function for selection
;||| Objects \ Momiy\ Multiply \ Polyflcn\ Tools \ Display \

We use an array called

pntsj] to remember the. pertinent, points. Because
LScnpt allows us to create arrays and add array
elements on the fly. we can simply deposit points
into the array as we find them. Because it is an
array of only one dimension (a linear array),
LScript will manage its growth for us.

Maying It Happen
Once the loop finishes processing all points,
we terminate our mesh edit mode by calling
editendf). This call not only ends our ability to
directly modify mesh data, but our automatic
arrays (points]] and polygons]]) no longer exist.

We also make sure that there is a reason to go
on by checking to see if any elements exist m

the pnts|] array (line 23). A simple test of the y
Figure 3: Point selection performed by the "RadSel.is" LScript

variable will yield this information. If y holds a
value greater than zero (i.e., it is not false),

contained in these aiiays to many function

then points have been found to lie within our

16:

calls during mesh editing. These arrays only

range. However, if none was selected, we sim

02: {

17: if(dlsi>= inner &&

exist during the mesh editing session.

ply return, which terminates the script.

03: euiin! - piiiicmiiitO;

diSt <= BUtEP)

04: iKcoiitt == 0) ruUrrn;

01: main

Once we have the location of the current

On line 25, we tell Modeler that further

1B:pnts[++y] =

point, we have all the information we need to

selections will be in USER mode We do this

05:

polntsEx];
19:)

determine if this point falls within our selec

with the LScript setmode() function. It is a

OB: Inner = .7;

07: outer = 1.5;

20:

tion range. It is on line 15 that we employ the

requirement of the following selection com

tt

2i:edttMtf{);

Pythagorean

mands that this mode be active for any suc

09: ediibeginO;

22:

10:

23: ll(ly) return;

Theorem

(embodied

in

the

vmagQ function) to determine the distance to
the

current

point

from

the

origin

cessful selections to take place.

point

Lines 27 and 28 complete our script, and
accomplish the selection of the points that we

24:

<0,0,0> (in the next installment, we'll add the

count,T{++)

25: selniode (USEfl);

ability to specify an arbitrary center point for

have determined match our criteria. The first

16 {

26:

the radius of the selection). With the distance

call to selpointf) on line 27 CLEARS any exist

13:pnt =

27: sclpoinl (CLEAR);

calculated, it is a simple matter to test this

ing selection of points. The subsequent call to

polnttnfo(polnts[x] >;

28: selpolnt

14:

(SFT,POIhTID,pnts);

point's candidacy for selection by comparing

selpoint() on line 28 passes to that function the

15: dist = vmag(pnt);

29:}

the distance to the radii we have established.

array we created of accumulated point identi

This test is performed on line 17.

fiers. We instruct Modeler to SET these points,

ii:iop(x = 1,if = 0;x<=

and we tell selpoint() that we are providing

listing 1: The "HadSel.Is" Modeler LScript

The Mesh fditor's (lob

location in 3D space of the point identifier

While we are in a mesh-edit mode, Modeler

3 illustrates the results of executing our Radial

found in the points]] array. Once we have

imposes restrictions upon what functions we

Select LScript.

that...hey...wait just a minute! Where did that

can and cannot invoke. During mesh editing,

come from?!

those function calls designated as Command

Up Next

Sequence (CS) in the LScript documentation

That's all the space I have for this issue's

cannot be used. In particular, any selection-

installment Next time, we will enhance our

oriented function calls are excluded during our

Radial Select LScript by allowing for an arbi

mesh-editing mode, LScript did some conve

mesh-editing operations. So, how do we select

trary center point of our selection radii, and we

nience work for us as part of the setup for the

points as we detect them in the ranee of the

will also add a requester panel so that users of

editing session.

selection?

the script can alter the operating parameters

We didn't declare an array

named points anywhere!
No, the script isn't buggy (and Bob isn't
growing

senile).

When

we switched

into

It created two new arrays,

POINTIDs as the basis of our selection. Figure

points]] and polygons]), that contain the point

We do so by remembering those points that

and polygon identifiers (respectively) for all

need to be selected. Once we finish with our

the visible mesh data in the current fore

mesh-edit session, we can then pass this point

Bob Hood is in charge of Lightwave 3D's

ground layer. You will need to provide the data

information to a Command Sequence-based

plug-in SDK development
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to suit their needs.
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MicroScriheSD
...The Ultimate 3D Digitizer

Check out our web site at

http://www.immerse.com

MicroScribe-3D'u...the fastest way to create realistic 3D images.
What you can do with MicroScribe
•

Digitize complex 3D objects in minutes

•

Create realistic models as lines, polygons, splines, or NURBs

•

Save files in standard formats such as IGES, DXF, and others

•

Control light sources, camera locations, and trajectories in real time

What MicroScribe can do for you
•

Saves hours on most 3D modeling projects from Animation to Engineering

•

Provides spatial accuracy to 0.009" {0.23 mm) over very large workspace

•

Works with 3D Studio, Lightwave, Alias, Softimage, Strata, and most others

•

Functions on PC, Mac, and SGI platforms

•

Provides great counter-balanced feel for smooth, fatigue-free operation

Who is using MicroScribe
•

Animators, Artists, Game Developers, Film Makers, Engineers, Designers

•

Atari Games, Namco, DreamWorks, Viewpoint DataLabs, Nike, Disney...
Immersion Corporation

-

-

(408)467-1900

Fax (408) 467-1901

(800) 893-1160

ems: info@immerse.com
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How to get creatively involved
in your own work and dreams
even while holding down
another full-time job.

An open letter to (G artists

(REATE SPARE TIME EOR
BY
GROSS

What do you get out of being a CG artist? The reason I ask
is to help determine what your mindset is. Do you want to
create cool stuff that you can show your friends and fami
ly? Perhaps you get paid for creating 3D logos and effects for clients out
of your house. Maybe you want to work for a Hollywood facility and create
effects for the entertainment industry? In any of these cases, you are an
artist in some way, shape, or form. It doesn't matter which piece of software you create with, you just create.
it seems that the

need to make some decisions. You can learn to

majority of CG artists got into it for the first

use your tools and create things on your own,

From ray experience,

A special effects shot, courtesy of Digital
Muse, from the movie Spawn.

time because it was a chance to create cool

or you can work with others and (hopefully)

stuff to look at. That's certainly what made me

allow your combined experience to help you

fall in love with LightWave 3D. Once you com

become a better artist.

mit to creating effects for a "business" you

There's a Catch-22 involved with being an
artist. Somehow you have to support yourself.

If you're not lucky enough to have a patron,
you need to work at something to provide for
your needs. Hopefully you can work in an envi

ronment where you can practice your art, but
here's the catch: you may spend all day creat
ing art for somebody else, leaving no time or
energy to create for yourself. The thing you
love to do may well become the thing you have
to do. But if you can reconcile the two suc
cessfully, you can be happy.

The best CG artists in their chosen field can
pretty much pick and choose which projects
and/or facilities they wish to work at. They can
generally get work anywhere, as their skills
28 NewTeknioues June/July 1998
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John Gross and his Digital Muse team did the
special effects work for the CBS mini-series
"Titanic" that aired in November 1996

are in high demand. The facility with the lat

est ■'cool" project will draw people. It can be
true that, "If you build it they will come," but
what about creating your own projects? What
about working on something that really allows
you to express yourself? If you are fortunate,

you may get to work at a facility where you
can collaborate with other people who share
your creative vision. It usually is not a specific
project that does it, but rather a "gathering" of
ideas and concepts and an absorption of tech
niques that allow you to expand your skills. A

add to your toolset.

Every CG artist I know has both the artist

good facility enables artists of all calibers to

What I'm doing here is reminding you of the

and the technician living inside of him or her.

come together into a cohesive ensemble just

reason you got into this field in the first place.

Sometimes the artist part takes precedence

as a good acting ensemble allows actors of

Allow a project that you are working on to

and sometimes the technician part is domi

varying skills to form a solid team. If you

inspire you to create something of your own.

nant. It changes based upon the project at

choose to work in a facility with other artists. I

Spend some time working on a project that

hand and the artist's excitement about the

hope that you'll get a chance to work with

has nothing to do with your work. Get togeth

work. I would love to see everybody get the

them in a manner that will help you grow cre

er with friends who share your vision or at

chance to let their artist part flourish. This

atively.

least would find it fun to work on a project that

happens by being excited about what you are

you, or someone else, is developing. Perhaps a

working on, either by the nature of the project

was the last time that you, the CG artist, cre

client will bring you a wonderful opportunity

itself, or what you, as an artist, put into it, It

ated a work of art? When did you last use your

that you can get really excited about. The

doesn't matter if it is a client-supplied project,

skills to affect people? Sure, you entertain peo

point is not to become so tied up with creating

one of your own, or another one that you real

ple (and there is nothing wrong with that), but

for others that it impedes your desire to create

ly believe in.

do you have something that you can show that

for yourself

So. what happens with our Catch-22? When

is an expression of your creativity as opposed

There are two types of artists I've encoun

So, 1 propose that you take some time to get
creatively involved. When you're not working

to an expression of someone else's (which may

tered: true artists and technicians. True artists

not always be creative, at least from your point

can work anywhere. They can put up with a

feel comfortable working with and try to devel

of view)? You can be creative at any task that

lot and still create wonderful stuff. They'll cre

op a project that you can work on in your spare

is put before you, but chances are pretty high

ate with any tools available to them. When

(ha!) time. If you don't have the desire to devel

that you are being asked to change what you

supplied with tools and environments that

op your own, get involved with someone

do in order to please someone else,

help facilitate the process, they can produce a

else's. I look at it as a long-term project that is

larger or faster quantity, but the quality is

worked on until it is finished. There's no hurry.

always there (given enough time, of course).

There's no deadline, so take your time to make

Does this bother you? It shouldn't. It's just

what you need to do in order to continue to

on client projects, seek out other artists you

work at something you (hopefully) love. Your

Technicians understand the software well.

it exactly what you want. Every time Michae-

client is allowing you to continue honing your

They know what all (or most!) of the buttons

langelo was asked when the ceiling of the Sis-

skills and perfecting your art, therefore you

do and they know how to apply the tools and

tine Chapel would be completed, he replied,

should look at every job as a fresh challenge to

techniques at the appropriate times to create

"When it is finished," Finish your chapel when

help make you a better artist. It's true that you

the desired effect. They, like artists, can com

it's done.

have to deal with deadlines and you may not

bine different software programs to create

get the chance to make the scene that you're

effects, but often there is that spark missing

working on everything you would like it to be,

from a finished piece. We've all seen it in fea

but don't let that discourage you. Artists use

ture effects many times. Technically, the indi

"Star Trek: Voyager," Lockheed Martin's "The Future"

the tools at hand to create. Your client's ideas,

vidual application may be impressive, but the

commercial, and feature trailers for Star Trek 9 and

time restrictions, and available resources all

finished whole is not.

John Gross is the co-owner of Digital Muse whose

current projects include the feature films Beowulf and
Breakfast of Champions, "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine,"

virus You can email him atjohn@dmuse.com.
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TIPS, TECHNIQUES, TUTORIALS, AND SHORTCUTS FOR YOUR VIDEO TOASTER FLYER PROJECTS
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Amiga Reborn!

WHAT DOES IT MEAN!

For the first time since acquiring the Amiga technology more than a year
ago, Gateway 2000 subsidiary Amiga, Inc. has finally shown an interest in
making a future with the platform. At the recent World of Amiga show,

Amiga, Inc. unveiled plans for a new OS, a future Amiga super system, and a new
"temporary" machine due in November that will bridge the way to the super system.
But what does this mean for current Amiga users? Is it too little, too late?

And

where does this leave Video/Toaster Flyer owners?

The Announcement

combined Amiga and PC in one

processors. The Amiga 4 OS will

Inc.

box, containing the new Amiga 4

be widely released.

announced at the World of Amiga

OS. Within two years, an Amiga

According to Amiga, Inc., the

show

this

super system, containing a new

super system will be optimized to

November it will release a special

custom chip and Amiga OS 5, will

be up to five times better than

"bridge Amiga" system as a pie-

be publicly released.

On

May
in

15,

Amiga.

London that by

cursor to an Amiga super system

that will appear in about two

What It Means

years. The bridge system will be a

The bridge system isn't being

nology.

designed for everyday users. It is

Amiga 4 OS will be backwards-

being created with developers in

compatible with current Amiga

mind so that they can begin

software.

Amiga
Timeline

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTIONS

email:
jtracy@

advanstar.com
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today's best available systems.
The main focus of the new sys

tem will be on multimedia tech

developing for the new Amiga

In the meantime, the

super system and have software

Behind tire Scenes

November 1998

and hardware ready by the time

Amiga, Inc. gave Gateway 2000

- Amiga 4 OS

the new system, referred to as the

15 different plans for Amiga's

- Amiga/PC "Bridge"

"Digital

Convergence" system,

future. It was only two weeks ago

Computer

ships in the year 2000. Although

that Gateway settled on one, just

Early 2000
- Amiga 5 OS
- Amiga Super System

the bridge system isn't being cre

prior to the World of Amiga event

ated specifically for users, Amiga,

All the details of the final plan

Inc. hinted that it may still be

couldn't be worked out by May

available

to

the

public.

The

15, so more than two-thirds of the

bndge system is said to be faster

planned

than current PCs and uses x86

Amiga, Inc. were cut!

announcement

by

ADVANSTAR
COMMUNICATIONS

mm
PC Graphics & Vid

Digital Studio

PC Graphics &. Video is the only publication serving

Digital Studio is the essential cross-platform

corporate digital content creators using Windows.

digital content creation resource for high-end

Leading the industry in digital imaging, video and

animation, video, and game developers. Digital

3D animation coverage, PC Graphics & Video focuses

Studio addresses the needs of professionals in

on serving the information needs of creative

the growing digital content creation market.

professionals in the dynamic corporate market.

Delivering superior and
timely editorial including
new product reviews,
in-depth features, and

techniques, PC Graphics &
Video helps increase
productivity and offers
insight on technology
and trends.

NewTekniques

DCC Expo

NewTekniques offers in-depth coverage of NewTek's

DCC Expo is the premier event addressing the

LightWave 3D and the Video Toaster/Flyer.

convergence of digital content creation for both

NewTekniques' first priority is how-to educational

entertainment and business.The DCC Expo, to

content to help users improve the quality of their

be held December 2 - 4 at the Los Angeles

productions. Industry professionals share their

Convention Center, is the first conference and

insight with product reviews, tutorial features, user

exhibition bringing together two unique segments:

profiles, and dedicated

buyers and resellers of

coverage of NewTek news

digital content technology.

and technical developments.

content creation

To sponsor or

eihlblt al DCC.
cull Joshua Garey al
203-256-1700, 1103

or la* 218-723-9132
for piQie Information.

pages of the Flyer Mastery Guide

and press Return.

- Version 2.0:

A new box, "The VIFLY

If you have the need to record a

• Macro is Now in Progress"

lot of photos, an ARexx script

called

Photo2Still

will

appears along with a but

nearly

ton that says "Click Here

automate everything and save

to Record Video!" See

you tons of time!

Figure 1. Every time you

Here's how:

I

click on the "Click Here To

When you have a picture in

.

Record Video!" button, it

DV1 or DV2 that you want to

will grab the photo your

save, go to your ARexx direc

Figure 1

camera is pointed at and

tory to start.

automatically save it as a

1

Meaning forToaster/FIycr Owners

The

Even though NewTek remains the

approach

largest developer for the Amiga

alliance and win-win situation is

platform (Toaster/Flyer), reports

now!

indicate that Toaster/Flyer cards

time

for

Amiga,

NewTek

Inc.

about

to
an

may not fit into the bridge system

Newtek's Reaction

coming out this November! If this

NewTek has not yet reacted to

is the case, then some sort of

the announcements made at the

"external" connection or box will

World of Amiga show.

have

to be

connected

to

the

Toaster/Flyei.

hand that it was still working on

Amiga

projects.

I

NewTek's CEO, Tim Jenison, how

system will be determined by

he could advance the Flyer to the

how serious Amiga, Inc. is about

next level without a new Amiga

working with NewTek. At this

system. His short response was

point, NewTek has refused to

that it could be done, hinting that

abandon a system that every

other big company abandoned
years ago.

Toaster/Flyei card.

4.

your digitizing session.

This automated process

You are asked to select a

can save you hours of time

compression mode. Select

on big photo-digitizing

High Quality 5.

has incoming video- Most
people have their cameras

connected directly to Input 1.
If this is your setup, click
Video Input 1.
You are asked if you are

sessions.

Tutorial Online!
A

new

has

subscriber-only

opened

up

area

on

the

NewTekniques Web site. You
can

find

the

new

area

at

www.newtekniques.com/bonus
I've

expanded

my

"Flying

If you have no idea what a

where it is called "Flying High

Flyer

GPI trigger is or know you're

Online." There

not using one, click Mouse.

brand new Flyer tutorial and

is

already

within

the

Do I hear

with the

ers. In fact, NewTek's marketing

NewTek in gathering input for

of

this

increased recently!

system.

No.

the next generation power of the

big things coming for Flyer own

NewTek alone could bring the

how far along you are with

High" column on this new site,

Amiga, Inc. should work closely
at

you need instructions. Click

You are asked which Input

i

will progress to show you

using a GPI trigger or mouse.

I do not doubt there are some

intelligent minds

the middle of your screen

). Photo2Still icon. It will ask if

"Flyer 5.0" in the future?

The Best Scenario

for the next one! The box in

Double-click on the

asked

will benefit from the Amiga super

next-generation

J

a few weeks prior to the show I
visited NewTek where I saw first

Flyer Still! Then it is ready

L. er

However,

bridge system in order to use your

How much the Toastei/Flyer

Double-click on the "vi" fold-

the

Flyer

has

drastically

Select the Video drive you

I*

want to save to and a name
(like PhotoOl). Click Pick.

8

You are asked to enter the

additional

tips!

you'll

find

a

Furthermore,

there's another new Flyer tutor
ial coming your way in the
August/September

issue

of

Nev/Tekniques. Enjoy!

• number of stills you have to
grab. It wants to know how

new system thousands of users,

FMG 1.0 Super Tip

or NewTek could abandon the

Here's a great tip on ultra-quick

digitizing (if you were going

Joe Tracy is the author of the flyer

system and Amiga, Inc. would

digitizing or photos for Flyer 4.2

to digitize 50 photos, you'd

Mastery Guide-Version 2.0. He can

lose thousands of potential users.

owners, taken right out of the

enter 50). Enter a number

be reached at jtracy@advanstarcom.
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many photos you plan on

Desktop Digital Video, 3D Design & Animation and Advanced Computer Graphics

sony:
Authorized Mail Order
Universal 3DCD = =;:. ■
LightWave 3D 5.5
While maintaining all the lea In res and ease-ol-use
that it has always had, this improved interface has
higher resolution, enhanced OpenGL capabilities.
volumetric lighting and more!

NewTek

[NT-KSOIM]

'CALL

■

R.

450 royalty-free 3D meshes and images By
Dedica:ed Digital Imagery for computer animation.
This library has buildings, vehicles, anatomy,
lumishings and more!

Unhrwjd 30CD 2

[DO-I30M]

Plaid Companion 2

'DD-I3C06]

Digital Museum 2

109
* 109

[DD-13005]

A

A unique palette oi paint tools, eel animation,
special effects, compositing, 20 animation &
charade' animation, Aura combines key features
of all ol inese in one superb system. You can take
any digital image and add motion, color, 2D and
3D elements, effects and titles.

S22

NewTek

CALL

New Ptodmt!

Polygonpater
Polygon Eater is a polygon reductic

D!iJD-in lor LinnlWave 3D lhal [fees 3r> motel

Motion Plug-In Pack

Surfaces and mors surfaces! Ftactalizer.
from Dynamj; Realties, is a fractal noise shader

This five-m-one plug-in package from NewTek
helps animators craale realistic motion. Plug-ins
included: Gravity. Oscillator, Follower, Serpent
and Cyclist.

Motion Pa<k [NTXZDQ7]

Film Grain [HT-K2008]

225
'135

number desired by the user, while mainiaining the
charac:enstics and overall shases of models.

Polygon tortr [0S-1300I]

'169

D-Storm Motion Designer [DS-T3002)'399

miroVlDEO DC50

plug-in that replaces Lightwave's Fractal Naise,
adding even more control and versatility over

data rate up to 7 ME'second • audio sampling up
to 48 kHz for CD quality audio • component

animation, appearance and opacity. Using
Fractalizer. you car create fire, ejplosions and

S-uideo & composite I/O connections • rack-

realistic clouds wur-oul the huge rendering lime

connections • hardware accelerated rendering

Dynamic Realities

134

[Drl-R2DI0]

mountaale breakou! boi wtBi professional I/O

CALL

Pinnacle Systems [PS-YSOOB]

n

DPS PEP-2500 Post Production Bundle
Inspire 3D is a powerful, yet easy to leam

PERCtPIION PVfi Dgra: Vom fiKoroei 1 Capture Cart
PERCEPTION AAV Digital Mift-Tn* hoe

to help you create amazing effects and scenes

3D program designed specifically foi trie needs of

PERCEPTION PFX PVR Transiton taetarataf

the prolessional graphic artist. Before you know il,
you'll be creating stunning graphics that satisfy

DPS VIDCO ACTION PVK 5.0 Editing Software

Newtek [MO 10]

with LightWave 3D

THE IXECUTiVl PRODUCER- If IOGGING

[RVV6038]

SOFTWARE FROM IMAGINE PRODUCTS

even the most demand ng clients.

'389

LightWave Tutorial Videos
Desktop Images brings you instructional videos

DPS [CP-SS0I7]

'CALL

(33

'33
(33

Surfocng Techniques [RV-Vfi(M3]
PytotecMques [S.; v603fc]

World Construction Set 3.0
The best photorealistic terrain rertflenng and
animation software on the planet just gol better.
New leatures include Terratiectof". extensive

interlace enhancements. Effects and more!

Queslor

648

[QS-13001]

Mon.- Fri. Bom-Spm Q, Sol. 8:30om-5:30pm 0

Don't Go Far Without

CALIBAR!
Catbar is the portable video caibration
eck. pnsnr ±at '■:$ easily in ycLr

Create Realistic Trees in LightWave 3D

Oxygen 202 .■, .

■> ■-.,-.! .■ ■■

and manipulate complei rnodels and scenes m

Grow the tree from the ground up. add leaves and

reai-tme with features like perspectrve-correct tex

bark wiih different colors and textures, have wind

ture mapping, Gouraud shadng, double buttering

blow through Ihe branches and watch the trees

S more. Oxygen cards are pure creative luel for

sway Also includss a real-time preview window1

3D acceleration in LightWave or 3D Studio MAX.

Dynamic Realities Hiw Ptodunl

Dynomic Pictures [DVP5DD7]

'CALL

'CALL

TOLL FREE

pocket! It's as small as a ballpoint pen,

24 Hour Order Fax

but big enough to do the job of mosl
racksyslems! Calibar's 10-bit 4 Fsc

Customer Service

assures you of highly accurate lest
patterns like you've always had.

[888-DVD-IW3D1

217-356-4312
217-355-2785
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm Cl

precision dtgital-to-analog conversion

E-Mail

lolulio.i1.

Address

il.iiiriMi.an,,

3001 Clark Slreet
Chompoign, IL 61821

NewTek [NT-KSOO&]

'CALL

Digilsl Video Direct 3001 Claft Si. Ctiampaign, L 61821 OUR POLICY: V,SA. MasterCard, Arnenca,i Express & Discover accepted. UPS* PedEx sapping amlaae. No surcharge on cretls card ordersCredit card is nol charged on W order sh:ps S5 50 COD tee. casn only, please all far instructions on COD orders merStOOO. Persons! arc? company cnetfs accepted, prepayment only University, sdioc/ and
gsvtmmiinl purchase oilers Sre accepted Allpunliase orders are sutyre) to oMI approval. Pntxs are suftM to Owtge mtooul notce. Call lor current pricing We are no! respms'fcfc tor typographical errors
ftUrtttocbngteeKitlmsttterieaatfmtiKtiagedfasame ReljT^ac^^
SHIPPING:0-5IOs.SE00,&20B>s add
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Project Bird:

BY SCOTT
WHEELER

RUSTIC WOODWORKING

The fourth installment in

the second level ol

So, you have finished your homework and are ready to move on with the
completed Longhouses, right? If not, I have made the finished model avail

—"lightwave 201."

able on my Web site at www.uberfx.com and the NewTekniques Web site,
www.newtekniques.com. For those of you who at least attempted the homework,
congratulations! For those who just waited to get the finished model, shame on you!
For this session we will be

ing to 22 and make a key

model that these surfaces

adding texture to our Longhouse

frame at 0 [ Enter Enter ].

are covered mostly with the

m preparation for compositing in

Change the view to Camera

logs, and that we will only

a woodland scene.
Let's stait by loading, into

[ F9 ]. Your frame should look

underneath, we should not

Modeler, the Longhouse from

like Figure 1.

spend a lot of hard work sur

In Surfaces, click and hold on

facing. The impression of

the Current Surface popup. If

detail will be all

all went well you should

that's needed.

our last article with the
homework additions added
on to it. We are going to
make a lot of texture

changes to the model so lets
save a few different versions

of our model. Save the fust
version out as
"Longhouse_Plain." This will

be the base model so if you
want to start from scratch
later you have it on hand.

Figure 2

Save the Model again and

call this one
"Longhouse_Final." Now we
can make ail the surface
changes we want to keep.

i

3-5
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have three surfaces other
than "Default." These sur

faces should be named

4.

With "LonghouseWood"
selected, click on the Surface
Color button to bring up the

"Log," "Longhouselntenor."

color requestor. This will

and "LonghouseWood." We'll

allow us to set the base color

start surfacing our model by

for our surface. This means

highlighting

that all other surface color

"LonghouseWood" in the

changes we make will be

Current Surface popup.

blended back to this main

"LonghouseWood" is the

color. In the popup enter the

surface name of the underly

following RGB values—R: 75,

ing polygons. This is the sim

G: 90, B: 99.

ple hut shape that we used

By default, LightWave 3D

to start our model. We are

uses the Windows color

going to texture this part of

requestor, If you would rather

the model to look like the

use the old-style color

gle the Mouse mode to

mortar or clay that was used

requestor, simply hold down

Rotate. In the numeric

to insulate the huts. Since

the Shift key when clicking

requestoi | n ] set the head-

we know after building our

on Surface Color. With our

Close the objects panel [ p j

It and hit the spacebar to tog

figure 3

catch glimpses of them

6 ] and render a frame

base color taken care of, let's

sample [ s ] of the surface

add a little color variation.

and notice that there are

On the right side of the

now crumply patterns on the

Surface Color line is a button

surface making it look more

labeled T; this is the Texture

like clay. Close the panel by

Button for smface color. It

clicking on Use Texture and

allows you to add either an

activate the Smoothing

image file or a procedural

checkbox.

texture to your surface.

In this case we are going
to add some fractal color vari

and save the object

Figure 4

ation. Click on the T button to

Return to the Surfaces Panel

enter the Color Texture panel.

and change the Current

To add some fractal noise we

Surface to

need

to

select

it

in

the

Texture Type popup.

To apply the effect, we
need to change two values for

"LongHouselnterior." If you
recall, this is the poly we

placed inside the doorway so
we didn't have to build an

the noise. Set the Texture Size

actual interior. Also, since

to X: 100mm. Y; 100mm. Z:

our birds are going to flock

100mm and the Texture Color
toR:78. G;77, B: 48. Click the
Use Texture button at the bot

tom of the panel to bring us
back to the Surfaces Panel.

i

Activate the Objects Panel

inside the Longhouse, this
panel gives us a clear van
ishing point for the birds

inside. With all that said the
surfacing of this section is

At the bottom of the Samples

quite simple. We want a sur

Panel click Render to see a

face that does not transmit

preview of our texture so far.

light back to the camera. We

You should now have a nice

can make this happen by

blend of color from a brown

setting the Diffuse Level of

ish hue to a gray. The sur

the surface to 0%.

face is too smooth, however,

The following images we

so we need to add some ele

will be using to texture the

vations for a more realistic

remaining surfaces of the

look.

Figure 5

Longhouse will be availible
on my Web site and the

At the bottom of the Surfaces

NewTekniques Web site. 1

Panel is a T button next to

will be referring to them by

Bump Map, click it to open

name here and using them

the Bump Map Texture

as figures in the article so it

Panel. One of the more nat

will be clear which images

ural procedurals in

go where.

Lightwave is Crumple, so
make Crumple the Texture

Type. The only value we
need to change for our needs

Figure 6

In the Surfaces Panel change

the Current Surface to "Log."
Since the logs we created
are the most prominent fea

is to match the Texture Size

ture of the Longhouse, we

with that of the Fractal Noise

should not use procedurals

we added to the Surface

for their surface. I got a

Color. Therefore, set the

scanned picture of an old

Texture Size to X: 100mm, Y:

knotty wood to use for the

100mm, Z: 100mm. Render a

logs. This image is called

Figure 7
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can't Cylindrical Map it,
either. Fortunately,

LightWave provides us with
a mapping type we can

use—it is called Cubic. Set

the Texture Type to Cubic
Image Map and make the
Texture Image
■'OIdWood_Seamless.iff."
What Cubic Mapping will do
is map all sides of our object
equally. This is where having
a seamless image comes in
handy. Unlike the other map
ping styles, where you would
be left with a seam down
one side of an object or along
only one axis. Cubic
Mapping will make seams

"OldWood_Normal.iff"
(Figure 2). The first thing

LIGHTWAVE-ALL PLATFORMS

you'll notice is that the

on every axis at once

w

image is not a seamless one.

repetitions of the image to

and into paint programs like

not make it too stretched. To

Photoshop were we will dis

finish with the color portion

cuss painting techniques. For

Voice:
pax.

(619) ;>89-5230
Email:
tlivelvViconnectnet.com

"HouseTrans.iff" shown as

LightWave plug-ins

Computer

CD-Rom Writers

removable media

8314 Parkway Dr., A4000Tand A1200s

La Mesa, CA
91942

II

Returning to the Surfaces

three images.

. Panel, select the T button on

Now that we have a good
• base color we can add a lit
tle breakup in the specular.
This will add more interest to
our surface as light reacts

differently across the
Longhouse. On the Specular

the surfaces color line. Here

level click on the T button.

networking

is where we will be applying

We are going to use the

23 GB drives

http://www.iworks.com/tlc/

NONLINEAR EDITING
Circle #218
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II.

In the Images Panel load the

14

Multi-platform

ALPHA RENDERING
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should look like Figure 5.

we need is a grayscale called

Figure 4.

JAZ & DAT

Longhouse. Your images

(Figure 3). The final images

TBCs and Genlocks

The Lively

i F9 j a frame of the

"OldWood^Seamless.iff,"

Accelerator Cards,

Internet sw

click on Use Texture. Render

created,

Graphic and

LAN &

Texture Antialiasing and

the finished seamless map I

Phase V Power Up

LightWave tutorials

of the surface turn off

now, though, 1 have supplied

Hardware & Software:

eral times, so set the Texture

2m. This will give us enough

branching out of LightWave

(619)589-9455

mapped over the surface sev
Size to X: lm. Y: 750mm. Z:

In future articles we will be

Amiga Service Center

We want our image to be

"01dWood_Seamless.iff" to

same image, "OldWood_

the color channel of the sur

Seamless.iff" for our Texture

face. Since our Longhouse

Image and we will again be

logs are not all aligned on

using Cubic Image Map as

one axis we can't Planer

our Texture Type. The only

Map and since we want to

difference we will make

surface the front, back, and

between this and our color

sides at the same time we

map is the Texture Size. Set

Special Effects Plug-in
for Lightwave 3D

that to X: 600mm. Y: 300mm, Z: 1.1m.
This will ensure that the Specular and

the Image Maps are not aligned even
though we are using the same image.

Turn off Texture Antialiasing and click
Use Texture. On the Specular level check
Color Highlights; this will make all light
bouncing off the surface of our object
become a blend between the surface

Use VertiLectric in

Layout

Modeler

Strike ohjiTls as the) move through n scene.

i ii'iii i .iii' lent in itii n in electric script.

MultipleMiurccs .mil targets.

Complete < -mi i lit tner bolt creulltin to ensure 'morphahtc' !>olts.

You can hate up tn 1000 sources .imi up lo 2000 targets.

color and the light color. Render [ F9 ] a
frame of the Longhouse. Your image

taper holts from nne lhickm->s to another. (Makes great

Surface: I Apply any LighlWave surface lo lightning balls.)
Kange: (How close a target must he to ils source to get a

trees, lines and other plants.}

Make 'cunt' bolls Tor custom mil extrusions &
Create bolts with as ni-nu branches as you want.

Segment length: iLeiel of bolt detail.I

Since our Longhouse has been sitting out
on the plains for many a year, our final
step in its texturing will be to add some
overall weathering to the surface. We will

accomplish both of these tasks with the

"HouseTrans.iff" image shown as Figure

Compatible with MghlWave 4.0 and 5.0.

Hi.amhiv i llov. many branches .tie in the holt.)

.Shape .mil Branch seeds: (Make cuth holl look unique.)
Strike sequence: (LM nfHhcn a bull strike-.. I <lii it yourself.

New Version 1.1 Layout Features:
*Mvlrutk'-(i-lm]ls!l now in Liiyiiut!

or let Ui nl.i < uii' do it for you.)

'Static Holts
•EasyMorphlng

Save b strike sequence as an envelope. (Sync, liglil flashes Io
bolt strikes.)

'Enhanced control ofstrike path

Settings may be easily copied and pasted to other targets fa the

*aml more...

scene.

Kandomize feature for Strike sequence. Shape and Branch seeds
make your scenes look natural.
v i I'.iiin i M I

Available for Intel, Alpha, and coming soon... Macintosh

II compatible.

4 when applied to the Diffusion Level.

Blevins Enterprises, Inc.

Click on the T button next to the

121 Sweet Ave. Moscow, ID 83843

Diffusion Level and make

/Onn\OnK CiCH <208}8S5-3805Intl.

{0\J\j)&\JOmO ID I (208)885-3803Fax
http://bei.moscow. com
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"HouseTrans.iff" the Texture Image.
Since the front of the Longhouse will be
the most prominent section in our final
animation., we can break one of the cardi
nal rules of texture mapping and Planer
Image Map this image along the Z axis.
The resulting streaks down the sides will
get lost in the complexity of the logs and
in the shadows of the final image.

D VS-Directi 800-379-7267
69 Beaver Dr. Suite 110 DuBois Pa 15801 Your Dirprt

PH8143715640

FAX 814 371 2033

ror uesxiop viaeo

**"«.»

ADDA

To Your Toaster System

DVS Direct is Your #1 Source for All Video Toaster and

Click Automatic Sizing to make the

Flyer Products . We use the Flyer and understand the

. image snap to the size of the object

needs of the Video Production Professional.

Leave all other values the same and click
Use Texture. Render I F9 ] a frame of the
Longhouse. Your image should look like
Figure 7.

In the Objects Panel save your object.

That

I ion paths.

Custom seed settings control boll shape and branching.

I " i-i: (How 'jagged' the lull is.)

water damage to the base wood and an

II.

J \ii mil ■ ■-■■>ili■■: Create bolts nilli any thickness.

liitlm.lii.il huh sellings for each target in the scene let you specify:

strike.)

should look like Figure 6.

1$.

Use VertiLectric in

DVS Direct is a Full Service Newtek Authorized Dealer.

<SPseagate

Snapshot for
Newtek's Video
Toaster and

4, 9, 23 GB Video Drives

Flyer
completes

our

texturing

of

the

Longhouse! Since this was not the most
action-packed section of our project I have
included a frame from the animation we will
be creating (Figure 8) to keep you interested

Next time we will be laying the ground work
for making our birds flock to the hut

Since

we'll be using Particle Storm, you may want to
pick it up. As always I can be reached at

Only $69.95

NEW

Snapshot automates (he task of grabbing still photos to
Toaster Framestores or Flyer stills and includes a GPI

Lower Prices
On Toaster /Flyer
Turnkey Systems
Call for Details

foot control. Snapshot is perfectly suited for the wedding
and event producer needing to digitize large numbers of
photographs quickly and easily. The foot controller allows
the user to keep their hands free to operate the camera
and handle the photos. The user need not touch the
keyboard or mouse until done with the digitizing process.

Snapshot automatically names the stills or framestores in
the order they are grabbed. This allows the user to grab a
large number of pictures in the order needed and then
move them quickly into a project. Snapshot now works
with all versions of Toaster Software. Requires Arexx .

uberscott@uberfx.com.
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LightWave 30 recreated the

"Storm of the Century" for
National Geographic,

courtesy of Radical 3D.

BY
GREG NELSON

STORM OF THE CENTURY

I

n March 1993, the National Weather Service computers were humming
along nicely, when one of them began predicting a shift in both the
polar and tropical jet streams. According to that computer's model, we

were headed for a "century event."
The

prediction
For

proved correct

1993, "Storm of the Century"

just past Florida, working its
way up the East Coast.
(Image courtesy of

National Geographic.)

Gulf

of

First, they needed to establish
the scene requirements.
case,

In this

the producers wanted to

the first time in the

To better illustrate the storm's

20th century, the two

size and intensity, the "Storm of

start in close on the Earth and pull

rapidly moving rivers

the Century" producers turned to

back,

of air slammed

Los Angeles,

CA-based effects

immense size. Not too difficult. A

company Radical 3D to bring the

keyframe here, a keyframe there,

storm to life.

and your motion is done.

into

each other over the
LightWave 3D shot of March 13,

its recent NBC special chronicling
the event.

Mexico.

The

world

watched as the largest, most pow

"It's not as difficult as you

revealing

Next,

Radical

the

storm's

3D needed to

erful storm ever recorded on the

might think," said Radical 3D's

determine how much detail was

planet Earth engulfed the entire

owner Jason

necessary

eastern

and

also an animator. For all intents

"They wanted to be pretty close

stretched down to South America.

and purposes McKinley is right. It

to the Earth, so we were using

It was called the "Storm of the

isn't a complex shot at all, but it

huge

Century,"

took a significant amount of fore

kilometer per pixel," said Radical

thought to get it right.

3D

United

the

States

name

National

Geographic appropriately gave to

McKinley, who is

image maps—up

to one

animator Jim Dziadulewicz

For an image map with that kind
of resolution. Radical 3D selected

Editor's Note: We are honored to introduce Greg Nelson, a senior animator at Disney Dffx who joins NewTekniques as the

the high-resolution Earth image

new WaveFX columnist. Nelson is a long-time LightWave 3D user (since it first appeared with NewTek's Video Toaster) who

from ARC Scientific Simulations.

also has a degree in journalism. He recently directed the animation for Top Secret, a 360-degree ride film for an amusement
parkin China (see the "Designing Top Secret Thrills" article in the "My Turn" feature of the May/June issue of Digital

Studio). Prior to Top Secret. Nelson was the head of animation at ZM Interactive. Within two days after taking over WaveFX,
Nelson had already visited two LightWave 3D special effect companies, gathering information on cool UghtWave projects
that he will be sharing with you in future columns.
"My goal for WaveFX is to help you become smarter at using LightWave 3D," Nelson says. "I'll discuss the process of
using your head, thinking a shot through, and knowing what you want before ever clicking on the LightWave icon."

"You know the shot from Deep

Impact where we see the comet
slam into the Earth? It's the same
image," Dziadulewicz said. "We
just darkened it up a little to make

the whole scene look more dra
matic,"
Dealing with an image of this
size is where forethought comes
into play. You have to ask how
much you really need. The entire

38 NewTekniques June/July 1998
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Terms of the Trade
Rez it up — Increasing the pixel
depth or amount of pixels in an image.
The sphere object in the background and its morph tar

An OpenGL view of the Earth image map morphed into

get in the foreground in Lightwave's Modeier.

a partial sphere in LightWave 3D's Layout.

Rule of thumb: Don't increase an

image's size much beyond 30% or the
high-resolution image weighed in at about

The real work in this entire shot was getting

2GB. It doesn't matter how much RAM you

the storm to work. "Until this project, the

have, that's going to hurt. After determining

storm

never

existed

as

a

color

image."

the shot's necessary field of view, the image

McKinley said. Since the shot required being

was cropped in Photoshop, and saved as a

very close to the cloud layer, it also required

new image map, dropping size and decreasing

extremely high-resolution images of the storm.

render times dramatically. The same process

It also required knowing where to find them.

was done to the bump map, the specularity
map, and the diffusion map.

image will become blurry. However, in

the case of clouds, that can be a good
thing.

Since the storm occurred March 12 through
14, 1993, that was all the information neces

The only thing left to do is to set key

The mapping was pretty standard, although

sary for the National Weather Service (NWS) to

frames for the cloud object, so it appears to
move in an easterly direction, from the Gulf

not exactly what you might think. I don't know

do its thing. The NWS can pull raw satellite

about you, but when it comes to mapping the

data and deliver it as a black-and-white

of Mexico across Florida. It doesn't have to

Earth, my mind generally defaults to spheri

image. For the purposes of this shot, the NWS

move much, it just needs to create the illu

cal. It seems logical. However, in this case the

image did not exist in high enough resolution,

sion of movement.

answer is actually planar image mapping

so Radical 3D delivered it to ARC Scientific to

along the Z axis. I know it seems strange, but

rez it up (see "Terms of the Trade," above).

play along; it actually makes a lot of sense.

"We originally planned to do an image

That's it. The scene is set up and once it
is lit, it is ready for rendering. I won't get into
lighting because everyone has different

As soon as the image was cropped, it was

sequence that morphed from image to image

tastes for glows, lens Bares, and all the

no longer spherically mappable. So, in ordei to

in Elastic Reality, so you could see the storm

drama associated with the sun rising over

avoid figuring out how a small image would fit

rotate over time," McKiniey said. However,

the Earth.

onto a significantly larger sphere without it

when you consider the satellite images of the

stretching all over the place, McKinley created

storm coming back from ARC weighed in at

I know this is a very basic scene setup.

a flat plane in Modeler with exactly the same

80MB, and there was only a week to deliver, an

However, it is simplified and quick because

dimensions as his cropped maps. The plane is

image sequence was out of the question.

it was thought out in advance. Ultimately,

subdivided several times into about a 1,000polygon plane.

To do this, give this plane a surface name

no scene is ever judged on polygon count.

The answer is to map the image the exact

Scenes are judged on final image quality.

same way the Earth image was mapped. The

This just happens to be a simple scene that

fast way to do it is import the flat Earth object

looks great.

like "Earth" and save it. Then in Modeler, take

into Modeler,

change the surface name to

"Storm of the Century" aired during prime

the bend tool and curved the flat plane so it

"clouds" and save the object as clouds.lwo.

time on NBC in mid-May. Radical 3D also

had a similar curvature to the Earth. You can

Load the new cloud object into the scene. In

simulated a LightWave 3D Sperm whale

give this object a different surface name and

the surfaces panel, use the cloud image as a

animation (sonar navigation and a skinned

save it as a different object.

color map, bump map, diffusion map, and

whale) for "National Geographic's Monsters

transparency map in the same manner as we

of the Deep."

mapped the Earth images.

from National Geographic at (800) 261-8183.

Now, in Layout, the flat plane gets all the
appropriate image maps. Automatic sizing
should take care of everything.

Then

use the

Both are available on video

Then the

curved Earth object as the cloud object's

curved plane becomes the flat one's morph

morph target. Raise the cloud object off the

Gieg Nelson is working as a senior animator

target. Set the morph value to 100 percent and

surface of the Earth object just slightly, so they

for Disney's Dffx division. He can be reached

it's done.

are not sharing the same space.

at kidneyboy@msn.com.
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LIGHTWAVE 3D TOOLS

Lightscape 3.1
AMIGA TOOLS
lmageFX 3.D

CANDID OPINIONS ON THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND PLUG-INS
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

lightscope 5.1 Review

BY OAVE THOMAS

Lightscape 3.1

m Windows 95/NT

Lightscape 3.1 is a radiosity-rendering package that allows you to render
scenes with far more realism than the standard Lightwave renderer. The
program interface includes a large main screen and several smaller win
dows to the side. The main screen is called the Graphics window. This window dis

For more information on this
product visit the He'.'/TekniouBs
Intoiek service at:
www.newtekfiiiiiies.cooi/infotek

plays the geometry that you are going to be rendering. The windows along the
side show the various objects, materials, and lights that are being used in the cur
rent scene. The program has a pretty simple interface, and it doesn't take long to

Circle Number 110

or enter it at the InfoTek
area of the NewTekniques

Web site.

get used to its controls.
LightWave 3D, 3D Studio MAX,

light, adjust its intensity, and give

LightWave. You have quite a bit of

and DXF!

the light an associated lamp color

control over how LightWave will

specification, among other para

interpret the Lightscape lighting

meters. There are many presets

information,

objects. Lightscape will read and

based upon real-world light types

plug-in like Gaffer to better control

translate most surface properties,

available, and it is possible to

the lighting.

but you can easily edit or add your

simulate new lights if you have

Lightscape is not the kind of

the correct information from the

program you're going to master

manufacturer. The program also

overnight.

inside

among others,

the

program,

Once

you

can

adjust the surface settings of the

own by editing Materials (color,
transparency,

This is a sample of the realistic render
ing capabilities of Lightscape.
The package comes with a set
of excellent manuals, including a
number of good tutorials that got

smoothness, etc.).

including using a

There's quite a bit of lighting

You can also assign texture maps

supports adding daytime or night

to an object, as well as perform

time lighting to the scene, includ

theory that you have to under

bump and intensity mapping.

ing control over the exact time of

stand in order to get realistic

day, sky conditions, and the phys

results from the progiam.

Version 3.1 of Lightscape sup
ports drag-and-drop for Materials,

ical location of your scene. Just

Lightscape

produces

some

me into the program quickly. The

allowing you to easily assign a

choose a city, or input the exact

amazing imagery. While radiosity

program

Material to an object simply by

latitude and longitude

rendering takes some time, the

help,

also

and

the

supports
help

online
files

in

dragging it from the Material win

Graphics window. You can also

ly-owned subsidiary of Discreet

texture

ble to use the navigation controls

derings that I have ever seen. If

Logic) is to be commended for

(Lightscape's image viewing pro

to move about the scene, study

you're involved in architectural

putting together such excellent

gram) or Windows Explorer to

ing it from different angles with

work,

quickly

out changing camera angles and

working on shots that have to look

which I found to be a very useful

re-rendering

completely real, Lightscape is the

feature.

back is invaluable, and makes the

working

with

Lightscape, you need to import
some data. Since Lightscape is

images

assign

Lightscape

from

image

supports

in

the

among the most realistic 3D ren

Lightscape Technologies (a whol

radiosity solution. It is also possi

begin

object

that Lightscape can create are

dow

To

an

results are worth it. The images

up, you can begin to calculate the

Lightscape are well compiled.

documentation.

onto

Once you have everything set

Lvu

maps,

point,

not a modeling tool, it supports

area, and linear lights, It provides

the importation of a variety of 3D

a massive amount of lighting con

object

trol. You can put a color filter on a

40

formats,

including

NwTekkioues June/July 1998
wwwnewtekniques com

This type of feed

whole process of tweaking scenes
a great deal easier.

Lightscape 3,1 allows you to
send a Lightscape file back into

design

visualization,

or

program to use.

Get

more

Lightscape

3.1

information
from

the

on
new

InfoTek service located at www.

newtekniques.com/infotek

More Reviews Online!

Aura

Image FX 3.0

i

Wiislihiini LightWave Courses

mageFX 3.0 has hit the streets with a group of new features
that significantly

raise the

capabilities of this tried-and-true

ADDITIONAL

program.

INFORMATION

The most visible change in

ImageFX 3.0 is the new "win

S349.95 Amiga new
$79.95 Upgrade from 2.B

dowed" interface, which allows

multiple

files

and

menus

to

remain open at once on a single

screen. Another is the addition of

for more infoiniatiiin nn liiis
product visit the NewTekniques

true independent layers, similar
to Adobe Photoshop, which allow

the user to apply effects to layers

WBTfl

discreetly without affecting other

InfoTek service at:

■miiiiiiiiiiH
'■■■■■

'

i >«-<»>— iJi"«'ii

gmm

jj-j^ot

www.newtekniques.cam/infolek

-"4

layers. For many complex compo
sition tasks, this can be a great

Circle Number 111

(albeit memory-gobbling) conve

/Tie new 'windowed" interface for ImageFX 3.0 allows multipie files and menus to

or enter it at the InfoTek

nience. Those who have only

remain open simultaneously. In the upper left image, "Mr, Outdoors" was pho

area of the NewTekniques

worked with composing invisible

tographed in front of a blue screen, then composited with an exterior backdrop using

Web site.

swap buffers will find a whole

CineMatte in the center image. The image in the upper right is layered, with the

new world of fun using layers.
ImageFX layers are not quite as

"Pagecurler" effect applied to the top layer; the page curls up to reveal ImageFXgenera'ed clouds in the lower layer.

flexible as those in Photoshop,
but come close. Of course, the

A second change many will

Other

new

features

include

ly thousands of free Filter Factory

tradeoff is that ImageFX still

find important is extensive sup

"Shatter." which applies animatable

effect

beats the mass market giant

port for the CybergraphX display

particle effects to an image; "Cloud"

downloading

hands down when it comes to

system, which works on a num

animates

You might never need to learn

batch processing and animation

ber of Amiga 24-bit display cards.

"Splash" adds animatable raytraced

Anyone who has tried working

In fact, the new windowed inter

water drops and other water effects

with Photoshop's primitive batch

face probably is at its best on a

to an rmage; and "Pagecurler" adds

same complaint

function will be very happy for

CybergraphX system, where all

a classic tuimng-page effect. The

review of version 2.6. This is a

ImageFX

windows can display in full color

excellent CineMatte bluescreening

program just begging for a time

depth. Unfortunately, most of the

hook has been refined, and can now

line-based front-end controller.

Toaster shops I've visited are not

autodetect any background screen

In fact, this is where ImageFX

ImageFX to expand its cross-

using

theii

color. Additional matte correction

really falls short of Adobe After

platform strength with the addi

Toaster setups, relying instead on

and output op;ions also have been

Effects.

the Toaster framebuffer and stan

added.

and

Us

extensive

ARexx support!
The addition of layers allows

tion

of

support

for

layered

CybergraphX

available
the

for

Internet.

how it works!
So what's missing? I have the

Overall,

I

I

had in my

have

to

give

ImageFX 3.0 a big thumbs up. Its

dard

modes.

The new "FXForge" module is

program with a number of PSD

That's okay, though, for the new

worthy of special note, since it

strong

graphics, including some very

windowed interface runs pretty

allows extensive construction of

Toaster Flyer make it unique in

laige ones designed for 3C0 dpi

well

standard Amiga

customized color channel effects.

the image processing world and

print. Each one loaded perfectly

chips, though it can only display

Creating new effects is not child's

the addition of layers and the

and preserved the Photoshop lay

non-HAM modes. Also, 256-color

play, however, so it's fortunate

new interface are a welcome

ers

however,

Hi Res Laced is perfectly usable,

that Nova Design has supplied a

expansion of the program's mus

unable to load any ImageFX-gen-

especially if you can render out to

whole

cular and flexible capabilities.

erated

files into

the Toaster frame buffer to check

effects. Even more handy, the

Get

either Photoshop 3.05 or 4.01, so

the results. I'm not sure that I'd

FXForge settings are completely

ImageFX

cross-platform nirvana is not yet

like to run this on an Amiga 2000

compatible with the Photoshop

InfoTek

realized.

display, however!

Filter Factory, and there are literal-

www. newtekniques.com/infotek.

I

layered

was,

PSD

on

the

display

cloudscapes;

on

Photoshop PSD files. I tested the

properly.

Amiga

on

moving

formulas

list

of

preconstructed

integration

more
3.0

with

information
from

service

the

located
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REATING MORE PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTIONS

Shedding
Light on Lasers

W

e've

all

played

around

with

lasers

LightWave 3D at some point in our

in

lives,

whether trying to recreate famous space bat

tles, or merely to etch out a shiny logo. It seems the most popular
method of creating lasers is by creating a long hollow tube, mak
ing it luminous, and using the Polygon Edge transparency to make
it look like a glowing beam of light. This will usually work, except
when it has to move close to the camera. Then it seems to just shut

off due to the Polygon Edge setting kicking in again (Figure la).
Here's another method to try, which solves the disappearing beam problem mentioned above, and adds

A new approach to

a few interesting options in the process (Figure lb).

creating lasers in

Load Modeler. Start out in

polygon Use the 'Q' key to

lightwave 3D.

the face view by creating a

bring up the Surface panel.

BY DAVE WARD

1.

Select two points that are
diagonal from one another

box. Select the Box tool from

and give this a surface name

the Objects menu and drag

of "Laser." Center it on the X

leave a diagonal line. Select

out a box 10cm square. Hit

and Y axis if it isn't there

the Extrude tool in the

the 'Enter' key to create a

already.

Multiply menu and extrude

and delete them. This will

this along the Z axis. Use the
default setting of 1 meter for
this. You will now have a 1meter-long pane; consisting
of two polygons. We only

need one, so go to the
Polygon menu and perform a

Unify. This is important, as it
will avoid any render errors
later on-

Select the Mirror tool and
center it on the X axis. Hit
Figure 1a. The laser ship, firing tubular lasers. Note the prob

Figure Ib. The same scene, but this time using a few variants

Return to activate it. This

lem with edge transparency at sharp angles, making the

of the new and improved non-vanishing lasers.

will give us a simple object

laser vanish in front of the gun.
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that looks like a thin extrud-

ed X (Figure 2). Save the

4.

Clear the scene again and

object: as Laser.lwo and that's

load up the Laser Iwo object

it! We're done! Well, almost.

we created in Modeler. You

Load Layout. Before doing
anything else, make sure the
scene is cleared. You should
have one single light in the

will need to move the cam
era slightly in order to view it
since it will load edge-on to
the camera.
P»ta

center of the universe. Click

Go to the Images Panel and

on the Lights button to bring

load up the LaserMap image

up the Lights Panel. Click on

we created in steps 5 to 8.

the button for Lens Flare to
turn it on. The Lens Flare

Open the Surfaces Panel and

Options will now be active,

select the surface named

so click on this as well. This

Laser. From here, we can cre

will bring up the Lens Flare

ate a wide variety of laser

Options panel.

and energy effects, but to get

Turn off everything in this
panel, except Central Glow
and Red Outer Glow. These

are the only two options we
need for now. Set the Flare
Intensity to 75% and click
the Continue button.

i

Bring up the Camera Panel
and click on the Custom Size
button. Enter a value of 400
for width and height so we
get a perfectly square image.

started, we'll just make a

simple, run of the mill laser.
First, set the color to black
by entering 0 for all threecolor channels. Now, click

the T button next to Surface
Color. In the texture panel
that opens up, select Planar
Image Mapping and set the
mapping axis to Z. Select the

LaserMap image as the
image map. and click on the
Automatic Sizing button.

Turn the Texture Anti-alias
Go to the Record Panel, and

ing off. then click on Use

set it up to save frames

Texture. Set the Diffuse Level

under the name of LaseiMap.

to 0% and raise the

Click the Render button and
leave the options set to
Manual Frame Advance In a
second or two, you will have
a simple lens flare in the cen

Luminosity to 50%. Finally,
activate the Additive feature
and make this surface
Double Sided. Press F9 for a
test render (Figure 4).

Figure 2. A laser beam's humble beginnings.

pair of perpendicular, inter
secting polygons,

the laser

will be visible and evenly
luminous from start to finish,
from any direction (except
end on,

which we'll cover

soon). The beam's length can
be

adjusted

simply

by

stretching it in Layout and

creating

new

Likewise,

the width of the

keyframes.

beam can also be adjusted by
stretching it on the X and Y

axis, making it look brighter
or dimmer. Save this object as
GenericLaser.lwo since we'll
be using it a few times later
on. Now, about those harsh
edges...

Select the Light as the edit
item, and parent it to the

laser panel. Keyframe it there
and open the Lights Panel.
In here, click on the Lens
Flare button, and then open
the Flare Options. Activate
the Fade in Distance button

ter of the frame, just slightly

What we have is a nice long

and give a Nominal Distance

smaller than the width of the

laser-like effect that follows

value of 2 meters. Raise the

frame itself (Figure 3). You

LightWave's lens flare inten

Flare Intensity to 100% and

may want to locate the frame

sity falloff by simply stretch

close the panel again. Move

we just saved and rename it

ing the cross-section of a lens

the camera toward the far

to get rid of the unnecessary

flare along the surface of the

end, and face it back toward

frame number.

polygons.

the light. Now, when you do

Since we used a

Figure 3. The other half of the laser
beam, a simple flare.

Figure 4. Instant laser, almost!
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while we're at it.
Open the Motion Graph for

Do a test render and observe
what happens.

the panel as it rotated.

the Laser Panel and select

This time, the laser appears

Higher anti-aliasing levels

twice as intense as it did

will smooth this out even

when there was only one

more by filling in these

object due to the fact that

spaces with additional pass

the surface is Additive. If we

es, but at a severe cost in

used a luminosity of 100%,

render time. If you regularly

this would have looked more

render a scene with

like a close-up of a white flu

Enhanced AA, then this

orescent tube. There are

turn on Motion Blur. Leave

blurring will not add any

three ways we can control

the Blur Length set at 50%.

time to the renders. Upping

the intensity, We can adjust

Close the panel and hit 'F10'

the AA to medium or high

the luminosity, which is the

to render.

sure will, however. Luckily,

most obvious choice. We can

we can reduce this artifact-

also adjust the texture opacity

have a laser bolt, this time

ing without adjusting the AA

for the image map we

with its end smoothed out a

level at all and at the same

applied. A 50% luminosity

bit, giving a slight misty,

time increase our control

and 100% texture opacity will

glowing effect. This laser bolt

over how the final beam

give the same effect as 100%

can now be viewed from vir

looks. If you use Field

luminosity and 50% texture

tually any angle without any

Rendering, you'll need to

opacity, as long as the base

flattening effects occurring

double the amount of rota

color is black. The third

like we had earlier. We've

tion again. The amount of

method is the use of Object

]ust rendered this object at

motion blur is a percentage

Dissolve. This will allow us to

five different angles as it

of movement going back to

animate the intensity of the

rotated on its axis. The Blur

the previous frame, or in the

laser in the same way we

a test render, you'll have a

Length of 50% only covers

case of field rendering, the

would use the Flare Dissolve

visual source that the laser

half of the movement from

previous field. With Field

option for lens flares.

seems to be coming from

the current frame (frame 1 in

Rendering on, a 50% motion

(Figuie 4).

this case) to the previous;

blur will only cover half the

the Bank graph. Create a

keyframe at frame 1 and give
this a value of 180 degrees.
Set the End Behavior to
repeat and close the panel.
In the Camera Panel, set the
■ Anti-aliasing level to low and
Figuie 5. Now. this is looking better.

In a few moments you will

Figure 6. Phasers firing, captain!

This not only covers the

thus the laser object only

object's motion in each field,

edges, but adds to the effect

seemed to rotate 90 degrees.

so by doubling the rotation,

as well, visually pinning the

Tne other 90 degrees occurs

we will have a full blurring

laser to its source or target.

between frames and is not

from one field to the next. In

The same can be done for

seen. Since the laser object

the example above, we would

the end that hits the target,

looks the same from above as

have to double the 180-

as seen in the title image.

it does from the side, we only

degree rotation per frame to

The object in its current state

had to render half of its full

360 degrees if we want to use

will be enough for most

rotation to have it end up

Field rendering.

applications, but let's explore

looking the same as it did

some other possibilities.

when it started rotating. It's

We still have a slight prob

■;■■;

from the way the individual
anti-aliasing passes rendered

also important to remember

lem due to the shape of the

to render frame 1 and not

laser. It still has an obvious

frame 0 when rendering

flatness to it, which is very

motion blur. Frame 0 will not

apparent at some angles. We

calculate Che effects of motion

can use Lightwave's Motion

blur.

Blur feature to smooth it out

You may notice a slight

and give it a sense of volume

stai-like pattern emerging

Tikninjes June/July 1998
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entation, making life that
much easier for us. If we
apply motion blur again, we
can smooth out the edges
more effectively at lower

antialiasing levels. Since
we're using a 50% blur

length, we'll need to rotate
our lasers 90 degrees at frame

Turn off the antialiasing for

1 to cover the 45-degree dif

now and open the Objects

ference between the two

panel. Load a duplicate of

objects (50% of 90 equals 45).

the Laser object and close
the Objects Panel.

\i

We can also view the laser

with less worry about its ori

Parent this second Laser

II.

Open up the Motion Graph
for the first Laser object
again, and change the bank

object to the first, then rotate

value for frame 1 to 90

it on its bank by 45 degrees

degrees. Go to the Camera

and keyframe it at frame 0.

Panel again, reset

Antialiasing to Low, and turn

and saving new copies of

endless variety of possible

on Motion Blur again. Do

this object under d:fferent

styles

another test render of frame

names. I recommend creat

method alone, but what if

1 (Figure 5).

ing a directory to keep all

you want something that's

these lasers in one conve

not always so straight?

You'll notice the blurring is

nient place. You're sure to

because the object was rotat

want to save a few of these

ing less, placing the AA

for later.

We could go on adding more
polygons to smooth this out
even more, but multiple lay
ers of transparency have a
bad habit of increasing ren

der times. With two copies of
our laser object, we only

have, at most, four layers of
transparency to worry about,

'.color, let's add textures.

we'll surface it differently,

this time, we won't use the

and use a fractal noise to

lens flare image. Remove all

def:ne the color. Open the

textures and set all the basic

surface panel, and enter the

texture values to 0%, Give

following settings:

this a deep blue color. Click

at some of the endless varia

Z: 0.01

tions that this method offers.

Color: 255. 60. 10

The first obvious variation

Frequencies: 3

would be color.

Contrast- 1

This one will prove useful for
some of the effects we'll
explore. Render up a few
more lens flares, but vary the
light color for each. For these
colored lights, raise the flare
intensity to 100% as well, to
compensate for their darker
appearance.

on the color channel's tex
ture button and select the

marble texture from the pop

Texture Size: X: 0.05
Y: 0.05

outlined in steps 5 through 8.

and load up the original
Laser object. We'll surface it

the basics, let's take a look

ing the same procedure as

into play. Clear the scene

a bit differently again, but

Texture: Fractal Noise

no red outer glow, by follow

up. Enter the values listed

time in orange, gives a foggy look to the

effect.

tion to the Texture Center
value. What this does is
position the texture so that
one marble vein will run
down the exact center of our

Additive: On

laser object. Normally, the

Texture: Planar Image Map

center of the maible texture

Use the white lens flare
image as the image map for
the luminosity, mapped along
the Z axis like we did earlier.
Automatic

Figure 7b. Another marble texture, this

below, paying close atten

Luminosity: 0%

Use

never been safer.

of having the polygons built

one laser object. This time,

time too drastically.

flare that is pure white, with

Here's where the importance

Clear the scene and load up

Surface Color: 255. 255. 10

Clear the scene and render a

simple

at 45-degree angles comes

Now that we've played with

which won't impact render

Now that we've covered

18.

20

this

Figure 7a. Playing with electricity has

much smoother this time

passes much tighter together.

with

Sizing

to

quickly fit the image to the
object and do another quick
test render. In a few seconds,

is half way between two
veins, so we simply used an
offset that is half the Vein
Spacing amount. Without

Figure Be. A marble vein, mapped on the

this offset, the closest veins

Xaxis, looks fine on the horizontal poly

would be running 0.25

gon, but it completely covers the vertical

meters to either side of our

one,

laser, too far off to be visible.

you should have a close repli

Surface Color: 15, 85. 255

ca of those familiar energy

Texture: Marble

beams fired by that famous

Texture Axis: X axis

Clear the scene and load up

starship (Figure 6). All that's

Texture Size: X: 0.05

your laser object. Experiment

left is to add some texture

Y: 0.05

by replacing the LaseiMap

velocity to the fractal noise to

image with some of the col

give it some added life. Try a

ored flares using the Replace

value of 0.1 along the Z axis

Image option in the Image

and 0.005 on the X or Y axis.

Panel and render off some

Feel free to experiment with

Texture Color: 255, 175, 220

more tests. You might want

various color combinations

Frequencies: 6

to start renaming the surface

and texture types. There's an

Z: 0.05

Texture Center: X: 0.25
Y:0

Z:0

Turbulence: 0.025

Figure 8b. The same vein, this time
mapped on two angled polygons.
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we just don't want. A marble

identical on

texture can be better under

(Figure 8b). This can open up

stood if you picture it as a

even

stack

Here's a favorite:

of

crinkly

paper

both polygons

more

possibilities

impaled on a skewer. The
skewer would represent the

Clear the scene again, and

Texture Axis, and each sheet

load up a laser object.

of paper would represent a

Rename the surface to

marble vein. What we see on

"rings" and click the Surface

a marble surface is a cross-

Color texture button. You'll

section of this stack, where

see the old lens flare image

the polygons of the surface

still there, which is fine.

would

Change the mapping axis to

intersect

these

the X axis, which will map

"pages."

Each marble vein is actual

the flare sideways onto the

Figure 9a. Very pretty. The result of mapping a repeating flare image on the X axis, in

ly a wrinkled plane that runs

object. Change the texture

this case with a biue flare.

perpendicular

size to X: 0,05, Y: 0.05. Z: 0 2

to

the

map

ping axis, and parallel to the

II

Vein Spacing: 0.5

Turbulence: 0.025

Vein Sharpness: 25

Vein Spacing: 0.5

Let's light it up. Make sure
= the luminosity value is 0%,
then click the texture button
for this attribute. Again,
select the Marble texture, and
enter the same values here,
with one exception. This time,

the Vein Sharpness will only
be 15. This will create an

identical marble vein that

matches the color one above,
but wiil be slightly wider. A
wider vein will lighten not
only the colored vein above,
but also some of its surround

center to 0.025 on the Y axis

why we built our laser object

and 0.5 on the Z axis. Make

with

sure both width and height

the

polygons

at

45-

A quick test render will

degree angles. If we were to

repeats are turned on for this.

show a bright pink vein (the

try mapping a marble vein to

While we're here, set the

color texture)

with

glow

it

around

a

blue

a similar object whose poly

Alpha Image to the flare as

(the

base

gons were

well. This will make the flare

not angled, we

color), which looks remark

would

polygon,

image look a bit smaller and

ably like a stroke of lightning

which looked all right, but

more intense when rendered

(Figure 7a).

have

one

the other polygon would have

Click the Use Texture button,

this technique using

the marble vein covering its

and then raise the

various color combinations

entire surface. To see this,

Luminosity to 200%. Make

and texture sizes. Leave the

rotate the

sure you can see the object

vein spacing alone for now

degrees on its bank, and acti

since changing

vate World Coordinates. A

F9 for a test render (Figure

test render now will show a

9a).

Try

this

could

cause the whole thing to van

laser object 45

through the camera, then hit

ish Try adding some velocity

marble vein

the

What you'll see here is an

to the texture. Remember to

entire surface of the vertical

array of lens flares, forming

Luminosity: 0%

not only apply velocity on the

polygon (Figure 8a).

two parallel rows on each

Additive: On

Z axis, but also on the X or Y

Texture: Marble

axis- This will cause the tex-

Texture Axis: X axis

tuie to change shape over

polygons is for image map

but set it spinning like we

Texture Size: X: 0.05

time as well as seem to move

ping. Since both polygons are

did earlier, and it's a different

Y: 0.05

along the length of the object.

at 45-degree slants, they now

story. For best results, add a

Z: 0.05

There is one rule here to fol

have the exact same dimen

clone of this object, rotated

low: Do not apply a velocity to

sions, being 0.1 meters tall as

at 45 degrees to the first, as

Y:0

the same axis as the Texture

well as wide. This is ideal for

we did earlier. You'll notice

Z;0

Axis! This would cause the

image

there's a line down the cen

Texture Value: 100%

vein to slide sideways and

since an image mapped on

ter where the effect is com

Frequencies: 6

vanish, which is something

the X or Y axis will appear

pletely transparent (Figure

ing color

Texture Center: X: 0.25

46

This last point is exactly

Vein Sharpness: 15

Click the Texture Center but
ton, and change the texture

other two.
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affecting

polygon. Nothing much to
Another reason to angle the

mapping

purposes,

look at while it's stationary,

9b). The reason for this is

*;* Load original laser object into

there is no visible color at

!■!■ a fresh scene again. Open

the center of the object as it

the Surface panel and click

is. As each polygon rotates

the Color Texture button.

edge on toward the camera,

From here, click the Texture

it becomes less visible, and

Falloff, and enter a value of

since polygons have no

200% for the Z axis (yes, you

actual thickness to them,

can have a texture falloff on

they are invisible edge-on.

the mapping axis) Close the

This isn't really a problem,

panel, and position the cam

since this effect looks best

era off to the side so you can

when combined with one of

see the entire object stretch

our earlier lasers (Figure

ing across the screen. Do

9c),

another quick test render,

This is just one example of

and you'll have a short laser

what effects you can get with

burst on your screen {Figure

image mapping in this way.

10).

Figure %. The same object, this time spinning with motion blur.

Try using a gradient
grayscale image as the

It's important to remember that

Luminosity texture, fading

the falloff value is the Percentage

creations into place first. Once

out over the length of the

of falloff PER meter. This object is

this is done, create a null and par

object to achieve a flame-like

0.1 meters tall and wide, so we'll

ent this to the end of your gun bar

effect, similar to that of a

need a value of 2000% to have a

rels, then load up the laser object

blowtorch. Use a Texture

texture fade off to nothing at the

of your choice. This is where it's

Falloff value of 2000 to have

very

nice to have a collection of pre-

the image fade to nothing at

making the texture falloff from the

made effects. Parent the laser

the edges, giving a nice

center, so it's falling off in both

object to the null, along with a

edges.

Remember

we're

tapered look. Now we've

directions. This means the falloff

point light source. Now, you can

opened up a variety of other

distance

actual

set the laser object spinning as

effects we can achieve with

width/height of the object. The

outlined above, if need be, and

Figure 9c. Rings around a fractal green

this, like afterburners, torch

same is true for the length. Our

even add additional copies, then

beam.

es, spotlight beams, comets,

laser is only one meter long, so

use the null object to control the

even candle flames! Look

you'd expect a value of 100% to

size and direction of the laser by

closely at the space battle

work, but this falloff starts out

keyframing its rotation and size.

image; the engine flares use

from the texture center. After an

Scaling the null to zero on the X

this same technique!

Automatic Sizing, our textures are

and Y axis will effectively turn off

We've just touched on the

is

half

the

actually centered halfway down

the beam, while still letting you

Texture Falloff option, and

the Z axis, so we only have 0.5

see it in Layout, which is great for

this is another handy feature

meters on each side for the falloff,

aiming. Then, just animate the X

that can be exploited. All the

thus

and Y scales to have it turn on,

effects we've played with so

experiment with different values,

blow away the enemy, and turn

far are best described as

as you will find many interesting

off again.

steady energy streams. What

effects can be achieved.

the

200%

value.

Again,

To fire a short laser bolt, the

about those short rapid-fiie

Now that we can make all kinds

blaster bolts we've seen so

of cool-looking lasers, we need to

don't parent the null to the gun.

many times in theaters' With

incorporate them into our scenes,

Instead, keyframe it at the end of

the addition of the Texture

The easiest way is to set up your

the gun it will be fired from. Then,

Falloff, these are just a couple

scene normally, getting all your

advance a few frames to the point

short steps away.

starships, characters, and other

where your bolt will hit its target.

setup is similar,

but this time,

June/July 1998
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Lock the null's movement to the Z

ing through multiple views.

axis by turning off the X and Y

The reason we don't parent the

buttons under the object edit but

null

tons. Now, holding the CTRL key

becomes apparent if your gun is

to

the

gun

in

this

case

down, simply move the null along

moving. If we did, the bolt would

its axis until your bolt has hit the

always try to stay in line with the

target. Keyframe it here and set

gun, resulting in a laser bolt that

the motion type to Linear, under

wanders around, possibly missing

the

its target completely! This is par

Spline

Controls

button.

Figure W. The effect of Texture Falloff on the mapping axis.

Holding the CTRL key changes

ticularly true if the gun is moving

the way the mouse moves objects

around in a rapid fashion. By the

juices once again. Now go forth,

in layout by constraining them to

time the bolt would reach its tar

young warrior, and blow thy ene

the object's local axis, not the

get, the gun might not even be

mies to tiny pieces!

global one. If an object is rotated,

pointed in that direction, mean

and you want it to follow a path

ing the bolt had missed by a long

that would appear straight from

shot!

Dave Jerrard is a LightWave artist living

in Canada. He's tired of being snowed
upon and is currently targeting the

that

Well, we've covered quite a few

CTRL key down when you move

variations on a very simple theme

effects houses in the Los Angeles area

it! It's much easier than trying to

here, which should give you hours

for a shot at working on one of his

position it the old way by switch

of fun and spark those creative

favorite TV series.

its perspective, just hold

Co-Pilot Audio & Co-Pilot Video
"Just the kind of tools we need for flying"
"Things are so much faster,

"Co-Pilot Audio is just what

I'm going to up my editing

I needed to make mixing a

rates/"

breeze."

"Co-Pilot Video cut 6gigs of
waste from myproject!

"Aussie's audio ramping

saved me hours and hours
of work."

That's like having an

ifWow! The time I've saved

extra hard drive!"

with Co-Pilot... my wife
"I cut 300 stills to a music

track, then added 300

transitions with one click."
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thanks Aussie!"

Circle #221

ozware@aol.com

www.vionline.com/ozware

KcridanElliott-idrifMMnflPnctke"
Software: LighlWave 3D 5.0 and E.5. Photoshop
Description: This was the winning image in the February LijtilWave
,:ii i-ng List contest. !he topic was Olympic Spirit,
email: keri@megalooii.ca

SUBMISSION
INFO
have an image you

would like considered for
ublication in Newfekmtjues

magazine, save it as a Tlf
rjrJPGIilEianrJmaililto:

ShannonWeaner—
Software: Lighlwave 30 5 5, Fractal Painter, Photoshop
After [Heels.
Description: This is a still liom a short animation of a

hummngbird fifing to aid away Iron a small group of
flowers. Hie entire image is built and rendered in Light
Wave 5.5, with the exception of the blurry background.
email: snviietner@sk.SYinp3lico.ca

GorrettSonders—
"Travels With My Ant"
Software: LighlWaw 30 5.5
Description: Ihis is a slill from a derno
feel I recently completed.
email: SanriBigr@aol.com

"UahtWavc Storm"
Software: LightWave 3D 5.5, Photoshop
Description: Pits was the winning image in
The topic was 'Nature s Fury."
email: vfkata@bnght.net
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PHOTO-VIDEO-PRO AUDIO

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

OR FAX (24 HOURS}:

Store & Mall Order Hours:

800-947-9938

800-947-9003

212-444-5038

212-444-5001

Monday thru Thursday 9-7
Friday 9-2 • Saturday Closed

Sunday 10-5

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

OUR NEW
EXPANDED
LOCATION

420 Ninth Avenue
Sun. 10-5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-2, Sat. Closed

VIDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

800 221-5743-212 239-7765
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

800 947-2215 •212 239-7549

Panasonic »•*_..,

SONY

Broadcast & Television Systems

DSR-200A

AG-EZ20

3-CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder

DV Palmcorder with IEEE1394 DV interface

Combining a compact aid lighlweight Body with the superior picture qual ly ol DSP (Digital Signa1 Processing) and the OVCAM tormal. the DSR-

Innovative and feature packed AG-EZ20 is easy to use with up to 90 minutes ol
recording lime on a standard battery II has a surprisingly rugged, durable body that
is also compact and comioriabie lo hold, making ii ideal tor use in the field toi singl
handsd news gathering operations Features include Pt~oto Shot which is uselul tot
creat no video photo alBums cr insurance tapes As many as 750 ptclures can b*

200A is the ideal acquisition tool 'or video lournalists. event and wedding
videographers. si ringers and production houses. 500 lines of horizontal
resolution. 4BkMz or 321H: digital audio, three hour record time, and mini
mum illumination of 3 lui is only the beginning Dther features include

recorded on a 60 minute tape To enhance creativity, th? lens can accommodate sel

I69.'4:3 capability, Steady Shot, high resolution 1-inch viewimdei. lime
code operalion. time.'da'.e supenmposiiion and an IEEE-1394 interlace for

lings which include locus, gain, while balance, shutter speed and backlighting.

• Equipped ivilh the IEEEI394 DV interface so dubbed recordings will be clones ot the original, or download lo your
computer wtiere the/ can be edited (DV caplure card and
third-party software required).

■Can record in bolfi SP and LP modes for up lo 1.5 hours of

• Time date stamp
with seconds toi
legal and lav. requirements like Depositions S crime scenes.
Digital effects include audio and videc lade. wipe. mil.
strobe, sclarzatusi and trail. Also has sepia ions for an

recording on a 60-minute laoe-with no degradation in pic-

antique look and negative/positive so film negatives can be

lure or audio quality SP mode is provided lor compatibility
v/ilh Panasonic's DVC PRO VCRs.

converted m-camera to viewable pictures.
3.8-inch color LCD monilor (131°» mare area man a 2 5-

• Dig tal Electronic Image Stabilizer prevents littery video

•Var.anle speed 10:1 power loom lens, plus 100.1 digital
zoom. Lens can locus up to 1/4-inch Irom the suDieci.

■ 1 BO.000 puel color vieivtmder tar remarkably clear viewing

AG-EZ1

inch display! rotates 270" vertically and ISO* horizontally.
so you can monitoi your shoots - no matter the angle.

Full manual control of focus, gam. white balance, shutter
speed and backlighting.

direct digital output Offers full automatic as well as manual conlrol ol
locus, ins. gain, white balance and shutter speed.
• Variable servo 10X optical power 200m lens goes iiom 5.9
to 59mm in 1.7 to 24 seconds. The manual zoom rocker is

Records Droo'Non-Drop Frame time code. Time code can

be read either as RC time code or as SMPTE lime code.
Has a arge 1 -inch B&W neiwfirder wild 550 lines of resolu
tion for easy focusing even in low contrast lighting situa
tions Separate mtarmalion sub panel displays time code,
battery lime, tape remaining an! other camcorder functions
without cluttering up the viewfinder
Records 16-bit/48kHiaudioonones1ereotfackor

continuously variable ngrrt up to where the digital 20X
mom kicks in.

• Sony's Super Stead/ Shot reduces high frequency camera
shake without compromising image quality. SteadySnot
uses horizontal and vertical molion sensors that allow it to

work accurately while zooming, moving (even sftooting

12-brt:32kHz with two pairs ol slereo tracks (L1/R 1.
L2/R2I. so you can add slereo music or narralion
One-point stereo e led ret condenser mic for clear stereo

ironi a car), and shooting in low light conditions

• Has digital eltects including audio and video fate, overlap
and Slow Shutter

Dig tal recording delivers 500 lines ol horizontal resolution

with no noise. (S/N ratio is MdB).
I O.I power and 20:1 digital zoom lens. Both zooms are

adjustable in (our speeds (3 5-15 sec.) For e«treme closeups the lens can tocus up to 1/4" Irom the subject
Two digital audio modes, choose between Iwo-channel 16bil sierco record-no or two seis ol 12-bii stereo.
Huge I 5" 180.000 pixel color viewiinder wilh 400 lines ol
11!Mintion displays all functions on demand.

Digital Electronic Image Stabilizer (DEIS) compensates lor
jillery video Particularly effective when the digital zoom is

balance Iris is adjustable in 12 levels Irom F1.6 to Fil,

• Custom Preset function lets you preset, store and recall

■ Digital Photo-Shpi lets
you record a slill-lrame lor si< seconds, while audio contin
ues as normal 290 still pictures can be recorded on a single

dicnroic prism further ensure razor-sharp images and

eilremety faithful color reproduction

■ By searching lor eithe- an Index point or Photo Data record
ed by the DSR-200A camcorder, the DSR-30 drastically cuts

■ Selectable 2-channel 48 kHi'16-bit or 4-channel 32 kHz/12bit PCM audio recording.
■ Built-in stereo me and eitemal mic input as well
Large-diameter locus ring enables a high level ot incusing
precision. A Mult;-Function Push Dial allows easy setting ol

the 16-step ins. 5-step gam control (-12dB ma<imum] and
14-step shutter (up to 1/3000 secondl Mic input level can
also be set in sleps (-20M0/0.'*3/»6 SB)
Five program AE modes lor shooting in a variety ol different

condition; Ttieie is also a tive-mode white balance. Set.

well as stable color reproduction They also
accept worldwide video signals, have a built-

in speaker and are rack moumabie. The
PVM-14N1U/20N1U are designed for simple
picture viewing, the PVM-14N2U and 20N2U

audio recording, the XL-1 oilers unmatched image quality and shooting versatility

Interchangeable XL Lens Mount System

3-CCOs

• Interchangeable XL lenses for unsurpassed flexibility and

• Three 270.0D0

■Aide-angle lens, a 1.6X extender and an EFto XL adapte..

16'1 Optical Zoom wilh SuperRange Image Stabilizer
• The 16 1 has a local length range ol 5.5 to 88mm [35mm

equivalent of 39 to 633mm|. It otters variable speed ;oom.
manual zoom and manual locus control and has a one-push
auto-locus button and built-in 1 5X JJD filter.

■ Besides a gyro sensor, the SuperRange Optical Image

Stabiliser uses a motion vector to examine the image alter it
is received by the CCD to deled any shake missed by the

gyro Oala is then led back to refine the movement of Ih
van-angle prism resulting ir the most advanced stabilizatmn

ado RGB input and switchable aspect ratio.
Thny Faaiuri;
■ S00 lines ol honzonlcl resolution

■ They handle NTSC. NISC 4.43, PAL. and

pixel CCDs Hilh advanced Pixel Shin tech

SECAM

nology achieves 530 lines of resolution

■ Large 72 mi:ron CCDs deliver a Hi improvement msensitrvity. Vertical smear is also dramatically reduced
Three Recording Modes:
• High resolution full motion video [Normal Movie Mode)

■ High resolution stop action images ol moving subjects
(Frame Movie Mode)

■ Perfect si ills (Digital Photo Mode)

■ HR Trinitron CRT enables the PVM-14M4U and 20M4U to

■ Automatic and manual white balance gam (live preset lev

evaluation of any color subject
• Dark tint lor a higher conlrast ratio |black to white) and

els trom -3 to Ti2dB) and exposure lock

can output each signal independently
• Audio inputs with independent level controls.

• Composite. S-Video output. DV (IEEE 1394| in.'oul. Conlrol L
• Digital fader and wide screen TV elfecl

■ Optional MA-tOO Mic Adapter/Shoulder Pad allows use of

• Headphone jack wilh level adjustment
• Remote control with jog'shullle dial

two XLR mics and allows shoulder mounled shooting.

display an incredible 800 lines of horizontal resolution The
PVM-14M2L and 20M2U offer 600 lines ol resolution. M4
models also use SMP7F. C phosphours for the most cnlical

• Th-ee digital audio modes [16 bit and two 12 bit modes)

aspect ralio] are displayed as easy-toread on screen menus.

■ Closed captionmg is available wilh the
optional BKM-104 Caption Vision Board.
PVM-14N2U7ZUNZU Only:
• (Last Input Switch) - Contact closure
remote control allows you lowirea
temole to an existing syslem so ih.it Ine
monitor's mpul can be remotely conI rolled to SKilch between the lasl previ
ously se I eel Ed input and the current
input.

-1:3/16 9 switchable aspect ratio

13-inch and 19-inch Production Monitors

ogy and have SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22

, .1 color viewfmdei
• Zebra pattern and color bar generator

• Picture (chrome, phase, contrast, bright
ness) and setup ad|uslmen!s (volume,

Sony's hesi production moniiors ever, the PVM-M Series prov de stunning picture quality, ease ol use and a range ol optional
functions They are identical except that the "M4" models mco ipoiate Sony's state-of-the-art HR Trinitron CRT display technol-

Unique Design S Dual Action Carrying Handle

action shooting.
Additional Features

.

PVM-14M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U

■ In addilon la the normal side gnp.lhe handle includes an
additional siari/stop switch and zoom control for dual-

system available today.
Digital Audio

and simultaneous recording ot tour separate tracks. You

13-inch and 19-inch Presentation Monitors

ronment. They use Sony's legendary
Trinitron CRT and Bean Current Feedback
Circuit lor high resolution ol 500 lines as

with Interchangeable Lens Mount

OSR-30 are also compatible with Sony's high-end DVCAM
VCRs

PVM-14N1U/14N2U & 20N1U/20N2U
presentation monitors are ideal lor any envi- ^j^fl

With 3-CCDs. eiclusive interchangeable XL Lens Mount System, unmatched opti
cal technology, Super Range Image Sla bilker. DV and simultaneous lour channel

multi-coated optics to achieve 600 lines ot resolution

thanks to its 16K bits capability.
■ Audio lock ensures audio is fully synchronized wiih the
video lor absolule precision when doing an insert edit.

Wilh high quality performance and flexibility, Sony's

3-CCD Camcorder

and data ID with no loss in quality.
' Analog audio and video input outputs make it lully compati
ble with non-digital equipment Playback compatibility with
consumer DV tapes allows you to work with taotage record
ed on consumer-grade equipment Tapes recorded in ttre

the time usually required lor editing. The OSR-30 can
recoid up to 135 Indei points on the Cassette Memory

Fluroescent, Aulo. Indoor and OutQoer.

Cation xl-i

superior range. XL lenses incorporate the highest quality

DSR-30 DVCAM Digital VCR

setlestor up to 184 minutes of recording time, and can playoack consumer OV tapes as well
■ Records PCM digital audio at either 48I<H> (16-bil 2 chan
• Built-in control tray has a jog'siuttle dial. VCR and edit
nel) or at 32kH; (12-bit 4 channeti.
function buttons. The |O9,shutla dial allows picture search
• Equipped wilh Control L. the DSR-30 is capable ol EMPTE
ai iViiD 15X normal speed and controls not only Ihe
Time Code based accurate editing even without an edit con
OSfl-30 but also a player hooked up through its LANC inter
troller. Built in editing functions include assemble and sepa
face
rate video and audio insert.
■ DV ln<Out (IEEE 1394) for digital dubbing of video, audio

• 3-CCDs (270.000 pixels eachl with a large light-collecting
a'ej give the camera high sensiirvity and wide dynamic
range Double-density pixel distribution and a gapless

■ in addition to the standard 16:1 lens, there is an optional 3X

VCT-U14 Tripod Adapter • LC-20O0CP System Case

ing, playback and editing. OV standard 4:1:1 sampling digital component
recording with a 51 compression ratio provides spectacular picture quality
and multi-generation performance It has a Control L interface for editing
with other Control L based recorders such as the DSH-20OA DVCAM
Camcorder or anolher DSH-30. It also has a continuous auto repeat play
back function making it ideal for kiosks and other point of information displays Other leaiures include high quality digital
audio, IEEE-1394 Digital interface and external timer recording. The DSR-30 can accept both Mini ana Standard DVCAM cas-

required.

and still mode

AC-VMO.'B AC Adiiploi, Tuple Battery Charger

your original sellings lor every scene and frame.

The OSR-30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR that can be used for record

host ol sophisticated aulo functions as well full manual control when

functions Move from wide-angle to full zoom in 1.3 sec
onds allowing quick Iraming while in HEC pause.

3NP-F930/B 7 2v 4000 mAH Batteries

• Slores Pholo, Date/Time. Shutter Speed. Ins. Gain and Fstop lor easy recall. Soil you have lore-sliool. you know

lime code genero

weiglit camcoider also incorporates a large 2 5-inch color LCD manner and has a

• Otters six Uigiial effects. Wipe. Mix, Strobe, Gain-Up. B&W

DSR-200A Camcorder ■ NPA-100Q/B Battery Case Adapter

reddish), sharpness anO brightness.

The AG-EZ30 combines 3-CCDs and the DV lormat to deliver a level ol picture and sound quality that makes
one ol the mosl advanced camcorders of its kind. Weighing just 1.5 lbs this incredibly light-

■ 12X optical zoom as well as 30X and 120X digital zoom

DSR-200A Field Package:

custom settings for cclor intensity, while balance (bluish or

1/8000 Of a
second
• Buill-in SMPIE

NEW! AG-EZ30

inch color vrenfinder.
• Digital Image Slatilizer lor clear, shake and litter Iree shots.

which has an active VU meter
XLR input connectors lor mics and audio equipment.

trom-3dBlDt18dBin8stepS.
■ Zeora Palletn inrjicato', bull-in NO filter

speed shut
ter from
1/60—

World's Smallest 3-CCD Camcorder with IEEE1394 Interface

• 180,000 pnel. 2.5-mcli colo- LCD monitor Also has a 0.5-

Monitor audio with headphones or Irom the LCD panel

shutter from 1/4 to 1/10.000 of a second in 12 steps. Gam

• Variable

30-mtnute tape TopScan function finds any shot easily.

employed.

separation Directivity can be seiecied iiom 0°. 90° & 120°
Automatic & manual (20-step| audio level record controls.

• Automatic and manual tocus. iris, shutier. gam and white

3-CCD Digital Video Camcorder

crisper. sharper looking edges

• Eacn has two composite. S-Video and component input (
R-V/B-Y. analog RGB) For more accurate color reproduc
tion, the component 'evel can be adiusted according to the
mpul system Optional BKM-101C Ivideo) and BKM-102
(audio] for SMPTE 259M serial digital input.

Circle #222

■ Beam Current Feadback Circuit
• 4 3/16 9 switchable aspect ratio.

• True multi-system momio's ttwy handle lour color system
signals NISC. NISC -1.43. PAL. and SECAM
• External sync input and outpulcan be set so that it will
automatically switch according to the input selected.

• Sviitc.iable color temp. 65O0K (broadcast). 93O0K (pleasing
picture), User preset (3200K to 1QOO0K)
■ Blue gun. underscan and H/V delay capability
• Cn-saeen menus lor monitor ad|usi men I/operation,
• Parallel remole control and Tally via !0-pin connector.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

800-947-9938
www y-r# 7 7ww

PHOTO-VIDEO-PRO AUDIO

or FAX (24 hours):

mqst flRDERS SH|PPE0

800-947-9003
7VVO

| OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5001

On the Web: hHp://www.bhphotovideo.com

wvw 7-»#

212-444-5038

NewTek

UVW-1400A Betacam SP Recorder

The UVW-UOOA is a non-ediimg VCR which deliver Eetacam SP quality and offer features lor a wide range of playback and
recording applications. RGB and HS-232 interface make i! es; iscially ideal for large screen, high quality video presentation, scienlrlic research and digital video environments
• legally suited lor work in computer environment, because
RGB signals can be convened into component signals and
vice versa wiili minimum picture degradation
• !5-pin serial interlace allows external computer con:rnl ol

• Auto repeat ol entire or a specilic pc-rlion ol the tape.

• Built-in character generator can display VTR status, time

code, sell-diagnostic messages, set-up menu, ate.

with the oplional SVRM-10CA Remote Control Unit.
■ Composite and S-Video as well as component via BNCs
which are switchable to RGB output The UVW-UGOA has

rate can be selected from between I20O1O 38.400 Sps.

• Built-in Time Base Stabilizer locks sync and subcarner to an
external reference signal as well as provides stable pictures.

^LIGHTWAVE 3D 5.5
3D Rendering and Animation Software for Broadcast Graphics
Lightwave 3D is Ihe easy way lo create (he mosl sophisticated 3D animation imaginable. It's intuitive, complete, easy-to-use
layout and modeling syslem deliver [tie ultimate in creative conlrol, not to mention lieiibility. Unparalleled leatures lor model
inrj, surfacing, lighting and animating are right at your fingertips. Raytracmg. motion blur, MetaMation. inverse kinematics

• Conlrol ol log. shuttle, playback, record, pause, FF and REW

all VCR (unctions based on time code mlormaiion. Eaud

(IK), Bones, field rendering, lens flares, compositing ■ they're all here. And v/ilh OpenGL and Quickdraw 3D support you can
see youl creations in real lime. Add a robust plug-in architecture, and it s no wonder you find Lightwave 3D in more
Hollywood animation suites than any other 3D program. Lightwave 3D is available lor almosl platforms Windows 95.
Windows NT. Power Mac. DEC Alpha. SGI and Sun Microsystems.

two switchable sync connectors and a Sync on Green.

■ Built-in LTC Time Code and UB (User Bits] reader/generator

■ Built-in diagnostic function and hour meter.

• Ecnipped with two longitudinal audio channels

• Initial sei-up menu tar presetting operational parameters.

UVW-1700G

Lightwave 3D 5.5

Upgrades from LW 5.0 lo 5.5

For PC (lntel|
For PC (DEC Alpha)
For Macintosh

1599.00
1599.00
1699.00

From Intel 5.0
From DEC Alpha 5.0
From Macintosh 5.0

W3.00
449.00
549.00

For SGI

2499.00

From SGI 5.0

899.00

Betacam SP Computer Graphics Frame Recorder
'

dimension to your work by creating stunning pnnt images, dynamic multimedia productions and slick web visuals that |ust

Uniquely equipped with both HS-232 and RS-422 serial ports for

aren t possible in 2D With Inspire 3D. you can model, animate and render 3D elemenls in any style and complexity. By adding
texture, motion, lighting effects and more, your print materials will almost pop otl Ihe page. Use ihe images you create as sin
gle frame print graphics or as lower resolution animation files lor multimedia or the v/eb or choose from a library of pre-created images. And use the photorealistic or stylized animation images you create lor real-time graphics applications, including
VRML 2 0, for all kinds of pro|eds.
• Compatible with Phoioshop. QuarkXPress. Illustrator.
• Revolutionary modeler lets yoj create any shape or form
Freehand. Director, and more Create simple or compiei
you dream up just by clicking on a lew points Then
animations, transform Illustrator files into animated 3D
reshape, subdivide, clone, modify, reposition and control
graphics, create killer photorealistic 3D or ca noon-style
any object in 2-4-till color and view n in real-time

versatile system integration. ?.:>-, serial ports are easily accessed
via ttie set-up menu Built-in time code capability combined with
sophisticated servo servo system ensures frame accurate insert

editing (video only) when connected to computer-based editing sys
tems (via RS-232 port) or RS-422 equipped edit controllers. Ideal
VCR for animation and computer graphics creation, where frameby-lrame editing is indispensable.

UVW-1800 Betacam SP Editing Recorder
ii-! ii :.)■, nus

• Optional UVR-EO allows remote TBC adjustment.

■ RS-422 Interlace lor ediiing system expansion

• Two types ol component output; via Ihree BNC connectors
or a Betacam 12-pin dub connector.

images and use pre-crested or custom modeling

■Supports IE image and seven 3D model formjis. gives you

• Frame accurate editing is assured, thanks lo sophisticated

servo control and built-in time code operation. In Hie Insert
mode of the UVW-18Q0, video, audio Ch-1/2 and time code

can be inserted independently or in any combinalion.

m 3 key frame and then determines the eiact border in subsequent frames—e/en

■ Quickly and easily create brilliant single and composite
images and animations to design exciting web sites

and dynamic background
Using break-through technology. AutoMasker enables automated masking, iso3-

fraction of the cost using conventional frame-by-frame painting Selected objects
can be modified within AutoMasker or in combination vjith other effects or com
positing software Compatible with Win 95/NT and standard file formats including

colored ouUut
movie, including

optional alpha channel
• Independent automalic obiect and
background color effects.

S895(

MeshPaint 3D

Inspire 3D for Macintosh

Genes is"** eliminates the usual limitations ot most compara
ble packages-point light sources or complex obiect linking
are no longer necessary Witn Gerwsis
you can link any
number of objects of any type The possibilities are limited
only by your imagination1 And Ibis power ins not been

adderJ at the eipense of program complemty, indeed there
are no lists ol parameters with cryplic names and wherever
possible real time preview are available to reflect the

arsenal Turn your computer into a mot ion-graphics studio and put awe-inspiring action into
your work

Photoshop layers and Adobe Illustrator art with direct

For Power Macintosh

..

89.95

vfx

.. S319.95
$369.95

Genesis"1* incorporates a siaggenng feature set with

advanced rendering options such as full field rendering on all
effects feven glows, sparkles), analytic anti-aliasing, full ani
mation oi all effects, fractal noise, a completely new obiect

Hare effect that makes separate glowftparktoilare plug-ins a
thing of the past., panicle animation that sets a new stan

dard, a wonderfully user-onented interface with real time
feedback at ail possible occasions. FULL advantage of multi
processor systems |both in rendering effects and in user
interlace), unlimited layering capability, and Dlmdingly fast

performance. Full binary compatibility of files between the

different vers:ons (eg create and load Genesis™ effects

interchangeably between LighiWave and Adobe Photoshop)

and much, much more.

3D Studio MAX
For Photoshop {PC or Mac Specify)

SPECIAL EFFECTS:

■ Use use plug-in elleds rang
ing from precise color cor>

rechen filters lo wipes and

blurs, and even Photoshop

fillers. You can also animate

MOTION GRAPHICS:
■ Position and animate layers with unlimited keyframes and

sub-pixel accuracy. View and edit your spline-based molion
paths on-screen. Ensure super smooth molion al any speed
wilt) lield-renderintj and true motion blur.

each effect independently
over lime.

AFFORDABLE QUALITY:

• Creale anything you can imagine. Gel lop-quality motioi
graphics lor film, broadcast oi CD-ROM—
S
at a fraction ol Ihe cost of a dedicated system

Artel Boris Effects 3.1

A mulli-channel DVE generator, complete with mtraframe interpolation, matte manipulation.

changes berng made

For Lightwave 3D (Intel).
For Lightwave 3D {Alpha)

385.00

Available for Mac and Windows. Alter Effects is tightly integrated with Ihe Adobe product lamily,
so if you work v/ith Premier. Photoshop, or Illustrator, you already have Ihe skills, shortcut
know-how, and hardware to make After Etlects a seamless, powerful extension ol your creatrve

sophisticated composites and traveling mattes using trans
parency, compiei misks and alpha channels Animate

Special Effects and Lens Flare Plug-in for LightWaue 3D and Studio MAX

lens Hares, sparkles, glows, heat distortions. 3D particle
clouds, gas clouds, eipiosions, and even flowers with com
plete an i ma 11 on conlrol over every aspect ol Ihe etteci

and other Items for you to use alone or hi
combination with other graphic elements

385.00

SOPHISTICATED COMPOSITING:

MeshPaint 3D is a tull-lealured multi-platform 3D paint program that supports multiple 3D animation applications, including
Studio MAX, Lightwave 30, Soltimage. Electric Image. Strata Studio Pro and Caligan s trueSpace. With MeshPaint, animators
can apply paint and textures lo their 3D wireframes in real-lime as il they were painting a real-world object with paint and a
brush. MeshPaint comes with all the siandaid paint tools, like air brush, brush hose and clone tool, that one has come lo
exptct In a 2D paint program, but allows them lo be used in real-time in 3D MeshPaint also you to paint across multiple levlures that have been assigned lo n single 3D object. It supports multiple textures per objecl and Ihe unique TrU-V allows 3D
Sludio Ma« users lo paint at lace level on an obiect wilhout being restricted by traditional mapping methods.

in both still and animated rendering. Genesis"** can create

running fast. Want the easiest way to composite' Need a up
on shadowing? Curious about surfacing options? The on
screen tutorial is an encyclopedia lelerence. teacher ani
consultant that not only gets you up and running quicky.
but helps you be more productive every lime you work.

Inspire 3D for Windows

import capabilities.

takes basic properties of physics and harnesses them lor use

■ Inluittve interface with on-screen tutorial gel you up ani

• Includes a complete library of over 1.600 models, objects

■ Combine digitized materials Irom any source to create

Full-Featured Multi-Platform 3D Paint Program

Genesis"**, is a revolutionary special effects plug-In that

jection mapping to make the elements accurately cast shad
ows against Ihe photo or video image.

After Effects 3.1 provides the power and features required by film makers, video producers, editors, graphic designers, multi
media professionals and web developers to produce unlimited composites, fluid animations and sophisticated special etlects

■ Create mask or

GENESIS

ments wild 20 images or multimedia You can also use

photographs or video with 3D elements and apply front pro

Compositing, Motion Graphics & Special Effects for Mac or Windows

TGA. VDA. tCB. VST. FLM. PCS. DCX. BMP. OT and AVI.

249.95

ered images lor print or animation and combine 3D ele

Adobe AFTER EFFECTS 3.1

tion, painting, extracting and insertion of selected objects into video streams at a

For PC (Alpha)

• Compositing capabilities let you to build sophisticated, lay

• Uses Lightwave 3D s formidable rendering engine to put
true photorealistic capabilities right on your desktop Gives
your 3D images the edge you're looking lor.

when the object is multi-colored, changing its geometry or moving over a colorful

tracing in subsequent framis

specialized functions Features like Spline-based modeling
and MetafJURBs let you mold and manipulate objects in

games, iraining materials and movies

An automated tool for accurate isolation ol items and hgures in a video clip. AutoMasker quickly marks the border of an object

■ Easy modification to object border and controlled a nil -alias
ing
■ Simultaneous masking of a number of objects and cbiects
with holes

• E<pandabie modeling capabilities and a ton of plug-ins for

ate your own - or mil Ihe two for interactive content,

World's Only Automated Video-Object Masking Tool

■ Easy object selection in first frame and exact boundary

your choice ol outpu: with resolutions up to 8.0001 8,000

ways you never could before, then output them as hi-res
images - fast. Use Insprires library of designer images, cre

AutoMedia AutoMasker

1B9.95

699.00

Specifically designed to meet the demand ol the graphics pro. Inspire 3D is a powerful program that lets you add a .'(hole new

Same natures al the UVW 1400A PLUS—

For PC llntal)

599.00

From DEC Alpha 4 0

3D Art and Animation Software for Graphic Artists, Multimedia
Developers and Web Designers (For Mac or PC)

frame accurate video insert editing capability as welt as RS-232 and HS-422 interlaces. These make |
the UVW-1700G ideal not only for conventional video program production but also lor animation

All the leslur."

Upgrades iramLW 4.0 to 5.5
FromlnteUG

INSPIRE 3D

The UVW-17Q0G has all trie leatutes of tt« UVW-1400A (except foot switch control) plus it adds

:-.:: computer graphics "'■ ■"

within 24 hours

S339.95
$149.95

and multiple keyframes, Boris Etlects lets you to creale your own custom moves. Boris ships
with a keylrame library clover 150 customizable effects including cubes picture-in-pictu re.
chroma keying, tifting.sott edges, masks, filters and compositing of unlimited track of video
and graphics Effects can be saved or used with different video source cl ps. Create 3D flying

logo effects Irom PtCT. TIFF, bitmap. VtW and QuickTime files using an embedded alpha
channel Other features include borders and drop shadows which can be colorized and made

soft and translucent, as well as control over camera position and light source with specular
highlights Based on a plug-m architecture. Boris closely integrates into all ol today's popular
non-linear systems Orce installed, ii is easily accessed from their transitions and lilteis
menu. II is not a background application and no eitra memory is require!
■ Blur and bevel filters

- Variable pivot points for
unique rotation control

• Control ot image scale |stie|. positioning, deptn
and opacity

■ 3D effects with depn control lo create cubes or slabs

with up to 6 different videos, picts or colors on each of
the 6 laces.

For Adobe Alter Etlects {Specify Mac or Windows NT).

349.95

• Add keyframeaWe specular and ambienl light lo your efe
• Cropping with full softness conlrol of the edges and blend
for really smooth soft wipe typ» of effects
• Includes a tree year ot upgradss and lull tech supporl1
For Media 100

For Adobe Premier (Specify Mac or Windows 95/NT) 395.00

For Avid MCXpresi NT

Fnr Ulead Media Studio Pro 5.0

395.00

For Fast VM-Sludia Plus

395.00

For Inisync Speed Razor

395.00

For Discreel Logic
for Avid Xpress (MacmlOStil
For Avid Media Composer

549.95
549.95

.

.

749.95
749.95
749.95

Minimum Skipping UM {Eictpl AK 1 H) «.». up to 11b. Add 75C lor each additional Ib. for Ins. add 50* pet $100. © 1998 BSH Photo ■ Video, Prices ire valid subject to supplier prices. Not responsible fw typographic*! more.

VIDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

800 221-5743 •212 239-7765
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

New Address:
420 Ninth Ave. {Bet. 33rd & 34th St.}

800 947-2215-212 239-7549

New York, NX 10001

PVR-2500

'Perception* Digital Video Recorder
The Heart of an Advanced
Digital Audio/Video Workstation
oversampled video encoding, belter than D1 scaling, component and 5-Videu

outputs, mutti'processor supaori and integrated FAST SCSI-2 controller, it
empowers your computer 10 rival the Finest professional production studios
■ MUli-larmai virtual lite system ensures complete integra
tion with your Windows NT applications Any acquired
video or computer generated Perception video clips appear

simultaneously in many different file formats including

TARGA. SGI. BMP and IFF. Perception is compatible with
Lightwave 3D. Studio Max. Softimage and others.

Sony's DVBK-1 DV hardware CoDec to guarantee lossless transmission at top speed. With just one
cable you can transfer video, sound anrj machine control signals in real-line. Also allows the
display of live video awing "capture", as well as al any time during the editing process You
can scrub in or trim the timeline, and then prev ew it in real-time at full-screen, full-motion
on your video or computer monitor.
Anoltier advantage ot having Ihe Sony DVBK-1 on the board, is that it allows the DV
Master to act as a real-time video Iranscoder Using ihe supplied break-out boi.
you can simultaneously convert analog composite. S-Video ana component inlo
digital and vice versa. This is ideal for archiving analog footage onto digita1 as well as for
mining analog and digital looiage when editing. It also allows you to transfer edited digital
footage direcity to S-VHS or Belacam SP without having to first go back tc Ihe camera

The PVR-2500 offers powerful features (or awesome animation, morphing
and rcloscoping capabilities. With features like 7201 ISO resolution. 10-Bit 2

■ Fun-length PCI card wild integrated FAST SCSI-2 cortroller.

DV Master
Unlike software-based DV systems that can be as slow as sn times real-time. OV Masier mcorporal

1 Includes

DF>S

Bundled Sollware:

Lockstep plig-m to provide sigmficart control oj

Studio MAX
■ Coupled Witt the AD-2500 component video capture card,
the PVR-2500 becomes a broadcast-quality digital disk

Includes Sonic Foundry Sound Forge audio editing software, and a choice of editing software: Ulead MesJiaStudio Pro 5 0. lull
version of Adobe Premier 4.2 or special version of in;sync Speed Razor MACH 4,

canopui

recorder. It delivers unsurpassed picture quality, and stor
age capacity is limited only by the size/number of attached

• Per I or ms real-lime interpolation pi 30 Ips video to 24 Ips

SCSI hard drives.
■ The AD-2500 has component, composite and S-Video
inputs lor real-lime recording. Captured video can also be

film rates or vice versa. This means trial II is also at home
on trie Hollywood movie set as well,

■ Outputs broadcast quality 720 x 480 resolution Dynamic
range Is in excess of D1 scaling so images are brighter.

exported as sequential RGB tiles lor rotoscopmg and other

compositing applications

nave more color and greater spatial resolution than ever

■ When used with the AD-25QG caplure cant a sound card,

be lore. Component, composite and S-Video outputs are
provided via the included breakout cables
■ VCR control simplifies the task ol batch digitizing and
recording. In this mode, the PVR-2500 can read SMPTE

editing software 8 one or more SCSI drives, the PVP.-25QQ
becomes a ron- linear editor ol unoaralled performance an unbeatab e price.

The DVRe<-M1 is a hardware and software bundle that olfeis a complete solution
capture, oulput and editing of DV (Digital Video] signals Equipped with Sony's

OVBK-1 hardware DV codec, a breakout bo* and ULead's Media Studio Pro
5.0. the DVRex-Mt provides real-time capture and oulput of DV signals
from your camera or VCR via Ihe IEEE1394 port, or converts any analog

video and audio lo DV The system also includes Rex Edit software so
you can control your QV camera or deck, batch caplure video and

audio, add new audio tracks and scrub in real-time. DV editing has
never been so fast, easy and flexible!

hire code from We source deck

Hardware Features:

PINNACLE GENiEPlUS

■ High quality, scalable video windows displays real-time,
full-screen video during capture, editing and oulput
■ During analog capture and output, video characteristics like
brightness, contrast, saturation etc. can be manually set.

SYSTEMS

Post-Production System on a Single PCI Card
Based on Pinnacle's EMMY award-winning special ellects technology, GemePlu; is a complete desktop post-production sys

tem that includes a 3-D DVE/switcher, advanced character generator, fast slill-store and a dynamic paint system - at a price
you can afford. Equipped with an incredible array of features on a single PCI card, GeniePlus lets you create your own stun

ning effects, including page turns, water ripples and spheres wilh uncom promised 42 2 digital quality The full-function 3-D

DVE provides ultra-smooth rrotion and no breakup (pwelalion) when pictures are sued or rotated. You'll be able to create
exciting warp effects with lighting, trails, shadows and borders faster and easier than ever Before

• When incorporating ellecis, an optimized hardtvared DV

Manual and Batch Caplure:

ments in one pass (over 20 minutes]

otters fast plug and play installation and easy to use software so you'll be prodjcmg

per second sustained video data transfer rate lor high

lure is synchronized

to achieve perfect lip-

compression ratio means a better final video image quality.
Compression ratios under 4 I are considered to be 'Broad

Hardware acceleration

thereby limiting the reachable video transfer data rale
• 2.41 compression ratio {adjustable up to 32 1). A lower

cast quality"

• Real-lime video overia/ displays the video in real-time on
the computer monitor during caplure and video editing
process eliminating the need for an external video rroniior

DC-30 plus for Windows

Works together with ULeads
Media Studio Pro 5.0 (bundled with

■ Multi-channel audio requires no ren
dering lor real-time adiustment and
output

DVRex-M1|!or effects and tilling

Professional Video Production Workstation

Bundled witt. Adobe Premiere 4 2 full version. Photoshop
3.05 LE and Asymetrix 3D/FX animation software.

The TARGA 1000 delivers high processing speed tor video and audio effects, titling and compositing, Capture, edit and play

79S.00

$3695.00

DV-300 IEEE 1394 Digital Video Capture Card

A digital video capture, editing, and playback solution for Windows 95/NT and MacOS. the DV-300 is bu II around an intuitive
software application that olfers frame-accurate DV cairera control, uncompromised image quality, and the ability to intelligently
search digital videotapes lor individual scenes Additionally, the DV300 differentiates itsell by providing a built-in SCSI port (or
connection lo high speed drives.

DV-300 Hardware:
• Bundled with Adobe Premiere 4.2 LE
■ Convert your DV data for edilmg with other miroVIDEO
editing adapters (e.g. miruMOTION DC30. DC30 plus.|

DV-300 DVTools Software:

DVTcols automatically scans the DV tape and linds
scene in and out points. The Camera Controller allows

Once you fiave arranged Ihe scenes lo edit. DVTools
will aulomaiicall/ cue the camera and capture them

• Overcomes AVI single channel limita
tions wrti real-time audio muing

timeline with seamless playback

Incorporating the a ward-winning TARGA 1000 video card and Avid MCXpress fIT non-linear editing software, this fully-config
ured workstation meets the needs ol production professionals, corporate communicators, educators and Internet authors.

• Adobe Premiere 4.2 (full version) editing software. Adobe Photoshop 3 05 LE imaging software and
Assymetri* 3-D F/X animation software

the vdeo you want is captured, saving you valuable
hard drive space.

Video can be output directly from the

tion window (under one second; Acceleration also reduces
the time to create 'previews' and hnai video clip with 'make

220-vjatt mirJlower case • Pentium 200 MHz MMX processor • PCI motherboard with 512K cache
Diamond Stealth 3D 3000 4MB DRAM PCI display card • 64MB of RAM • Quantum 3.2 GB IDE system drive
Seagate (Barracuda) 9GB SCSI-2 FAS T/UI Ira-wide hard drive • Adaptec AHA-2940UW FAST/Wide SCSI-2 controller
3 5 floppy drive • Teac CD-532E 32X EIOE internal CD-ROM drive ■ Altec-Lansing ACS-43 2-piece speaker system
Focus 2001A keyboard •Microsoft MS mouse • ViewSonic G771 17-inch 1280 X 1024 SVGA monitor
Windows 95 • Miro DC-30p/us video/audio capture card

for previewing before down loading any data Scene
locations with timecode are organized in the drag-anddrop Capture Gallery. Scenes can be Irimmed so only

• Audio is perfectly synced with vidso
during production and output

TARGA 1000/MCXpress

ol Adote Premiere pro1
almost instant display Ot video 'thumbnails* in the construc

-

• PCI board with Bus master.ng interface
■ Includes 1394 cable
■ One internal and two external DV connections

wim Mixing:

channel audio

# Truevision^

sync. (Capture from
8-biimono 11kHz to
16-bit stereo 44.1 y.Ht.

Miro DC-30 plus Turnkey System:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multichannel Audio Input and Output
• Capture and output native DV multi

Real-time video insert and cudio

scrubbing

• Batch clips can be stored in one or
multiple AVI files

studio quality video in minutes. II even analyzes your system and automatically config
ures itself to provide the optimum video quality.
■ The DC-30 is a PCI Bus mastering card that delivers a 6MB
Audio and video capquality video capture. PCI Bus mastering ensures CPU bot
tlenecks don't impede the performance of the PCI bus,

Easy to use drag-and-drop nterlace
with audio and video timeline.
Manually scrub through the timeline
us ng a Microsoft IntelliMouse

• When batch captunng. camera auto
matically seeks lo clips

CD-cuaiity audio, and then output the final cut to video tape. The DC-30 plus also

stereo input/output. With the optional M2 module ii can

Editing:

■ Capture up to 20 mmjtes (4GB) into
one AVI file
• Seamlessly caplure Icng DV seg

defining a batch list ol video clips

The DC30 plus lets you caplure, edil. add special ellecis or titles to your video, mi*

and S-Video inpul'output. DV input/output and analog

Rex Edit Software Features

■ Frame accurate camera control when

PCI Capture Card for Windows 95/NT

■ Unique DV breakout bo< can be used either externally omtemal in a 5-1/4" drive bay. The box features composite

also output component video signals and input/output dnji
lal audio signals (RCA and optical!.

codec cuts rendering time up to 25%.

■ Capture audio from single of multiple
DV channels if desired

DC-30 plus

• Ful NTSC, PAL. 5ECAM, PAL M for worldwide
com pair Bit ity.

DV#?ex-M1

The Complete DV Digital Video Editing System

in for Premiere renders only effects and transitions, saving up to
50% of your hard drive space by not re-rendering the video clips
The video and the effect segments are then stored as individual
video files. When production is finished, output to the camera

through the IEEE1334 link From Premiere, m rolNSTANT DV auto
matically prints tiles pack to tape in one pass, overcoming the 2 GB
movie size limitation

TARGA 1000 Features:

back lull-motion, full-resolution 60 fields per second digital video with fulry synchronized CD-qualrry audio.

• Compression can be adjusted on the fly to optimize for
image quality and/or minimum storage space Has composite and S-video inputs/outputs Also available v.ilh component input/output (TARGA 5000 PRO].

■ Genlock using separate sync input for working in prolessional video suites
• Audio Is digitized at 44.1KHz or 48KH2 sampling rates, lor
professional quality stereo sound. Delivers perfectly syn
chronized audio and video.

MCXpress Features:

The ideal tool lor video and multimedia producers who require predictable project throughput and high-quality results when
creating video and digilil media for training, promotional/marketing material, local television and cable commercials. CD-ROM
and Internet/intranet distribution. Based on Avid s industry-leading technology, it combines a robust editing functionality with a
streamlined interface- Offers integration with third-party Windows applications, prolessional editing features, powerful media
management, title tool and a plug-in effects architecture. It also features multiple oulput options including so you save time
and money by reusing media assets across a rar.ge ot video and multimedia protects.

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems:

• 300-wart. 6-Bay Full Tower ATX Chassis

• Pentium ATX Motherboard with 5!2K Cache
• Pentium II- 300 MHi Processor
• Malro. Millemum II AGP 4MB WRAM Display Card

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

64MB 10ns 168-Pm|0IMM| S-DRAM
Quantum Fireball 6 4GB IDE System Drive
Seagate Barracuda External 9.1GB 5CSI-3 Ultra Wide Capture Drive
Adaptec AHA-2940UW Ultra Wide SCSI-3 Controller Card
Teac CD-532e 33X EiDE Internal CD-ROM Drive • 3.5" Foppy Drive
Altec-Lansing ACS-48 3-Piece Deluxe Speaker System
Viewsonic G77I 17-mch (1280*1024) Monitor (0.27mm dot pilch)
Focus 20O1A Keyboard • Microsoft MS Mouse

• Windows NT 4.0 Operating System Software

• Avid MCXpress for Windows NT
• Truevision TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Caplure Card
With TARGA 1000

S749S.00

With TARGA 1000 Pro Icamponeni i;...! o ji::i I.

$7395.00

Circle #223

980519

302 235 1204 Orderline
302 235 1506 Information
302 235 1507 24 Hour Fax

ORDERLINE 1 800 699 4049

4142 Ogletown-Stanton Road #314
Newark DE 19713

Amiga Hardware

SASIC Developement

(#51085)

149

Scala An Library II

(#55006)

19 95

Scala Art Library III

(#55007)

1995

19

Scala MM300

(#55002)

139

(#02703)

179

Scala MM400

(#550001

199

[#02245]

249

Scala MM400 Upgrade

(#55004)

69.95

Cybervision 64 Scon Doub

(#02251]

125

Sequencer One+

(#54004)

35

DKB Cobra 1200 33/33/00

(#02052]

149.95

Termite TCP/IBrowse

(#53005]

89

DKB Msgoehip 2000/500

(#024001

149.95

Turbo Calc 3 5

(#54005]

59

Twisl 2 Database

(#54005]

119

Typesmith 2 5

(#54007)

Upper Disk Tools

(#53052)

29
26

WordWorth 5 0

(#54008)

119

World Construe. Sel 2.0

(#51004)

375

World Atlas CO

(#56000)

44

Zip!Jazz Tools

(#53019)

24 95

A520 Video Adopter

(#02214)

Clarity 16
Cyfc«rvi5ion 64 3D w/-W,B

DKB Mullislart II 6A *

(#039021

S

29 9S

DKBRopldfire

(#021011

139 95

DKB Spitfire

(#021111

99.95

DKB Wildfire 68060 A2000

(#02050]

1199

GVP I/O Extender

(#023011

109

ICD Flicker Free Video II

(#02207]

239

Little Magic Box (Y/a

(#022161

699

Megdosound

(#02704)

49

Midi Interface, Pyramid

(#027001

39

Retina Z2

IS02231I

509

Reimo Z3

(#02224]

549

Supergen SX

l#02206)

689

Supergen SX Sludio

1*02218]

739

Sync Strainer

IN03202)

49

Video Flyer v4 2.

(#022021

Call

Video Toaster v4.2t

(HO22OII

Call

Vidi 24 R!

(K02238I

269

Vidi24RTPro

(#022221

379

Villagetronic Anodine

(#070041

249

Vdlagetronic Liana

(#07011]

Villagetronic Plcosso II*

(#022131

259

Villagetronic Picasso IV

(#022331

369

Vlob Motion

(#022231

1499

Vlab Molion/Z2/Tocatla

(#022531

2499

Vlab Molion/Z3/Iocatia

(#022251

2749

VlobY/C External

(#022421

Call

Vlob Y/C Internal

(#022261

Call

Wizard 560DPI Mouse

(#044011

YCP-GA Y/C Adopter

(#022401

Y/C Plus

(#02241!

89

29.95
95
B49

Amiga
Software
3D Rom Volume 1 or 2

(«51077)

69

(#50003)

89

AWeb II

(#53047)

45

Audio Thunder

(#54002)

59

Address it 1 5

(#53046)

26

Blitz Basic 2 1

(#51033)

65

Cinema 4D

(#51079)

239

Control Tower

(#53011)

139

Co Pilot Audio

(#54000)

89

Co Pilot Video

(#55003)

89

Cross Mac

(S5OOO0)

69

Cross DOS 6 0 Pro

(#50001)

39

Cyberoraphtx

(#53004)

Dem-Rom

(W51OB0)

49
29
119

Diavolo B-Up Standard

(#53049)

Diavolo Backup Pro

(#53050)

69
93

Digital Universe

(#56001)

124

Directory Opus Magellen

(#53013)

89

Easy Ledgers II

(#51081)

145

En Print 2 1

(#53024)

29

Diskmagic

(#53033)

39

Gamesmiin

(#56002)

6B

Gigamem3 12

(#53051)

59

GP FAX Generic

(#53030]

47

Hi Soft Basic 2
Hollywood F/X

(#51082)
(M5OO03)

95
225

Image FIX 3.0+

(#53006)

215

Imagemaster R/T

(#51083)

75

Impact1 1 05

(#51051)

195

Interchange Plus

(#53010)

Kara Collection
Lightwave 3D 5.0 Amiga

PHASE 5 Cyberstorm MK III
- Up to 1600% speed increase Desktop A4OO0/O30 & 800% for 68040 25mhz owners
- Includes 128MB ram expansion capibitify for A4000D/T A3000D/T

- Ultra Wide SCSI I & II FAST HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER ■ Up to 10 MB/5econd transfer rate

68060@50MHZ BOARD $659
Low heat, power & profile simms for maximum performance -

REMEMBER! We have our LIFETIME WARRANTY on CPU, FPU

and RAM (MEMORY) chips!

4 MB 60NS

10.00

8MB 60NS

20-°°

»*« "» ".00

32MB

6ON5

50.00

Warp Engine upgrade kits -

TRADE IN YOUR OLD

ACCELERATOR & PAY
ONLY $ (call for details)

40mhz (#03600)

95.00

33mhz (#03605)

75.00

Amiga SystemsMNon Linear HW
8 Perfect People LE

129
349

9 Perfect People
D Objects

15 50

mpacti 2 0 Inlel/MAC

499

mpact! 2 0 DEC Alpha

575

mpact1 1.x -= 2.0 Upgrade

call

eny 97 Tutorial CD

79

We have older A40Q0/3000/2O00

UEVISION

available. (Limited quantities)

Amiga 4000T SYSTEM (#01109)

ock & Key Intel/Mac

159

Lock & Key DEC Alpha

249

SCSI II HD Controller Cord - Software bundle

ightwave 5 0 Upgrade

275

Amiga 1200 SYSTEM

439

ightwave 5 5 Upgrade
ight-Rom 4

39 95

ight-Rom Gold

29.95

Moving Textures 200

329

article Storm v2 0 DEC

425

RealiTools Intel/MAC

139

RealiTools DEC Alpha

229

Sparks Intel

159

tripper Intel

119

tripper DEC Alpha

199

119

(#01107)

1995

TARGA 2000 PRO

3499

TARGA 2000

3299

TARGA 1000 PRO

2199

TARGA 1000

1799

399

DV300

68020 9 16MHZ - HDs Avoiloble-2MB RAM

249.00

article Storm v2 0 Intel

CALL

reconditioned systems now

68040 & 25MHZ ■ 2.1GB HD -6 MB RAM

Universal 3DC

AMITCP/IP

Deluxe Paint 4

Uahtwave

SAME DAY SHIPPING!
http://www.devineinc.com
EMAIL:devine@devineinc.com

$679

$1699.00
Adobe Premiere 4.2 $475.00

OnStage 20bit

Video o rMol ion DC10
Video o rMol on DC20
Video o I Mot on DC20+

AWESOME PRICING $1199

Video o r Mot on DC30

The Best
Price
Awaits

Video o rMot on DC30*

You i

Call

Call
C.ill

Call
799

= wir= k VIDEO TOASTER & FLYER SYSTEMS
Amiga 4000T System -

Reauires a must purchase processor
option listed befcfw.

Motherboard with two video slots, five zorro III slots, 3.5"

(#01111)

n°PPY disk drive- mouse- keyboard, two megabytes of $1795.00

ram_ 2100+ megabytes of hard disk space, software bundle

Processor Options- A4640/A3640 68040 @ 25mhz w/CPU, FPU & MMU (#02085) $ 149.00
up to 400% faster ,Two s.mm sockets C y b e r s t o r m 68060 @ 50mhz w/CPU, FPU & MMU
% 659.00
up 10 eoo% faster )Four simm sockets POWER PC 233

233Mhz CPU w/68060 @ 50mhz

$

1395

$

10.00

Memory Options - ( Minimum often megabytes of ram required, more recommended )
REMEMBER! We have a lifetime warranty on all memory purchased

4MB 1x32 60ns S/'mm

(#03400)

from Be Vine Computer Sales !

mB 2x32 6Qm sjmm

,#03401)

20.00

]^N\B 4x32 60ns S/'mm (#03402)

25.00

16 & 32 MB SIMMS are for use with MS Warp Engine & A4660

Processor Options, they will not work on the A4Q00T Motherboard!

32MB 8x32 60ns S/'mm (#03403)

TO3Ster 4.2+ - (Hardware + Lrghlwave. Switcher Character Generator. Paint Prg. ]

(#02201)

Flyer 4.2+ - , Video Toaster REQUIRED' ,

(#02202)

9.1 GB HD Video Tested / Formatted & HQ5 Configured

50.00

5 030

$ 2399
$ 699.00

Stores 99%+ HO5 Mode1 That's approximately 35 minutes of HQS footage1 (Standard mode stores even more1)

4.6 GB HD Video Tested / Formatted & HQ5 Configured
Stores 99%+ HQ5 Mode1 Thais approximately 18 minutes of HQ5 footage1 (Standard mode stores even more1 )

(#14544)

$ 449.00

95

(#51011)

79

(#51037)

call

2.1 GB HD Video Tested / Formatted & HQ5 Configured

(#'4568)

$ 259.00

Lightwave 3D 5.0 Upgrade

(#51031)

259

Locki Key

(#510B6)

159

Macroform2 0

(#53053)

229

$ 99.00

(#51013)

269

OCTOpUS L.3uIG -[Required to connect flyer lo external cabinet )

(#03205)

Mam Aclor Broadcast
Main Actor Professional

(#51141)

79

Multimedia Backdrops

(#55006)

34

Midtower Chassis / External Cabinet -

(#03304)

$ 145.00

On the ball

(#53041)

34

Pagestream3 3*

(#51012)

169

Pro Vector 3

(#51064)

179

Pio Wipes 2 0 Vol 1or2

(#53054)

59

Radar 4000

(#51007)

299

Stores 99%+ HQ5 Modal Thais approximately 8 minules of HQ5 footage1 (Slandard mode stores even more! )

Houses up to NINE devices, five 3 5" bays, four 5 25' bays. 250 wall power supply, three

internal sesi daisy chain cables. 7 7" wide x 18 V tall

16 6" long

32X Toshiba CDROM DRIVE & ASIM CDFS 3.8+ Required to install loaster / flyer software

(#53001)

$

89.00

$

49.00

- Same Day Shipping

Need some reasons

-

No Sales Tax In Delaware

- Lowest Restocking Fee (Only 10% As Of October 01, 1997)
- Lifetime Warranty On CPU & Memory (Ram) Chips

to buy from De Vine ?

Do your shopping then call us for the LOWEST price, or save yourself time and order from us now!
Hard Disk Drives

CPU&fpu Upgrades ^[Removable Hard Drives
and Replacements

DIGITAL
PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC
Perception Video Recorder (#02217)

Perception Capture Option

1590

(ffO22<18]

859

RS -122 Option

(#02249)

185

Bundle with external cable

(WG2227)

2369

Perception Audio A4V

(#022-13)

1229

PerceptionFXAccelerator

(#02250)

819

Time Base Correclor IV

(#02203)

795

68QdORC40 W/MMU & FPU

(•03404)

95

6B040RC33 W/MMU S, FPU

WO31O5I

85

6BO4ORC25
6B030BC50
68O3ORC1O
63O3ORC33

|S03S06|
W03408I
(#034091
(#03411]

«9
49
39
35

63O3ORC25 W/MMUI

(#034121

29

68882RC50MATHCO-PSOCESSOR

(#03414|

45

68882RC4O MATH CO-PBOCE5SOR

(W03415I

39

688S2RC33 MATH CO-PROCESSOR
68882RC25MATHCO-PBOCESSOR

(M03416I
(#03440]

35
29

6B881RCZS MATH CO-PROCESSOR

(#034171

20

INTEL PENTIUM II 400
INTEL PENTIUM 200

(#036061

799
CA

INTEL PENTIUM 166

(#036021

L

W/MMU & FPU
W/MMU
W/iViMU
W/MMU

MMX & Pentium II ovailable

Edit Bay

(#02299)

699

(#02221)

795

Animation recorder A / PC

(02236/7]

1599

Cyrix processors available, so if what

SPARK wfo Adobe

(#02281)

449

you are looking for isn't listed, call us!

Spark w/ Adobe Premeire

(#02280)

595

EXA1SWK

8700 LT External (#14951) S 639

(#14900)

SyQuest 270MB Inl

(#14960)

SyQuest 1 5GB SCSI

(#14913)

SyQuest 1 5GB IDE

(#14916)

44MB Syquest Cart

(#15200)

88MB SyquestCart

(#15201)

270 3 5" Syquesl Cart

(#15202)

Jazz Cartridge

(#15213)

Zip Cartridge

(#15210)

Motorola,

scsi l&ll - Caddyless

pressed MGB

08 MB 72 PIN 2x32 60ns

(#03401)

20

04 MB 72 PIN 1x32 60ns

(#03400)

10

Eliant 820 (#14964) $1249.00
Internal Same specs as above S700LT but can
also turn oft compression and can vent/

12GB uncompressed - 1.2MB/Second

<ickslart 2 05 rom

24GB compressed - 2 4MB/Second

Ccksian 3 1 rom

SCSI IS. II- Uses DDS3 TAPES

Kickstart 3 ' rams

2799

25 GB uncompressed / SCSI I S II

Yamaha 4260T

6x Reader & 4x Writer
2x Rewriter

loi

the

3 1 Upgrade Kit Complete
3 1 Upgrade Books S Roms
3 1 Upgrade Books S Disks

c

Amber

Ml

One MB Agnus Chip 8372a

■

Two MB Agnus Chip 8375

■

B520 CIA
Super Dmac Revision 04

8MM 170M TAPE (#15209) $95.00

Super Busier Revsion 11

P
1

Miro DC 20+ $449.00

FAST
Fast A/V Master $699.00
- Includes Media Studio
Pro 5.0 Full Version

2630/2620 upgrade kit

G

2091 upgrade kit

1

Amiga Repair & Diagnostics
Service Manuals For Commodore Products

$ 29.95
devine@devineinc.com

275

4.3 GB Fireball ST IDE

(#14571)

229

3.2 GB Fireball ST SCSI

(#14556)

259

3.2 GB Fireball ST IDE

(#14562)

199

(#14572)

239

2.2 GB Atlas II N SCSI

(#14625B)

259

2.2 GB Atlas II W SCSI

(314625)

259

(W Seagate

1299

18GB Barracuda Narrow

1299

18GB Barracuda Wide

S 1GB CHEETAH 19101N

(#14613)

859

9 1GB CHEETAH 19101W

(#14614)

979

NEW!

699

9.1GB Barracuda39173W

NEW1

699

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 yrs

•99 10+%HQ5"'
S59

Yamaha 4001T

(#14616)

S99

10000 RPMI 7.5 MS!

6x Reader & 4x Writer
2x Rewriter

IDE

INTERNAL (#14225) S 449.00

Yamaha CDR400T
6x Reader &4X Writer

SCSI INTERNAL (#14207) S 399.00

SCSI EXTERNAL |#147OB) S 458.00

Panasonic

SCSI EXTERNAL {#14708} S 374,00

RICOH 620]

6x Reader / 2x Writer
& 2x Rewriter
SCSI INTERNAL (H1421SBJ S 355.00

SCSI EXTERNAL (#14706) S 414.00

Mastering Software
Master ISO VlZ (Amiga) 5 69.00

Toast (MAC) (#53038) $ 40.00
Easy CDPRO (IBM) (053037) S 40.00

CD-R Media(QTY 100)S1.15Each
CD-RW Media

302 235 1507 24 Hour Fax

http://www.devineinc.com
4571 Kirkwood Highway Suite 170

NOTHING FASTER I

4 5GB Barracuda 34572N

475

4 5GB Barracuda 34572W

475

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 yrs
2 1GB Barracuda 32272N

357

2 1GB Barracuda 32272W

385

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 yrs
199

52520A2 5GB(IDE)

Drives we have sold have proven lo be very

reliable! Up to 100% usage Digitally on DPS

6x Reader & 4X Writer

302 235 1506 Information

Wilmington DE 19808

NOTHING IS FASTER i
9.1GB Barracuda 39173N

(#14615)

302 235 1204Orderline

Circle #224

(#14571B)

4.5GB CHEETAH 34501W

Version 2.11c with Direct CD Software!

http://www.devineinc.com

Hollywood FX 3.0 $349

229

4.3 GB Fireball ST SCSI

4.5GB CHEETAH 34501N

SCSI INTERNAL (#14223) S 315.00

Super Ramsey Revision 04

Janus 2 1 Upgrade kit

Miro DC 30+ $799.00

379

(#146321

5400 rpm ->Wms -3 Year

SCSI INTERNAL (#14224) S 439.00
SCSI EXTERNAL (#142248) S 498.00

8373 Super Denise

50 GB compressed / 8mm 170m

(W14635)

6.4 G8 Fireball ST IDE

10000 RPMi 7 5 MS'

col

(ickslart 1 3 rom
Kicksiar! 2 04 rom

(#14953)

CDRom Recorders

Amiga Custom Chips

Targa. etc I - Two year warranty

3072k / second - two year warranty

15.00

Call with your needs'

Sony SDT9000 12GB/24GB $ 999.00

SONY

49.00

(#53043)

DIMM. SIMM, ZIP, DIP, 8 PIN to 168 PIN

160M Tape (#15205) $15.00

DDS3 4MM125M TAPE $ 29.95

(#53001)

FWB TOOLKIT (MAC)

1x4 Static Column Zips $4.00 Each!

data Its also twice as fast'

Worts great with Flyer, Perception,

DB25-CENT50 cabie
ASIM CDFS (AMIGA)

we sell.

6.4 GB Fireball ST SCSI

7200 ipm - 8ms - 5 Year

cower supply, fan &

a LIFETIME WARRANTY on all chips

349

5-100 rpm- 10ms -5 Year

also includes case with

We are proud to announce that we offer

(#14631)

2.1 GB Fireball ST SCSI

seek time-256k buffer
Toshiba 32X External

449

5400 rpm - > 10ms - 3 Year

24OOk/second - 95ms

25

449

(#14574)

5400 rpm - > 10ms - 3 Year

Toshiba 32X Internal

50

8MM 160M

79.00

seek time - 512k buffer

(#03402)

(#14544)

4.5 GB Atlas Il-W SCSI

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 Year

CASE, power supply, fan £
DB25-CENT50 cable

249

649

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 Year
4.5 GB Atlas Il-N SCSI

4.5 GB Viking SCSI

PLEXTOR 32X External

(#03442)

649

(#14576)

7200 rpm - 8ms - 5 Year

scsi l&ll - Caddyless

64MB 72PIN 16x32 60ns

(#14548)

9.1 GB Atlas Il-W SCSI

512k Buffer (cache)

■I800k/second • 85ms

SIMMS

9.1 GB Atlas Il-N SCSI
1024k Buffer (cache)

199.00

PLEXTOR 32X Internal

1299

1024k Buffer (cache)
7200 rpm - 7 5ms - 5 Year

Toshiba 32x IDE Internal

Intel,&

(#03403)

SCSI I 4 II

Quantum*
18.2 GB Alias 111 SCSI N

CD Rom Readers

16 MB 72 PIN 4x32 60ns

compressed

25 / 50

SyQuest 44MB Internal

32 MB 72 PIN 8x32 60ns

2 year warranty

SDX 300

(#14906)

7GB uncom

60MB per minute

8MM

(#14907)

lOMega Zip Internal
lOMega Zip Eilemai

Memory/Ram Chips

Tape Backup Drives

(S14908)

lOMega Jaz Exiernal

L

Vector Scope

Extensive stock of

lOMega Jaz Internal

$19.00 Each

Perception, Newtek Video Flyer, Targa Series.
Miro

Series,

Avid

Systems.

Media

100

Not sure which drive suits you best? Call us!

Amiga Replacment Parts
Keyboards

79+

Floppy Disk Drives

39+

Power Supplies

29+

-A40D0, A3000, Etc.
Custom Chips

Call

Cases

25+

Motherboards
- A4000, A2000, A500

$50-

-A3000, A1000. A600

S995

Hard Drive Controllers
$99-

- A2091, GVP4008
- FastlaneZ3

ORDERLINE

5399

1 800 699 4049

AMEX. DISCOVER. WASTER CABD. VISA, CHNEftS ClUB AND COO Ml ACCEPTED

MAI (tfEPAY-

MfNTS TO THE ADD&55 ON L£FT FWCE5 AM> SPEGFOHCN ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE W11HOUTNOTO

OEFECJrvE HEMS (SPARED OB REPIACED WITH SAME ITEM AUSAUSACt FWAj

AF1EB TEN DAYS RETURNS ARE 5UBJECT10 101RES1OCKNG FEE PLEASE CAU 302 23S 1S06
FOR RMA» BEFORE RETURNING MERCHANDISE

RETURNS WITHOUT RMA« Will BE REFUSED

5HPPING tS IIOT REFUNDABLE WE Afi£ NOT «iSPOMSI&U JOR INCOWATBlirr Of PROD

UCT5 COOSARf CASHOWCCOFEEISWiOO

EXECUTIVE DIGITAL & IMAGING, CORP.

60 Broadway, Brooklyn, NY 11211
NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

718-218-8700

Same Day Shipping Available

Daily 9-7, Fri 9-2, Sun 10-5, Closed Sat
Order Toll-

SONY

800457-4^

SONY

tiny rttttiilanal/lnimltial

UVW-iOOe 3-CCD B!Lia.ii CmcsnJti

CAU

DSfl-30 DVEAUWgiBiVWL

.

Mil

DSR-200 3 CCD DnJi'Jl DVCAM Demo

3675 00

CCB-TRV15

43990 CCD-TRV25

53990

CCD-Tasr

149.90

«9w

CXC-327B 3-CCD DodabK Csm»a _..._ CALL
DXC-D30 3-CCD DocWW DSP Clmm S,s CALL
DSS-1 Docwbie EWCAM Dgfci ascorcje: CALL

CCD-THV65._..56S9Q CCD-TRV75
67590
CCD-7RVB5
7J990 CCD-TW95
HB990
C::-"1, r?
93990 CCD-TRV 101 1C89S0

ESRIJOWCAMCamcOTlfrPiicki];.... CALL

XD-1S9M

PW-3 OotkJEIs Bouun E" F-trrter .
IS ■
■■■■.!■..
: i- .-n-,
lone B.fmorn VCR

UVW-1200
LMV-lffiO

CALL

PVW 2650

.

Star l.t.r.m

CALL
CALL

UVW-1400A
UVW-1H0

S.,f Hili.q

DFS-MODMESwrwwi
FXE-120ww£OnSflOTi

P^-jDCABFWieiXComtilo...

SITO-2000 S-VHS HTr BK
SVQ-3100 .

CALL
CALL

TflV-22

43390 TRY-15.

CALL

CALL

D+iFMOCO MSIFAL (DV|.-.

CALL

SVD-13IC

i:z---.v.

CALL
CALL
CALL

3J.-e7=

.:i_. ■■,; ■=:;
Sony Sll/ VC»
=.--: i:.--iii

CALL

CHI

OUI

5LV-775 ..

5l.V-7S

:i??:

;~>.-975

Panasonic.

CA_. SYD-U20

:-:-:■"
CA.L

I*:.- i ¥«J (inioroir «/jKijta.J !«•■

EVC-2G0

17993

21990

CALL

avR-ioOO... 71990
SLY-AiftOOO
41990

69990 EVC-25

...

59930

>4990

EVS-5000

13990
13990
17990
20990

AG-255CW5H,Fi

28990

.

195 80

CALL

to

AG-EZ1 U

CALL

3fc;-3;r

.'..-■E.r-Ev;

c*a

CALL

■

Call

CALL

«-:Sii:S-VHSEK%cwer

•2,289"

A&C5S40
-3 z~.~.
.'.. ;.l-:

AG-1 98O

:■; mm

CCO-TBVWE

:-__

:-:-,;-■

-CALL
53950
-CAJJ.

. -CAa

Mmtitt ■iWl

U-MOO

459 SO NVVX-10 .57990 NV-VX70

.

.1:390

. .. .CALL

£^ 55

m Ml

. 659 90
. 1150 90
. 995 90
. CAU
vet
WS-D2O5 .
169 90
4VS-0350
259 90
NW-D750
32990

AG-57M
. 2490.90
AG-W2E.. .
CALL
WJ-MX30.
WJA^55
799.90

299 90
1,-..
. , ,
319 90
, .-.
.
■ ,
329 90
GRAX-M30
43990
jR-SMEG
649 90
3R-DVX Dgiu

NVS-D3M)
WH-O850
NVH-SIDOO

■

GRAX-WJO

■

.

33990
.31990
15990
529 90
6f 9 ^3
.1499 9)

SHARP
.;•,. -v

I-

■■

_CALL

. :£. -""",'.

-...CALL

CALL

2B5090 AG-DSBC
:-- - - Un
■ -. '.'■

375090
S3990
call

CALL

V.«a DilX

.

MEDIA

169 90

1 OO

OX.
...
1EM90 QXS
Taiga U00 Capture Card

F." lb /.v j lot!,

CALL
46990

339990
1439 9D

Pltnte Coll

12v Shoulder Poiki/Boniry Btlli
■nrfKX-3 3 ah Bv p.i'i is;n/ e an
5900
Mm! MM J 5 AH By Pitt Ifoiy Imm
109 00
UtarfMK-rBAHifcPjulSsinyftTii

11900

Mnr.' FJW-9 9 At- 8v Pi:« lS=ny Jwm

1M CO

■StW!213AH1MrBut!KB«Pitt
Mi SMuW B«u^ Pui

SWHfrBlWVPl*
■":; ■ ■.--■.. = ■■ .-.-■
•PflB-l<13AH12vB»BB»?W
■?SB-:34i3AJ'i2JBjn->fto

5990
K95
CALL
M9E
77M
S99D

.

■-E-; :: ■-■
■:■-■
■-.■■-.-■
■--■-.■=
- ■

-.ir.
CALL
CAU

5990 JB-5D
■\\S M.d.li....:d<t S40.O0

KM

-/KIR Oitp.li

MINI
-

....CALL
CALL
KY-19-U Video Carrara
CALL
KV-029UDflttiP'MCjme(a
....CALL
KY-F55-L Vioeo Cjmtra
.. .CALL
GY-JG-8U IE" S-VHS amrarrjet. . .J9K90
GY-X3-U Camcordtr
29J5M
VE5-93 Erin DesiiCALL 63-500
. CALL
BBS-SOO
CALL flU-«00U
CAa
VHSC
GRAX-233 .
.31990 GRM-430
GRAX-730
..36990 GRM-930
YIHCW/ltSM**ll*r
GRAX-MtO.
41990 GRAX-M2S
50990
GRAX-MW.
54990 GW-V100 . 45990
GRAX-M300
CAU GrVW-VJOO
CALL
tlailml

988 90 GB-OVMI .

rci
3:995 "S.iU'Ji
36995 CRS-7300
63995 CR-DD7O

30995

SW-365U Edrt RKorot'PVi.ir SM-S

DV XL1

■

■

MM 6

CALL

n
IBi!.

I Cant

1| *
1

MU-60

CAU

-...CAU

...

CAU

CAU 24io

CAU

BEHRINGER EURODESK
MX-32S2A

CALL

UX-9QO9

ALLEN &
GL-33OO

^Ui

IV

CALL

CAU

.CALL
CALL

GL-4000

CALL
CALL

CALL IP-IB LEO
CALL B°-90
CALL Ail-BPJO
.
CALL DiiaC-A-gsn

•2

ihjj?»

"■;:=!::: ;■■

V-X
c*u
67990
.63990
f29«

■

■ .

s^t ali-sir.

S->t ir Warmly [lismLt

UV Protecliie Fill!

dOU En1 Ic-iu :i ■

• tlllll A/I Roll

ES-88 SYSTEM
ubli of: I—iRS-irjou, I—»MO-itro

2V...
Pro 132V .
372 Ca :-:■!

nCoIr Poor fcrti
CALL Rid 12V
CA^.

■ l'i
■

CALI

JSC'FjpcDvap CAlI

. ■■.■■

■

■-.-, ■

■

CALL

I ?rc*»ioru!

B»«PlO
CAR ITOfiWPra

■'■ :■

Ada pltt< blr lor tenro'dm

rx call
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

1 S5)

if1 3t
-CAU.
Detawi -1 6. *2. *2 6. CALL
Digifo/ Itrid

K;all
g

CALL

1

VIDEONICS
HTSC or NU

.''-■--

■Ed* Sue IAB-1)
.

'

■ 9

CAu. =!M-1
pi -■

.:;:■-.-:■:■ ■'■■:::■:
,:-- :-i- - ""■::■■.

Soun)Etfctalter(SE-1|

SOURCE

FOR

BVW-75

CALL
CALL

STOCK

CALL

BVW-70

BVW U
!■■■ ■ ■(■ ■
BW-tO
PVW-2800*,TBC .
. .
FVW-2650Jr»»orjPUy«ji»,7BC
UVW-itOOSP Easing RKOfUf
JVW-lflOOSPEcrtnoPttyH

**B"
CAU
c*a
CAU

GRS-V7
GRS-Z!

BVW-60 EP PUyH ...

.

.

.

CALL

CALL

CAU
CALL
CALL
. CALL
CALL
CAU

STOCK

Pmtsonic ENG EfP Hi!
'3,39V™

CALL

Ouri.i #3
5-YeaE WarranW Eittnilon
Video DbIh
Video Nin.1 Head 5r,nt J,

HT-4033

CALL

4-i

All

;-..

";■

CAU

HT-4041

CAU

]
CALL AT-4071. .
CM
AT-4C73 .. .
CALL AT-B410 _. _ -CAa
AIV-2S
CALL ATM-35 _... ...CAa
ATR-25. . .... CALL C87MKII _..
CAa
PTD-4L .
CALL
MB
E-100 ..
....CALL E-2O0
. CALL
E-300. .
...CALL
IV tinlro Volte
RE-1 COO
call aE-!«n_. .. . CAU
RE-20
.
CALL RE-Z7
..CALL
935....
.
.CALL RE-45
. ..CALL
RE-50.
. CALL ftD308. . .
.CALL
flD 40S
. . .CALL Nft)157B... . . CALL
riD?57B
. .. CALL ri'C357B
.
CALL
V D -57B
. ... CALL HC757B.
CAU
NC957B
.
.CALL RODE Classic
CAU
ROOE MT-T
CALL ROOENT-f
. CAU

SONY
CU-44B

ECM-60B
ECM-670
■'." ■.-

.
CALL
... .CALL
.
CALL

ECM-55B...
ECM-77B.....
ECM-672

CALL
--

CALL

A-81WS

CAa BeU53

Beti56
BetiSSA

CALL
WL

3G-I1
BG-31

CALL
.CALL

80-51
SM-7
SM-S1

11990
13990
479C
4990

313-13C33 Tnrjoaw'Mmi Fluid Head
3t3J3036TfipodKMiniFTi'[JHein1
31403W6T:ipodmMiniRuidMeii]
31 -Jl -5T0-10 Trqica Kr1

. 22990
. 24990
. 22990
. 1039O)

-

::,y.

3147510PtoV«JeoHei>
-i. :::■ ',:.■■:■

3i60XLHiKJ-(ead...._
."■:
-■■:-:

. 69990

_

4990
_... .1199O
"990
3176 3321 TnWd«^130M«M
■1793011 TntoO «3I3O HUH
11990
31B1LWProCneVO«w.75mrnBJIl 16990

44990

3190 Pro CmVi<feo Tnpoc
3190510-lOlrwodW
3192-510-10 TrwJ Kn
3193-510-10 Tnwfl Kit

29900

1CG990
105990
1D699O
59990
56990

.

3191 ProCiniViOiijiv.30Mf-*

3274 3TS h0 C.rt Video btm

DUDECRM
lOOOPraSiaolmr

.

.

CALL Bodi'Pfo

.

3000 Pro SOMm

BualG

Bo*(Pod
V-16

114.90
339990

DTCA-B. . .
PCV-R5C0
ICD-1O0

CALL
. CALL

1M90

43990

.11990

CirarsrwiOO.39990
V-20.
i™1);

SONY
PCM-R300
TCO-W

CALL
CAU
CALL

TASCAM
DA-Pi Det
:■■
■.'■

CALL

: -

CALL
.CALL

SG-2.1 .
BGJ1 .

CALL
CAU

UK-361

CAU
CAU
CAU

.CAU UX-393 .
CALL W5-5O-LC
CALL 5BS-S0X

DA-2QMKiiCi:

CiLL
cau

VP-61
sa sc lc
SoWTube..

C-411
C-416
C-419
C-535EB

.CALL

SE-3C0B ...

CAU

CALL
.CALL
.CALL
.CALL

C-tMBC4t8
C-J26B
CK-91

-.- .CAU
CAU
CAU
CAU

CALL

0-230...

.--.CALL

CALL

CK-93

t
Fumin
SKtnt

CALL ABiT
CALL D8X
CALL R»rn

CALL
CAa
CALL

CAa
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CAU

CAU
CALL
CALL
Klmis
Crast
Elrcrni Vmci....
JVC
lechnlcs

DPS

62990

Bosen
Crtwn
Hjpfn
Mtetlt

COOL LUX

....CALL

Cool Kill
CALL LK-2202

LK-3201

LH-2203

CALL

LK-22W

.

. .

CALL

. CALL

499 90

369.90
379 90
CALL

TRUEVISION
Ts^a lOOOAVPra

:ir^!r)!B3-DAV3r3

__

1J39M
CAU

TiJOJ 2000 Tom SotaBon

Bravjdo JOOO AV drfljit Cml

MICRO STUDIO

POWERMAC

Uttt WSS 339990

ULEAD
MeM StuOa Pro 5 0 IftMo Edrax....
Pnct«mDK^
CALL WKrrito:.

1J990

CALL

SHURE

—CALL

VOa O PC DigSH Man
1299.90
Contrai X Vmea PC E«
,
CALL
ComrOXPro. -CALL ComnilXL-.=
Z-..

IMaiCDO '6W90

SAMSON
VLKTO

£AU

...419.90
Ca^l

FX30PJO. .

TGS
THO
TPO

TUilnWInlui
CA11. Tii
_ -CALL
.
CALL THS
..
..CAU
CALL TPS
. .CAU

. .
.

TELEX
FNG-500. ...
WT-450
fMR-ISO

CAU VT-5Q0
CALL FrVfl-7OWI55

CAU
CAU
CAU

SONY
WBT-liOA
1WT-830A

CALL WRT-12OA
CALL WBM80A

tsMy
nlilii

CALL
CALL

C»U
CAU

37990

CALL VMI-70S

.

CAU

_.CAa

SEAGATE M,u

CHEETAH

OuHit #3
S-YiirW>rn»1)Eit>n<lon

1202-VL2
. .CALL
u:2-vl: .. . .CALL

? iivj NcMf in Bjllrrlri

JVC
..

..

JXS-7M Bonae AV Sw1ctiB_

Vidm Ddme Cm
Visec Fl.1.1 Hsia I

5R-32-4 .

!B2gC

JXS-V5S ProtJjcvcrt CffliK,

JXS-MOAVS-UVS

Pro Pollrirtr

DJW-300

15990

33990

SCW-2 Coloirrlltf

3 lisas

Co//

-

■ ■

■

■■ -

nao
B930

SR-24-4.

...c«a
..CALL
...CAa

1..

DJUSOO
','---.'■:

CAa

-119.95
-;lt'

CALL
CALL

FP-410
U-268

CAa
CAU

CAU

CAR

STUDIOMASTER
102... .
TS2
p»a iO3

film.

Blisfittf niltiin tO doy\
Not rtipensibto fet typon'

.'j i ■ ll

CR-1KM-VL2

SHURE
SCM-81G

sfx-2 v&a cisidi
S€D-£V Efil W»Mr

CALL
..CAa

SAMSON
'.' .

FP-33. .
W-267.

g

Wide Anjls Acccscrf Li

CALL

;j$ 90

Head £tnn«

Deliue itinptiEta

Furman
Gemini

PIONEER

JSIITI9

UV PrelsiUit fill)

..
...

~ ■■] ^v **nr"

B,va,ci J 5 sa CAL_ =3'aaj:a3i tjB.CALL
S.irisr ^iQ| nH Ll'ra v/idf
CALL
Orlni

YOUR

^■MiniRuirJHcad.
tlnwrsol wVini FIumJ Heill
wMcroFkirfHurj
w.MitroFluid Haad

CALL

Be357A
BM(7.._.

CALL VP-SB
.CALL SM-5J
CALL SM-96A

WiM CALL

Di'91'laJ

311S3D11
3118 3068
3124 3D11
3125 3021

SHURE

UVI

For

CALL

ON

»T.fli4R

AT-835
AT-S59B

bogen
■ lack Anodlitd Jiniili...odd 9.95
.
.
B990
3063 M,m Fluid Hesa .

MICROTECH GEFELL

fun Bancry

Panasonic WV-SZX Accessc-y Kit

SAVINGS

AT-822

CALL
CALL

v,-9:is

SONY BETACAM

:"■

T^jnftsUpVulioErJniirllL-l) . ...

y O U R

CALL
CALL
CAU

"B"

7990

AT-K5

tVT'TIIE

JVC RB
CALL
CALL

HTl-DM

FX30.

Video Otlyin Disc

GRDV-t
GRS-Z7 ...

:--

RE-TJTO _ .

BORIS

£llil Bintrv

Omtawimt

CAa

Ptmir turg; Volunw J. Gtrwra-or
IVR2500 D<s-ui VOeo Wortsaitn

System Outfits

Dual D;M V<t

• IH-SBOOll S-VH5 Rirgrd/Fldrit
• IB-55O0U S-VHS PIbjii
• RMG-SOSU A/I Rail [Jit Coilrolljr

UD-435P

_CAa

Spins.

m

Camtordcr

SHARP

CAa

.

Ssatt. ttui Fire Wire

1950

Hll FOB IBUf SfST PRKCH

> HITACHI

159.90

ME-67

CALL

Eflrt&jyP.rjM'

ourili #1

JVC

MKE-300

UE-64 .

CALL JiU-raTB

. .

0-11!

p

93995

rrof.il/or.nl f<JJIMj tyirtm

119.90

PMcrrunrf &■■« CiLL

AUDIO TECHNICA

CK-92

1C0 Color Monitor K

2.f

Camcorders & VCR

ES-S7C 3r—
Ci_ IB-i-.l—
7= ;■. i— ■ ;■ j:d
ES-25OC1*8
52990 ES-nXOH-g
ES-500C .._
■;•■:;■! .£...■:; ■■-

CALL
CAU
CALL
CALL

CITIZEN

Digital Industrial

:-'

WtMOBS

2S59O
. 38590

31 XT_

CALL

Pi »ftjjfono/ vide inni .CHI

.

•HI

CAU

-

CALL

W-160024 .
W-260OJ4

Clirwi

NP-13 .
NP-13T33VLED
AG-B5212
NPLJO

HEATH

TASCAM
ld-tSOCt'16
M-2600'15

LAUfSriB

!iL>SS73

43EO

Hiaa-ftthimw lalttif faikl 1

CJLL CM-6
MACKIE
I-tm tutn

32 nS

CALL

IDX TECHNOLOGY

SOUND TECH

CAU

Digi •/Co

..CAa
_CAa

34995
43995
;=995

U-l*4S«*s

IrW-tOB

■■"-::

. :t9m
—CAa

E

HR-DDS40

■

Cirri.e:! CoKorrJir f oMr1, Pn. s

4M*

BR-DV10 DKkjUi DV Rfcmoer
ERW22U S-VHS Oocutit RecorQir

HR-VPtQOU
HRS-6SO0
HRS-9400

:j :ii;>j;.: :-. ■■■■
AQQM =r?mier! J 2

CALL

Rtpleuwl ChIh Icmn Mw, HoM-UIL

JVC

6R-0V1

.

DV300
0C-20Bis

JB4D

'^,OA9^°
48900

MIBO

NO Mtrnmr ItffWtol

GRAX-850EG
:,'-.:

call
call

. 199.90

GRAX-27MG
- ■■■. :

679 90
CALL

vm-6o13o
.■'■■:■

P4[

JVC
SRAX-2D0Eti

irt o/ BigrUI VM»
AV MebiPCI 9m Iiwoow *K)
DV Or,i { X

DV 10D IRrCWit!

IVrVl HJH V.Vie CrOMHl lim
AG-1SB

6990

BraJmr Sent: CALL

CALL

CALL
: ■-: :::
43990 cco-maig
CALL ; jD tASXE
50990 CCD-TRV24f
. CALL CCC-IRV56c1 .

7590

111HT.
111X1..

.CALL

Panasonic.

CALL

AG-C35^ &VHS sj^-

3CCD Digital Yidia rom.rn/*.

--: yr

CC0-IRV14E

«GJ700 .
M-DP2QQ
WJ-MX20E
(VJ-MX50

65990

132

- - -

..: n :■;

3S990

PV-8400
12590 PV-3401 . .
PV-6JW. .
13590 PV-8451
.
PV-B661 . . 15590 PV-S662
PV-B664
.
lulling Com f ant nil

G-193CS-VKS ."

DCE";,:.-.-: .

NVVX-30.

.51990

> DP-10DH -Li' r -Azy

JUT

SONY

4W90
57990
539 M

YHS-C w/lCD Manila

i DP-100H -IL" Pod eg i.

21590
CALL

CALL

NVRX-7

VHSC totmtertti
J69 90 ^A-JiT
559.90 FMD-507
699M PVO-417

AG-132C InrrustrLj! 5-Hejc

111 LT
I11KS

BDj

99990

Panasonic.
2VA-2M
fVD-407...
PVC-S07

7490 WR-Pro

,-_.

Jo or Imm vet

GV-A50C

AG-456

15890

.

.

Sony Into mill

s.1. -r.
SLV-730

Irier *rnr 'IM — r«*Ir* tM/IM Cttttttc w/hndphiHit tltin {If Vofu
Oiitt mi • [,JM - niiWn WttU-wUt 9 iunrf »ftijW« «o^ T7S" «rfn#;

mm.so

St'ny ¥<*••

::,=.r-z

11990
99.90

WHr2PrrjR«

WL.TP10

159990

DCR-SC1M

CALL
CALL

122930

SVO-MOO S-VHS Er*l BdcwiW
SVP-5600 S-VHS P«w
UVW-1700G . .

194990 Tftv-7

oaivx >oa>3 ecu o-vui

CALL

.

DCR-PC:D

. Tap-RHtc *:?k

WHS-ProVtffWirolessHic
iWflftoRK 165.90 WWTPra .

CAH-3AuOioUic Mnii

Sony Digital

TRV-9 ....

50.SO
129.50

vwx-PnjMte

E-ttnif: exec dig@iX.neKora.com

46990

..CALL
CALL

.

EC2-990 Mmr Ztjem Mm
WXIPro

53990

Special Offer

CALL
r.,.i

iP?OOC Pro iriif,

FMW!600 .
PVW-SBOO

cco-TBa;

1 to iupplicit pitting.

CALL

142

CALL

BrS-2163

CAU
CJU
CALL

i

Customer Service:

Order Toli-Free (US & Canada!:

212-633-6807 •

800-220-2224

24 Hour Fax tine:

2-633-7717 \

Information & Orders:

E-Mail:
frrstate@nvct.net

212-633-22
Se

Habla

Espanol"

luu/jjur 2l)ih ulntai)

'jin

Camcorders • VCB's • IWon

/
i

Yufk, MY 101)11

rs • Mixers • Desktop Virfeo

Protect Your Investment With An Extended Service Contract...ONLY S9995 (Available for most models)

canisjv

AG-DPSOOH

SONY

' &*-»■!>• X

-1-2OO

Piefbii* Capacity IStttetsjeln t
■:

■(

,

.

■,

■

i;".. -j-

V,.

• AmrqaiuWT

■p*J)
Fractal Desicn Piinter
Fractal Des^n Detainer
Poset!

-''-.->£

NP-F5M—.
CALL
NP-R30H
CAU
NP-FIOO _-....CALL
NP-F300.-

CAU

NP-F7SOSP.,
NP-950
NP-F2D0

CA11
CAU
CAU

UMriM

CAU

DVB K-2000...

• I inch Slack & White ii"eWratf«r|CTO
• Mamiil Operation on Iris/EaiiYSIiutler
SoioitWI'ite Balance and auto Lock Functi
. - j« InsjfSitiVS'iatlit
Bafa-rc* Automatic

_„

J64.95
—29935
CALL

Animator Studio P(Q
True Space

*3S9S
4E9.95

Sound Forgs ^ 0

249 95

FmalEflecis

• Audfo Dubbing Capability;

SONY Acces

Ad ua need

■

g I -■

LUtol

■!..■■'.!■.

Video Toaster Systems

■Vr»' Lighmave 3D 5.5
"*5i»..CAI±
«**' UBhtws*e 3-D 5.5 Upgrade
MIL

• OVCAM Sec

,

Vuii-u Flyer Systems
Basic

' VZdoa rf'f'er ttersicn 4 2
■2—15i m VrSeoHD

CAU

■ l—llg.gAudio HO

V:dEoAclinn^.._

CALL

Woo Action NT W/3D FX

CALL

CALL

CALL

Professional

YidooAdioriPro

Video Action Pro W/3DFK

-

• OcbiiksCable •Dv.eCasaAV

I.AH

• I—3t MAudaHD
• Ocnpus Cttle
Dmi-lr.A/l'isCtsi

• Wtelea Remote Commander ic control came
and VT1I luaOttnr

CALL

CPJ-A3O0 LCD Video proje:ior. .

CAU

JVC

New! GV-X3U

ST-19171fiSv9.)sb-—

CAU
CAU

S
ST-12345!NAv23flb

CALL

AttaptfiO SCSI CantratlrrC'Hlls

IViivJAG-EZ3O3'CCO

...

SHAfJ-MCl Mic Kit

AG-BPZ5 Battery Pack.. .

, CAU
319 95
CALL

Yl AH

Battery Pack t'AG-EZl

B9.90

full Jmnmjne Sliaams IFASI

• Eittiritl Time; foeoiiwg
• liideiSPhaitfatta Surer, Motes

DPS PorcDpunn Audio Card
□PS Line Capture Option

■InsirVAsssmBlelai

DPS Psrc a pi ion Combo

• supplied wretess Hamas Controller.

Tima/Cate Generator Bud! to

AG-138O

■ CMrM S Jw.'sl revnw» co

□PSIticIV
QPSV-Seodc
.
□PS Remote
DPS Perception

BuiH In CTL Time Coos Gemtatoi

_.

794.SS
,76'J95

„

1539.95

G Y-X2BU

•2»™rr h*wch>

•SiirnmoZSoi; Eide Herd drka
•Seagate Barrecude 4.5 gb tiltn-vnde turd drive
• Adaptec AHA-29mW SCSI-?.--■
■IS'KnmdrrHi -24iEde internal CD-Rom dma
•Speakers •10Hef»indews3Stntciird
•Lcv<:eci'FS/1mast • Ilbitamo tooti

'3,2 :

rrff«r

3B SS25DXU...-CAU.
SR-336DU

•Built-in fflmt U.7ie CcHe Btreneu/Reider
-3-D Time Ssis Cwnctar

• K'C Digits! Raise Reduction
■ RS-422A SPin Senjf/nxnict
• &X Hyh Speed Sench • JopSbulttt Dill

SR-S365U
„„

,

miro

RM-250 EDIT Conuoller

Protoaalomtt Vldeu Ctilttnfi

CAU

Ntn! SVO-2100

-.1289.95

Kl But Hitter th* AndnfMn CiaBae Cart
• Comfcsim S S-Vtdta to
■ Wtfw Deu Kites la Eicess ol SS M&'Sac
• CD QtlBbtyAudrt w/Pertacl lip Sific
■ Easv Vlinfows 95 Plug S Play lasaHitmn
■ tWeo VGA Ova-Zsy Cipibilty
•ftfir IWeo & Crow Multi-Media

1029.65

264.35

Production Monitor*

TM-550U 5.5' AODE

-...5B9.B5

TM-A9U
_
TM-131SU 13" S-VHS
IM-ltOOSU 14" E-VHS

Mita Vhico OE30. Plu*

iitiii,inji-it a/v c.tfiiuii- a

Linear i'til Control!

389.95
239.95
62995

•TreroletreitsupaJmk'm • SH i tea S-VHS

guilty. ZSIM-JKS compression

• $m—rn COmi net im el' inutW!

AG-DS35OH/S4O

■

S-VHSDiagMl SIoiv Molmi Fflwij SVlttm

*»>v/aG-EZm Digital

CAU

AG-750 Retordei/Playe' S-VHS 12V DC ...CALL

PT-LJ90 Ptoi

...11*995

AG-EP60 ,...

CAU.

AG-EP8D

..149.95

.839.95

BR-S5D0U S-VH3 Player.
BM-Ga»UEdiEContrmier.._

SPECIAL
PRICEI

Hen' RM-GSCSU A/B rial! Edit Compiler .CALL
SAK-26U .......,.CAU
SAN-MU
CALL
SAR-50U -

SAK-33U

CAU

CAU

SAK-37U

SAK-27U

CALL

CAU

SR-S36SU
JVC 9-VHB Ed/line Ir»l>m

CT-1386VY.... ^7995
CI-2O88W
34995
CT-3786V
.45995
BT-S90OY
6W95
DM MOMS—. 1034.95
BT-M1950
CALL

AG-520C

-329 95

AG-513A ...„™JI&95

.399.95

AG-527C

S39.9S

Digital A/V MiHBtm

WJ-AVE55 .......949.95
WJ-MX20
979.95

WJ-TTL7

279.95

WJ-MX30
WJ-MX50

WJ-KB50

1699.95
J19995

*99.95

your CBtticurcs!. ii'?ssrnTj -inrpleta vi£bo and
origina1 footega-

Anvna Softirv.itvAsiraCOFS...Zip/Ju Tools
-

—

-

...S8.95
-36.95

Page Stream 3.1

Crois Mac
Tarmfco -

ImltoFWZe

Epson Stylus DrivHi

99.95

,

22000

Quarters a rt

Quarterback Toots...

„

—

_

-.«85

4255

~

-

Snipe tracks BldoliiPQ niO«£

crfndt/s A spheres, cuni-inesr
fitters includes njipies. v
yoOt iltri-SCSI.lmd rimej iVtw BfMn i%»njr» miyt>pleAVt<»tfiir»tiick. l&MYMotnX&NTttmpitiable. IrtchxSis the FVU versea o/ Ulnl Metlie
Stude Pro IS. plus. Ciysnl Gieptacs fifing fonti If

Sfl.95

■£89*

CAU

-42.95

lo

Croilit

Cnrtt

bulge. Ub-ttiad m-e
late, dmma-ttiins

Born FX 3.0 LTD version f/Premiere only..149.95

Surchmoo

Orders Processed Within 24 Hours
Overnight Delivery Available

■liHenca on ptrunil cPects JW^triMiCif ftanit'Tf ira insurance diaries tnon-ietodtt'el UerztmUetBtaiitatMt
iniD«ira»UrwA«fVKnBH(«(Bisw*«(pnc«i» US.itnutrimtBeHWwM H.rS.n&ataeMBlum

Circle #22B

New 16 Pip features: Page rolls.

Wt

C.O.D.

Sun 10-5; Closed Sat

.

TV •tfl* 3D OVe Plug-In

A/V Uxk tot jiHfeo £p mic every n( PB to

-CAU
39.95
.ffl.95
CAU
139.95
»«

Karl* fX 3.0 it thr

PCI Capture CjtuvKthm-baard CD quaky AudoT

—J4.95

M»SI«ring ISO
Sludra Printer2.1 _

l-8rowsa

• OVauil"Y from stiff ro final!

«55
«195

Dir«clor»Opus5Jl—
C'oss Do! Pro B.O .„__—.
G.P. Fan
Wont's Woith
,

TermiteTCP

nflm

• Ctptura A Die/ back il-i su-.i & I*

22«.95

__

AMI TCP/IP 4.1._

• EtOQOnica! F«.if mill Ww flM CXOU
• Random Assemble Editing function
• CJl Time Cod! Sysnat
• RS-232C nmtxe nmcuon
• Audio duMw> j ftmclfon J JStf lufta i/uWnna ruo
O

.65J95

audio We%. Each DVcupyis a perfect clone of

Store & Mail Order Hours:
Mon-Thurs 9-6; Fri 9-2:30;

pteist send cenbed cfttt
rmdte cosy, original ceckng

.

Card with Buiii-m SCii Cmtrellar^MIJt

start editing vwth dim hi8 version at Adcbe Pratrxait.
It's Itiit easy. AtiBr you fiwfl ediDns lour oro^rjm
pat transmit fts DVaaa tsci ovtr rtn FitWite to

BR-SBOOU RtcoritiFiJVf' S-VHS.CALL FOR

VCRIManitor Combo*

AG-513C-...

■ .

h>*l MlKVi«isOV3»r)r)Wtntat«VOidHI

PC or fmver MAC, phg « yenrpVcuiKotdtr end

Monitor*
CT-13B6Y
23435
CT-S1390Y
339.95
CT-2K8Y
329.95
CT-27S6W
47355
BT-S90lV__^S29S5
BT-H1390Y
9943S

. -:. I.-, ?• ' .''

■_ ':•-;.■.].''.:':

Ui,,;:t DV liltf.it,
JuJtiulM We DPS Spirt FxeVlfot liiptu m jour

Video Printsra
AG-EP50

■ '

bt VSlHi ivff: tartletip sync 'Adobe Pia
lDf/

I299.9S

AG-72D Recatder/Playat 12V DC

.
. -:

CXI F« Cen!i|M»lluu
*«WAG-DW5..CALL ««»;AG-05H..CALi

4G-188
^,S9.95 AG-196
1029.95
AG-1310
209.95 Nw/AG.13ffl...:i3.95
AG-Z5SC
319.95 AG-5210
689.95
AG-5700 S-WS Hi-fi RS-23Z Edmnj VCH .1329.95
AG-B570 Editing Controller
...,.59955
AG-A96 Editing Controller
369 95
AG-710 PIsyorOT DC
CAU.

• Una OC-X Plus

yg You Wand for

in/out tttrvinels.

•jn^

• PinuumIt233Mtu

■ PCI Mallur board wSIM fW.

• H~ 12101 WSVOAmerJor

StiuMt limg. Auto Rteail M" S
CAlt
CALL

.179 35

- Diamrmlxealtii 3-0 2KB. imb video card

edangsysam.

<V-?)U 3-CCO Dcckatic Vidao Camtr ,i
3R-S823DXU....CALL BS-S622OXU

A0-2940UW

TurnkvY Svstom

Tr* SavSVO-im it aniMty am S-VHS Hi-fi
liHltS Retcrtitr Oi«J in cnmbmtturi >W> I'M

AG-OSS40/AG-DS550

CAU

Mlro DC-JO Plan

CAU
CAU
825 00

DPS Faf-Araraa.TC

AO-29J0U

232.95
1509,95
In-Siock

DPS fix Card

SSSSSV&-200C

tix Servo ^ffjm iMi Included

S-VKS Editing VCR

..

CALL 800-544-6599
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-6, CST

INFORMATION

414-548-8120 • FAX 414-548-8130

WE

TECH SUPPORT/RMAs 414-548-8159 • 12-4 PM, Mon-Fri.

Ul

ca

Safe Harbor
Computers Your #1 Source for Digital
Video, 3D Animation, and
Multimedia Products.

8

NEVER

SONY (WSeagate

49.99

Contra! Tower, Amiga

139.0Q

"™Ji »

Quantum Atlas 2.2GB Wide

^Shle

Seagate ST91685AG 1.SGB IDE 2.5"
Seagate ST34572 Narrow/Wide 4.5GB Ultra Barracuda....

i

Seagate ST34501 Narrow/Wide 4.5GB Ultra Cheetah

Seagate ST19171 Narrow/Wide 9.1GB Ultra Barracuda

Call

Seagate ST423451 Narrow/Wide 23.4GB Ultra Elite

Call

Sony SDT 9000 DAT 12GB Int. w/cartridge (Great with the Flyer!).. 1065.00

Sound Forge XP 4.0 - Express
audio for multimedia and the
internet. Heighten your internet
presence and bring your multime

dia projects alive with dozens of

\\

audio effects and processing
tools, Record, edit and process

CD Architect - Design and build CDs
Harness the power of ImageFX with
Visual FX for ImageFX. Features
volumes of transitions and Special FX
templates; can also be used with the
Flyer, VLAB Motion, Draco, and PAR....

with speed and precision; write audio

CDs directly form your PC; operates as

Visual FX lor ImageFX #1, Amiga ....69.00

Lightwave. No matter what the shape

Visual FX lor ImageFX #2, Amiga... 105.00

Sound Forge 4.0 - Professional sound

or size you'll never see a seamline...
Surface Pro for LW, Amiga/Intel .59.00

Visual FX lor ImageFX #3, Amiga...110.99

.179.00

Surface Pro provides you with over 60
new seamless, image-based surfaces
that are instantly available through

Visual FX lor ImageFX #4, Amiga...110.99

editing for Windows; produce studio
quality audio with an impressive set of

effects, processes, and tools; expand
able plug-in architecture supports
DirectX Audio Plug-!ns...
Sound FDrge 4.0
Call

Dab, Intel

89.00

Sparks, Amiga

115.00

Extract Audio. Intel

59.99

Sparks, Intel

154.99

Fiber Factory. Amiga

59.00

Sparks. Mac

139.00

Fiber Factory 2, DEC Alpha

129.00

Time Machine. Intel

79.00

Fiber Factory 2, Intel

129.00

Wobbler, Intel

59.00

Promix keeps you from running out of
audio tracks. Preserve audio levels,
pans, balance, fades, and timing while

89.00

Wobbler, Mac

59.00

mixing clips. Promix

Fiber Factory, Mac

80.00

Motion Master Vol. 1 or 2, Amiga..85.00

Bring back those neat Toaster tricks

Particle Type, Intel

79.99

with Render FX. Transform any

Point At, Intel/Mac

59.99

Toaster effect into a single Flyer clip.

ProPak Bundle, Intel

Nl..Call

Seagate ST19101 Narrow/Wide 9.1GB Ultra Cheetah

a stand-alone editor or can be used as
a plug-in for Sound Forge 4.0;
supports PQ code editing and a full
range of CD recorders; includes Sound
Forge XP... CD Architect
Call

Decision Maker, Amiga

^.../......Call

Quantum Atlas II 9.1GB Ultra Narrow/Wide

Corporate Video Backgrounds is a
collection of 250 visually stunning,
royalty-free backgrounds which can be
used in any Mac, Intel, or Amiga-based
Video Editing Facility...
Corporate Video Backgrounds...89.99

Quantum

Quantum Atlas II 4.55G8 Ultra Marrow/Wide

Visual Inspirations
Batch Factory. Amiga

CLOSE

Render FX

199.00

125.00

Special! Purchase Promix or Render
FX and get Flyer Flight Notes video at

mono or stereo files quickly and easily.
File format suport includes Microsoft
WAV and AVI. RealAudio and RealVideo,
Active Streaming Format, and Java AU...
Sound Forge XP4.0
Call

Acoustics Modeler - tiewl Recreate
acoustic environments with this signalprocessing tool, Adds real sounds to
existing recordingsAcoustics Modeler
Call
DirectX Noise
Reduction
ACID

Call
Call

XFX1.2, and3

Call

Soft Encode

Call f0UNDHY

potential. This is a must-have tutorial

presented by a top-notch Flyer expert.
Flyer Flight Noles

25.00

Mark Thompson Videos
#1 Layout Tips

55.00

ft Materials

55.00

*3 Character Modeling

46.00

Learning Lightwave Through
Logos Video

45.00

half price! Hosted by Don Ballance,
Flyer Flight Notes is just what you
need to work your Flyer to its
Edit Bay - Analog video capture card:
includes Video Action Pro 5.0..739.00

Spark DV-2000, Intel

Call

Perception A4V Audio Card...1149.00

Spark Plus w/o
Adobe Premiere

Perception NTSC PC

1559.00

Spark Plus w/Adobe Premiere .819.00

639.00

Universal Transcoder DPS-210.1239.00

Perception Capture Card

2359.00
2769.00

Perception Executive Producer - This
value pack includes PVR, Capture Card,
FX Accelerator, A4V Audio Card and
Video Action NT 5.0
3999.00
Perception F/X Accelerator ....825.00
Personal TBC IV

Puppet Master- Amazing plug-in for

tion. Features: Allows you to pick

Perception Bundle/Video
Aclion PVR 5.0

799.00

Lightwave! Created by Fori Owurowa,
this product aids in character anima

Perception/Capture Card
Bundle

PROWAVE, INC.

829.00

Personal TBC Plus

1229.00

Personal V Scope

829.00

DPS

points on your object by assigning
them as separate groups and move
them individually, enables you to cut

Aussie's Fast Frames 2.0, Amiga .75.00

your object into sections, and much

Co-Pilot Video 1.0, Amiga

89.00

Co-Piiot Audio 1.0, Amiga

89.00

more

Definitely a must have!

Requires Lightwave 5.0 and up.
Puppet Master, Intel/Mac.299.00
DEC
349.00
Amiga

159.00

Puppet Master

Co-Pilot Video/Audio 1.0
Bundle, Amiga

170.00

Multicam Editor

129.00

Audio Thunder

UTOREAL

69.99

AV8RPro + +

369.00

VIDEO TAPES

Toaster4.1d Upgrade CD ..359.00
YCP-200

499.00

Callus for lull auotes on Newtek's Toaster.

Toaster Upgrades, and Flyer systems!

ANIMATION/EDITING/
GRAPHICS/SOFTWARE

Amiga Forever V2.0

69.00

39.99

Surfacing Techniques

39.99

Lightwave Ouickstart 5.5

39.99

Spacecraft Modeling Design

39.99

Mastering Modeler

39.99

Spacecraft Surfacing

39.99

Video Toaster Essentials

39.99

39.99

Animation Essentials

39.99

Modeling Essentials
39.99
Organic Modeling & Animation ....39.00

BOOKS

Digital Cinematography

.39.99

PhotoShop Essentials

39.99

Flyer Advanced Techniques

39.99

Plug-In Power

39.00

Kinematics & Contortions

39.99

Power Modeling

39.99

39.99

Pro Flying Logos

39.99

Lightwave Power Guide

44.00

Pyrotechniques

39.99

PhotoRealF/X

42.00

Steamer - Effects Tutorial

39.00

The Lightwave 3D Book

38 99

Lightwave 3D 5.5 Essentials

259.99

Lightwave 3D 5.0 Tutorial Bundle .139.99

After Effects, Intel/Mac.639/629.00

Surfacing Essentials

Lightwave Lab #1 or #2 Characters..Call

Advanced Features, Lightwave

Lighting & Camera Effects

Adobe Premiere, Mac
495.00
Adobe Premiere V5.0, Intel ..595.00

Lightwave 3D Modeler 1 & 2

Flyer Mastery Guide Vol 2

125.00

Inside Lightwave 3D 5.5

41.99

Lightwave 5 Character Animation..44.00

69.00

Animation Master 98. lntel...175.00
Animation Master 98. Mac... 185.00

Animation Master 98,
Networking Mac

550.00

Boris Effects 3.1

425.00

Bryce 3D

189.00

Elastic Dreams. Amiga

n STOCK) ^LIGHTWAVE 3D

499.00

Animation Master 98.
Networking Intel

freedom to put creativity in motion!

88.00

Fire CD

44.99

Hollywood F/X 3.0, Intel ....359.00
Kai's Power Goo

39.99

Kai's Photo Soap

39.99

Logo Motion

79.00

MacroForm 2.0

Call

Media Studio Pro 5.0

439.00

Organica

149.00

Painter 3D

249.00

PhotoShop 5.0

649.00

Wavemaker 2.5, Amiga

125.00

Wildfire, Amiga

149.00

World Construction Set 3.0 ....Call
X-DVE, Amiga

155.00

NEW PRODUCTS IN STOCK!

w/lnterior Design Collection

1799.00

LightWave 5-5.5 Upgrade. Intel

425.00

Li9ntWave 5"5-5 Upgrade, DEC

449.00

LightWave 4-5.5 Upgrade. Intel

609.00

Competitive or Cross Platform Upgrades!

directly on an object's surface..
This supercool,
interactive

LightWave tutorial
provides
excellent tips,

MeshPaint3D, DEC

275.00

Intel

199.00

Mac

95.00

Genesis for LightWave: new visual
effects plug-in! Features

69.00

LENYCD#2 Great tips tor

i.m.im I KING

improving character animation in
LightWave 5.5
45.00

lens flares, lightning, gas
clouds, space effects,
and more!
315.00

lmageFX3.0

w/CineMorph
is the most complete
image processing solution you'll
find for the Amiga. Easy and

powerful interface; fantastic
special effects...ImageFX 3.0
w/CinaMorph, Amiga
229.00

Aladdin 4D

189.00

ImageFX AND Aladdin 4D.. 350.00

189.00

Shock Wave 1.0 - LigtilWave plug-in
38.00

LIGHTWflUE PLUG-IN/

Logo Wizard - Stand-alone application

UGHTVJAUE RELATED

189.00

PalhFinder 3.D - Platform conversion
program tor Lightwave 3D
129.00

AVILoad

SOFTWARE

Con-

plug-in utility, For control over Ihe posi

265.00

Fractalizer, Intel/Mac

129.00

tioning and movement of objects.

LockS Key, Intel/Mac

119.00

Movie Models Aviation

39.00

Particle Storm 2.0

RealiTools, Intel

Partycles - New plug-in tor LigtilWave

Scene Machine, Intel

5.0 and jp! Do particle effects easily.

Relativity

Full integration, total control over
direction, strength, extinction, and

Seamless Textures You

recycling of the particles and gravity

Solar System Kit/LW

effects. Includes a shader plug-in to
change color, and a collision plug-in to
control the impact of the particles with

229.00

Call

Particle Storm Lite- 2.0, InteL.Call

bones, and lignt sources. Requires:
Lightwave 5.0+
339.00

Can Really Use

129.00
Call
85.00
89.00
93.00

Shaderman, Intel/Mac

139.00

Vertilectric, Intel/DEC

75.99

Vertitilities, Intel/DEC

99.00

Circle #227

Safe Harbor is dedicated to providing quality digital video, animation
and multimedia products, technical expertise, and courteous,

personalized service to our customers to maintain our impeccable
reputation and total customer satisfaction.

49,00

DarkTree Textures

Humanoid for LightWave.,.160.00

objects

Cai

Call lor School or Government discounts,

creation ot custom texture maps

BDPTWAU

to create logo fly-ins

.Call

Inspire 3D

real-time 3D paint program for the

LENYCD#1

for controllable snaking!

Aura

MeshPainl 3D, the world's only

INTRRN M IONAL

Bitmaps

319.00

1799.00

entertainment.

Relief - Lightwave plug-in for generat
ing landscapes from USGS DEM files or

229.00

CalibarTest Signal Generator

info, and great

ISE

139.00

Motion Pack, Sntel/DEC

1749.00

Pyromania Pro. Intel/Mac...245.00
350.00

Film Grain

Lightwave 5.5 Intel
w/lnterior Design Collection

Pyromania I & 2 CD Bundle..195.00
Real 3D, Amiga

439.00

Lightwave 5.5. Mac

LightWave 5.5 DEC

Imagine, Amiga/Intel..100/389.00

289.00

LightWave 5-5.5 Upgrade, Mac

LIGHTWAVE PLUG-INS

LightWave 3D 5.5 - Powerful 3D software that
unleashes your imagination and gives you the

Final Effects Complete Intel/Mac.CaM

Lightwave 4-5.0 Upgrade. Amiga

Terms1 POs accepted fiom schi

and government agencies- Per
checks require 7 flays to cleat. ■

Defective products replaced
promptly RMA number requin
(cai!4!J-54B-ei59)Ofali

mercranOise returns Returns
noi accepted after 15 days.
Returned products must be in
original packaging, postage

prepaid Opened software not
returnable Shipping cfiarges

not I el undable Relu■ nssutyec

Iq a 15% restocking fee • Not
responsible for typos Prices
subject to change.
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JOE TRACY'S

Flyer
Mastery
Guide
Version 2.Q

imply Amazing!

knew my favorite
leisure reading would

be a technical manual!
Dave Jones of Dave Jones Productions

"I thought I knew a lot

about the Toaster Flyer.
I can't believe how little

Now available through many

dealers/resellers and direct from
the publisher, Studio Visions.

Flyer Mastery Guide - Version 2.O

I knew.

Should be

called the Flyer's
Bible!"
Pete Hickerson of CVWI Productions

offers:
• New Chapters
• Updated Information
• and the Flyer Mastery CD-ROM

full of images, backgrounds,
objects, and other goodies.

Cost for upgrading from the first

"I love this manual!
Thanks so much.

It

has made my life so
much easier!11
Victoria Kelly of Equine Video Productions

book is $74.95 and must be
ordered directly through Studio
Visions.

Studio Visions can be

reached by phone at (8OO) 6721880 or at www.studiovisions.com

New purchases retail at $129.95.

"Without a doubt, Joe

Tracy's Flyer Mastery
Guide is the single
most effective, informa

tive, biggest bang for
Some dealers
are

the buck item I have

now

bundling

purchased since

this book

beginning video

with new

Video Toaster
Flyer systems.

productions/editing
1O years ago."
Earl Chessher of COREUANN Productions

Authorized
Light Wave 3D
Training Center

NewTek

NewTek is pleased to

announce the

-.

opening of its

New York

..

training

center

Register now for
Animation Career
Training Classes in
Lightwave 3D in the
San Francisco Bay Area!
Full Time Classes • Part Time ■ Corp. Training

^M

•Animation Resources, Sales & Service

Beginner,

www.exchange3d.com

Intermediate

and Advanced

999 E. Stanley Blvd.

'

r. Livermore, CA

Level Courses
i•••

94550
t

Future Media

NewTek W

Concepts

371-4500

Training for the 21st Century
Information and registration online at ■

www.fmctrainmg.com Tel: 212.888.6314
Circle #223

IS. Computers
& Video

Circle #230

ADVERTISE

The Next and ONLY Way
You'll Map Textures!

818-760*4445 www.vgn.com
11300 Hartland Street North Hollywood CA 91605

NewTekniques

NewTek

CLASSIFIEDS

LIGHTWAVE 3D
T.S.

Computers has

been

addressing the needs of video
professionals and animators for
over fifteen years. We are a fullservice

iii the

dealer,

and

FOR RATES AND
INFORMATION,
CALL

our

TrU-V

Analytical Mapping System
Patent Pending

Includes Lightwave

professional staff looks forward

UV Shader and

to providing you with the tools

Built-in UV Editor

you need to get the job done!

Amiga mm
VIDEO

RECORDER

Circle #231

LUANNE RAO,
www.3dgraphics.com
402.330.7011
Circle #232

VIDEO TOASTER &
FLYER SYSTEMS

BUY - SELL - TRADE
New and Used

AMIGA COMPUTERS
Amiga Parts &
Repairs

Atlanta, Georgia

vi

Video Workstations

Videology, Inc.

Serving ihc prot'eiiMona) video and

Pinnacle Genie Plus
& DPS PERCEPTION
Packages

computer graphics marketplace.

Media 100

Sales, Service and support for:

Lightwave 3D

NewTek

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

LiglitWave 3D.Toasler. Flyer *

ACS Computer & Video Specializes in computer
based video systems sales, service and support.

Amiga*

Our technicians have been in the business for

years and have hands-on knowledge in all
aspects of Amiga, Macintosh and PC based

Carrera Workstations

Free video accessory
catalog & bulk videotape
price list (Includes Labels,
Sleeves, and Cases)

editing systems. We build custom graphics and
video workstations and provide training in the

Call or Fax us with your list of
items to sell, trade, or purchase

Ph.(610)372-1010

Intel Workstations

use of all software we carry, including Newtek

DataDirect Video Storage

AfterEffects. Trinity, Media 100 and Flyer suites
are always available for demo.

for Media 100. MCXprcss. PoslBox. etc

Repairs and upgrades

LET'S TALK!

All components in stock and available for

FAX (610)378-9606
econnect@ptd.net
ELECTRONIC CONNECTION
635 Penn Ave.
West Reading, PA 19611

■ COmplflM llyt-r Nl.h sysloitt with one hour nl vidci

Our 15th Year in Business!

■ -New Amiga CDnuDg uilh five

Lightwave 3D, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe

on all Amigas
exchange. Loaner Toasters available!

Amitrace Computer Systems

(800)411-3332

ACS Computer & video

videology@snet.net

5344 Jimmy Carter Blvd. Norcross, GA 30093

storage lor under S8.000.

Ph: (770)263-9190
Fax: (770)263-7852

(ISMS (he -.pi-i-d ol Penlium [I

Circle #233

Circle #234

Toll Free:

1-800-962-4489

(orders only)

Circle #235

Fill out the subscription card in
this issue, or call

800/346-0085 ext. 477
USED AMIGA EQUIPMENT^
FOR SALE
•

4000-040 desktop's S850

'

Fast, Easy

"^
>

Lip-Synching

iSTOM MODELING
Visualizationr

3D

k

tor Lightwave and Inspire 3D

•

PAR cards S525; TBC-IV's S525

•

Toasters S350 up; Flyers S2195

■

SunnzeAD516 cards S495

•

3000's S245 up; 3000T-040 S750

•

2000's/accelerators/tower kits

•

1200's S260

RECON3D

CTION

ffiQ

BUY/SELL USED/NEW
AMIGA SYSTEMS

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

WE REPAIR ALL AMIGAS

1- 877- RECON3D

//ardZ)rivers co.
407-636-3393

v

-

hrgreen@worldnet.att.net
Circle #236

Art Recon Inc.
E-mail: info@artrecon.com

Tel:403-289-2454 Fax:403-289-2050

y

Calgary, Canada
Circle #237

Circle #238

ADVERTISERS
COMPANY

PG#

CIRCLE #

3D Exchange

61

230 :

ACS Computer

62

235

Art Recon, Inc.

62

238

B&H Photo Video

50-51

B & H Photo Video

52-53

223 J

222

Blevins Enterprises, Inc.

37

219

Carrera Computers, Inc.

cv. 3

239 j

Desktop Images

5

204 '

DeVine Computers

54-55

224

Digital Video Direct

33

216

DVS Direct

37

220

Dynamic Realities

3

203

Electronic Connection

62

233

Executive Digital and Imaging

Future Media Concepts

61

229

Graphic Detail

13

208

Hard Drivers Co.

62

236

Intergraph Corp.

cv. 2-1

201

Lightscape Technologies

9

206

Lively Computers

36

218

NewTek, Inc.

cv. 4

200

II

207

19

210

7

205

NewTek. Inc.
NewTek. Inc.

Nova Design. Inc.
OZware

"Ml

'•MUM

Positron

I I i H I '

SafeHarbor Computers

48

221

61

232

58-59

227

Talking Fish Productions

62

237

T S Computers

61

231

Tri-State

57

226

Videology

62

234

Vision Scape Imaging

17

209

Washburn University

20

211

EDITORIAL REFERENCES
PRODUCT

PG. #

CIRCLE # WEB INFORMATION

TELEPHONE #

Aura

Web

www.newtekhiques.com/infotek

(210) 370-8000

I-Net

6

106

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(619) 589-9455

ImageFX 3.0

41

1 II

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(804) 282-1 157

Lightscape 3.1

40

110

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(408) 342-1900
Web only

(414) 549-2200

Motion Designer

6

105

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

Particle Storm 2.0

6

102

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

Relativity

6

103

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(850) 575-6051

Scene File Management

6

101

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

Web only

TutorVision 3D CD - Volume 2

6

104

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(518) 756-6850

Washburn LightWave Courses

Web

www.newtekniques.com/infotek

(785) 231-1010

NewTekniques' InfoTek service allows you to get product information quickly! This free and fast online service is
available at www.newtekniques.com/infotek.
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You're in this business for a
reason, and it isn't to make
everyone else happy.

would-be

superstar

DJ.

They

begin to focus exclusively on what

the crowd wants to hear;

they

start to look at music charts for

Show Me The Money

Your Safest Bet is Pleasing Yourself

what records to buy: they listen to
what popular DJs spin; and they

TBIIUfAATTlUr

slowly

When I first started out, I had no

down

to

everything

associated

with

Techno music (you can keep that lame
Electronica term, thank you). The rave scene definitely has
its own underground subculture, but the focus is always
the music.

Everything comes back to it.

A love of that

thumping bass and psychedelic melody is what brings
these people together, providing a common ground for

folks from all walks of life.
At the center of the rave uni

themselves

idea what I was doing. 1 just

headphones. In the end, the ones

grabbed a bunch of my favorite

who trust their instincts end up

songs and started working on a

being the true innovators and

mix tape. The first step in this

trailblazers.

occupation is to practice by mak

My biggest hobby is raving. To me, that boils

homogenize

into faceless drones—Borgs with

When Ron Thornton created the

ing lots of tapes, sharing them

visual effects for "Babylon 5," he

with your friends, and seeing if

established a unique style that

they think you suck. It was fun to

many people didn't like because it

make that first tape and I distrib

was so different. Did he change it

uted dozens of copies among my

to keep the crowds happy? Hell no!

pals. Everyone seemed to like it

He stuck to his guns and now every

and 3 was very encouraged to get

damn space show looks like "B5."

moving on the next one.
While

I

was

practicing,

Yes, there often has to be com
1

promise. Sometimes you even end

bought lots of DJ magazines and

up losing the battle because there

sought the wisdom of the pros I

will always be bosses and clients

ran into; I studied other people's

and producers (as well as crowds}

mix-tapes and I paid veiy, very

who need to be kept happy. It's a

close attention to the DJs at raves.

tightrope that can be a real bitch

natural that, sooner or later, I

I wanted to be good at it, and to

to walk and often you find yourself

verse lies the DJ. Just as rock 'n'

would get this wild idea in my

do that 1 had to make sure 1 could

trying

rollers have their guitar-slinging

head that I could transform myself

make that crowd happy. Then

everyone else wants. Soon you're

heroes,

techno

fans

dieam

to

second-guess

what

of

into "DJ Mojo." It also didn't hurt

something weird happened. My

anticipating their likes and dis

pushing the wax on a pair of

that my accountant suggested it

tapes were getting harder and

likes and trying to adapt your

Technics and driving the dance

would be a great way to write off

harder to make. I was having an

work to follow suit and then,

floor crazy.

all those CDs.

increasingly difficult time picking

before you know it, ZAP! You're a

So last year I bought a pair of

which tracks to use and I became

drone-

really

DJ CD players and a mixer to see

obsessed with playing my "works-

become a techno fanatic; I live,

if I would be any good at it. The

in-progress" for friends. If some

can absolutely make 100 percent

If the DJ sucks, the

party sucks. It's that simple.

Over

the

years,

I've

In the end, the only person you

eat, and breathe it. It's all I listen

biggest difference between being

one didn't like a song, it was out.

happy is you. Believe in yourself

to anymore and it seems like

a DJ and becoming a guitar play

Their opinions guided me. It got to

and trust that your abilities will be

every dime I make goes toward

er in a band is that DJ'ing is a sin

the point where I was just never

admired and respected because

buying more (aside from the odd

gular task. There is no teamwork

happy with my results. That's

you are talented. You're in this

cheeseburger—see last month's

involved. It means that success

when I realized what the problem

business (or want to be) for a rea

column for details). As anyone

can wildly feed your ego, while

was:

son and it ain't to make everyone

reading this magazine can under

failure gives you no one to blame

myself happy anymore!

stand, when you get that involved

but yourself. Hence, there is a

in a hobby,

strong desire within

eventually you're

I wasn't trying to make

else happy—it's to make money!

All I was after was a product

And so far it seems to me that the
people who make the most money

the man

that would make everyone else

gripped with the desire to become

behind the decks to keep that

happy. I have come to understand

are actually the ones who keep

a part of it. Therefore, it was only

crowd happy.

that this fate befalls many a

themselves the happiest.
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Qet FREE INFORMATION about the products & services in this issue!
Simply circle the number on the card that corresponds to the
Reader Service number shown on the ad or editorial copy that
interests you} and drop the card in the mail today!

INFORMATION
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131 W 1st St. Duluth, MN 55802-2065

It's Fast.

Phone: 218-723-9477 • Fax: 218-723-9433

It's Easy.

SIGNATURE.

IT'S
FREE!

Date
Name (please print)
Title
Company Name

Company Address

Use the cards

City

to the right

Slate

to get free

Phone(

information,

Fax(_

brochures,

Internet/E-Mail Address

Zip.

special offers,
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DCC Is the Pint Business
Forum for the Visual
Computing Industry
• Learn ilic latest techniques

Visual

Computing

Call 800-331-5706
or 1-218-723-9130

for more information

from leading content creators.

• Explore the hottest tools and
developing tech no logics.
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the business of digital content creation,
digital video - animation ■ 3D • special

effects • rendering tools • multimedia ■
high-re solution cameras • editing tools •
digital audio • games ■ post production

computing industry.
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Mister the tools, the techno logics and

• Teal the newest solutions for
dipLil content
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• Enhance your creative skills.

• Meet the leaders In the visas!

//
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svstems • monitors • workstations
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The Impossible Made Possible
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^cott "oss' ^® anc^ Presi^ent ^ Digital Domain said, "With Titanic, we undertook one of the
most ambitious and complex projects in film history. We needed a partner who could quickly

assemble a solution specific to our application needs, and handle our cross-platform and networking issues. Because of
their attentive follow-through, we actually consider Carrera to be more of a broadcast company than a hardware
company. They worked 'round the clock1 to make the impossible possible. The results speak for themselves."

1 -800-576 - R I S
www.carrera.com
Circle #239

The Power Behind the Scenes
Carrera uses the 21164 Family of Alpha Microprocessors. The fastest processor in the world.

| AlphoPowc
Alpha Powu red and logo ais Iradwnarta ol Digital Equipmtfil Corporation.

Al Imagsi used vnth pemiuion. ;". 1998 Canna CompuWrs. Inc

Lightwave 3D 5.5
ik Titanic really shows what computer animation
can do for a film. We're very proud of it.

© 20th Century Fox / Paramount Pictures. Image Courtesy of Digital Domain

Jf Titanic was big in every way. A big film. A big challenge. And,

from idea to visual in film or commercial work, the more time

in die end. a big reward. But the trick with the animation was to

we have to review and get exactly what we're after. LightWave

achieve die look and result James Cameron was going for.

3D gives as (hat time.

As huge as the Titanic set was, we still had to add die hull and

LightWave 3D also lets you model, animate, light and rentier in

extensions to die scenes. And when die treasure seekers tell

one package - which speeils up the creative process.

Old Rose what liappened to die sliip dial night, it's computer

animation diat visualizes die story

WidiTitanic, we liad a wonderful chance to tell a story.. .and

widi LightWave 3D. we liad a great means of achieving diat. ff
We chose UghtWave 3D to bring it to lite. Its speed workflow

and how easy it is to team and use are terrific Tliat's Important,

- Edward Kummer, Vice-president of Digital Operations,

l)ecause our artists are so exacting about quality, we tinker end

Digital Domain

lessly on details odier people may never even see. But doing that

"

means constant review and feedback. So, die faster we can go

■

1-800-847-6111
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www.newtek.com

Windows NT or 95 • DEC Alpha

International:

PowerMac • SGI • Sun Microsystems

1-210-370-8000
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Fax:1-210-370-8001

Anonymous FTP site:
ftp.newtek.com
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